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ABSTRACT
The notions of feedback and feedforward information processing gained prominence
under cybernetics, an early movement at the dawn of computer science and theoretical
neuroscience. Negative feedback processing corrects errors, whereas feedforward
processing makes predictions, thereby preemptively reducing errors. A key insight
of cybernetics was that such processes can be applied to both perception, or state
estimation, and control, or action selection. The remnants of this insight are found
in many modern areas, including predictive coding in neuroscience and deep latent
variable models in machine learning. This thesis draws on feedback and feedforward
ideas developed within predictive coding, adapting them to improve machine learning
techniques for perception (Part II) and control (Part III). Upon establishing these
conceptual connections, in Part IV, we traverse this bridge, from machine learning
back to neuroscience, arriving at new perspectives on the correspondences between
these fields.
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1.1 Conceptual Overview. The concepts put forth by cybernetics per-
meated the modern fields of theoretical neuroscience (left), machine
learning (center), and control theory (right). The graph attempts
to identify key concepts and several relevant works in these areas,
although the graph can barely begin to capture the full breadth and
depth of prior work, as well as the overlap between control theory
and theoretical neuroscience. At the bottom of the graph, we have
coarsely labeled how Parts II & III of this thesis fit into the conceptual
landscape. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
2.1 Maximum Likelihood Estimation. A data distribution, ?data, pro-
duces samples, x, of a random variable - . Maximum likelihood
estimation attempts to fit a model distribution, ?\ , to the empirical
distribution of samples by maximizing the log-likelihood of data
samples under the model (Eq. 2.3). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16
2.2 Dependency Structures. Circles denote random variables, with
gray denoting observed variables and white denoting latent variables.
Arrows denote probabilistic conditional dependencies. From left to
right: autoregressive model (Eqs. 2.5 & 2.6), latent variable model
(Eq. 2.7), hierarchical latent variable model (Eq. 2.10), autoregressive
or sequential latent variable model (Eq. 2.11). For clarity, we have
drawn a subset of the possible dependencies in the final model. . . . . 18
2.3 Model Parameterization & Computation Graph. The diagram
depicts a simplified computation graph for a deep autoregressive
Gaussian model. Green circles denote the conditional likelihood
distribution at each step, while gray circles again denote the (distri-
bution of) data observations. Smaller red circles denote each of the
log-likelihood terms in the objective. Gradients w.r.t. these terms
are backpropagated through the networks parameterizing the model’s
distribution parameters (red dotted lines). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22
xi
2.4 ELBO Computation Graphs. (a) Basic computation graph for
variational inference. Outlined circles denote distributions. Smaller
red circles denote terms in the ELBO objective. Arrows, again, denote
conditional dependencies. This notation can be used to express (b)
hierarchical and (c) sequential models with various model dependencies. 25
2.5 Stochastic Gradient Estimation. (a) Variational inference with
parametric approximate posteriors requires optimizing L w.r.t. the
distribution parameters, λ. This often requires estimating stochastic
gradients (red dotted lines). (b)The score function estimator (Eq. 2.26)
is applicable to any distribution, but suffers from high variance. Note:
the solid red arrow denotes the per-sample objective, ; (x, z; \). (c)
The pathwise derivative estimator (Eq. 2.27), in contrast, has lower
variance, but is less widely applicable. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27
2.6 Variational Autoencoder (VAE). VAEs combine direct amortization
(Eq. 2.28) and the pathwise derivative estimator (Eq. 2.27, top) with
Gaussian approximate posteriors to train deep latent variable models.
In the model diagram (center), the amortized inference model (left)
acts as an encoder, with the conditional likelihood (right) acting as a
decoder. Each are parameterized by deep networks. . . . . . . . . . 29
3.1 The Amortization Gap. Optimization surface of L (in nats) for a
2-D latent Gaussian model and an MNIST data example. Shown
on the plots are the optimal estimate (F), the output of a direct
inference model (), and an optimization trajectory of gradient ascent
(•), initialized at the blue square at (0,0). The plot on the right shows
an enlarged view near the optimum. Gradient-based optimization
outperforms the direct inference model, exhibiting an amortization
gap in performance: L(F) > L(•) > L(). . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40
3.2 Lack of Prior Information. Naïve direct inference models, encoding
only observations, cannot account for conditional priors in structured
latent variable models. These arise in hierarchical (left) and sequential
(right) latent variable models. For instance, in hierarchical models,
bottom-up approximate posteriors at intermediate levels cannot ac-
count for conditional “top-down” priors which result from sampling
higher-level latent variables. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 41
xii
3.3 Iterative Amortized Inference. Computation graph for a latent
variable model with iterative amortized inference. Red dots, denoting
errors or gradients from the ELBO objective, are used to update the
current estimate of the approximate posterior parameters, λ. Using
the pathwise derivative estimator, one can update the inference model
parameters, q, learning to efficiently perform iterative inference. . . . 43
3.4 Automatic Top-Down Inference. Bottom-up direct amortized infer-
ence cannot account for conditional priors, whereas iterative amortized
inference automatically accounts for these priors through gradients or
errors. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 45
3.5 Iterative Amortized Inference Optimization. Optimization trajec-
tory on L (in nats) for an iterative inference model with a 2D latent
Gaussian model for a particular MNIST example. The estimate is
initialized at (0, 0) (cyan square), and the iterative inference model
adaptively adjusts inference update step sizes to iteratively refine the
approximate posterior estimate () to arrive at the optimum (F). . . . 47
3.6 Amortized vs. Gradient-Based Optimization. Average ELBO over
MNIST validation set during inference optimization as a function of
(a) inference iterations and (b) inference wall-clock time. Iterative
amortized inference converges faster than gradient-based optimizers to
better estimates, remaining stable over hundreds of iterations, despite
only being trained with 16 inference iterations. . . . . . . . . . . . . 49
3.7 Reconstructions Over Inference Iterations. During inference (left
to right), reconstructionmeans become gradually sharper, more closely
resembling data examples (right). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50
3.8 ReducedGradientMagnitudes. Gradient magnitudes (vertical axis)
over inference iterations (indexed by color on right) during training
(horizontal axis) on RCV1. Approximate posterior mean gradient
magnitudes decrease over inference iterations as estimates approach
local maxima. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50
3.9 Hyperparameter Comparison. ELBO for direct and iterative infer-
encemodels on binarizedMNIST for (a) additional inference iterations
during training and (b) additional samples. Iterative inference models
improve significantly with both quantities. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 51
xiii
4.1 Variational Filtering Inference. The diagram shows filtering infer-
ence within a sequential latent variable model, as outlined in Algo-
rithm 2. The central gray region depicts inference optimization at step
C, initialized at or near the corresponding prior (white), ?\ (zC |x<C , z<C).
Sampling from the approximate posterior (blue) generates the con-
ditional likelihood (green), ?\ (xC |x<C , z≤C), which is evaluated at the
observation (gray), xC , to calculate the prediction error. This term is
combined with the KL divergence between the approximate posterior
and prior, yielding the step ELBO (red), LC (Eq. 4.7). Inference
optimization (E-step) involves finding the approximate posterior that
maximizes the step ELBO terms. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 61
4.2 Filtering Inference Models for VRNN, SRNN, SVG, and AVF.
Each diagram shows the computational graph for inferring the approx-
imate posterior parameters,λ@, at step C. Previously proposedmethods
rely on hand-crafted architectures of observations, hidden states, and
latent variables. AVF is a simple, general filtering procedure that only
requires the local inference gradient. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 65
4.3 Prediction-Update Visualization. Test data (top), output predictions
(middle), and updated reconstructions (bottom) for TIMIT using
SRNN with AVF. Sequences run from left to right. The predictions
made by the model already contain the general structure of the data.
AVF explicitly updates the approximate posterior from the prior
prediction, focusing on inference corrections rather than re-estimation. 66
4.4 Improvement with Inference Iterations. Results are shown on the
TIMIT validation set using VRNN with AVF. (a) Average negative
ELBO per step with varying numbers of inference iterations during
training. Additional iterations result in improved performance. (b)
Average relative ELBO improvement from the initial (prior) estimate
at each inference iteration for a single model. Empirically, each
successive iteration provides diminishing additional improvement. . . 68
5.1 Redundancy Reduction. (a) Conditional densities for ?(G2 |G1). (b)
The marginal, ?(G2) differs from the conditional densities, thus,
I(G1; G2) > 0. (c) In the normalized space of H, the corresponding
densities ?(H2 |H1) are identical. (d) The marginal ?(H2) is identical
to the conditionals, so I(H1; H2) = 0. Thus, in this case, a conditional
affine transform removed the dependencies. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 78
xiv
5.2 Model Diagrams. (a) An autoregressive flow pre-processes a data
sequence, x1:) , to produce a new sequence, y1:) , with reduced temporal
dependencies. This simplifies dynamics modeling for a higher-level
sequential latent variable model, ?\ (y1:) , z1:) ). Empty diamond
nodes represent deterministic dependencies, not recurrent states.
(b) Diagram of the autoregressive flow architecture. Blank white
rectangles represent convolutional layers (see Appendix). The three
stacks of convolutional layers within the blue region are shared. cat
denotes channel-wise concatenation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 79
5.3 Sequence Modeling with Autoregressive Flows. Top: Pixel val-
ues (solid) for a particular pixel location in a video sequence. An
autoregressive flow models the pixel sequence using an affine shift
(dashed) and scale (shaded), acting as a frame of reference. Middle:
Frames of the data sequence (top) and the resulting “noise” (bottom)
from applying the shift and scale. The redundant, static background
has been largely removed. Bottom: The noise values (solid) are
modeled using a base distribution (dashed and shaded) provided by a
higher-level model. By removing temporal redundancy from the data
sequence, the autoregressive flow simplifies dynamics modeling. . . . 81
5.4 Flow Visualization for SLVM + 1-AF on Moving MNIST (left) and
KTH Actions (right). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 82
5.5 Improved Generated Samples. Random samples generated from
(a) VideoFlow and (b) VideoFlow + AF, each conditioned on the first
3 frames. Using AF produces more coherent samples. The robot arm
blurs for VideoFlow in samples 1 and 4 (red), but does not blur for
VideoFlow + AF. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 83
5.6 Decreased Temporal Correlation. (a) Affine autoregressive flows
result in sequences, y1:) , with decreased temporal correlation, corry,
as compared with that of the original data, corrx. (b) For SLVM +
1-AF, corry decreases during training on KTH Actions. . . . . . . . . 84
5.7 Improved Generalization. The low-level reference frame improves
generalization to unseen sequences. Train and test negative log-
likelihood bound histograms for (a) SLVM and (b) SLVM + 1-AF on
KTH Actions. (c) The generalization gap for SLVM + 1-AF remains
small for varying amounts of KTH training data, while it becomes
worse in the low-data regime for SLVM. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 85
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6.1 Amortized Policy Optimization. (a) 2D visualization of policy
optimization. A direct amortized policy network fails to output an
optimal estimate, resulting in an amortization gap in performance.
An iterative amortized policy network finds an improved estimate.
(b) Diagrams of direct and iterative amortized policy optimization.
Larger circles denote distributions, and smaller red circles denote
terms in the objective, J . Dashed arrows denote amortized opti-
mizers. Iterative amortization uses gradient-based feedback during
optimization, whereas direct amortization does not. . . . . . . . . . . 95
6.2 Estimating Multiple Policy Modes. Unlike direct amortization,
which is restricted to a single estimate, the stochasticity of iterative
optimization allows iterative amortization to effectively sample from
multiple high-value modes in the action space. This capability is
shown for a particular state in Ant-v2, showing multiple optimization
runs across two action dimensions (Left). Each colored square denotes
an initialization. The optimizer finds both modes, with the assigned
density plotted on the Right. This capability provides increased
flexibility in action exploration. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100
6.3 Mitigating Value Overestimation. Using the same value estimation
setup (V = 1), shown on Ant-v2, iterative policy optimization results
in (a) higher value overestimation bias and (b) a more rapidly changing
policy as compared with direct policy optimization. Increasing V
helps to mitigate these issues by further penalizing variance in the
value estimate. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 101
6.4 Policy Optimization. Visualization over time steps of (a) one di-
mension of the policy distribution and (b) the improvement in the
objective, ΔJ , across policy optimization iterations. . . . . . . . . . 102
6.5 Performance Comparison. Iterative amortized policy optimization
performs comparably with or better than direct amortized policies
across a range of MuJoCo environments. Performance curves show
the mean and ± standard deviation over 5 random seeds. . . . . . . . 103
xvi
6.6 Amortization Gap. Estimated amortization gaps per step for direct
and iterative amortized policy optimization. Iterative amortization
achieves comparable or lower gaps across environments. Gaps are
estimated using stochastic gradient-based optimization over 100 ran-
dom states. Curves show the mean and ± standard deviation over 5
random seeds. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 103
6.7 Additional Performance Comparison. Results are shown on the
remaining MuJoCo environments from OpenAI gym. Performance
curves show the mean and ± standard deviation over 5 random seeds. 104
6.8 Multiple Policy Modes. (a) Histogram of distances between policy
means (µ) across optimization runs (8 and 9) over seeds and states
on Walker2d-v2 at 3 million environment steps. For the state with
the largest distance, (b) shows the projected optimization surface on
each pair of action dimensions, and (c) shows the policy density for
10 optimization runs. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 105
6.9 Varying Iterations During Training. Performance of iterative amor-
tized policy optimization for varying numbers of iterations during
training. Increasing the number of iterations generally results in
improvements. Curves show the mean and ± standard deviation over
5 random seeds. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 105
6.10 Amortization Gap of Varying Iterations During Training. Corre-
sponding amortization gaps for varying numbers of iterations during
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6.11 Comparison with Iterative Optimizers. Average estimated ob-
jective over policy optimization iterations, comparing with Adam
(Kingma and Ba, 2014) and CEM (Rubinstein and Kroese, 2013).
These iterative optimizers require over an order of magnitude more it-
erations to reach comparable performance with iterative amortization,
making them impractical in many applications. . . . . . . . . . . . . 106
6.12 Optimizing Model-Based Value Estimates. (a) Performance com-
parison of direct and iterative amortization using model-based value
estimates. (b) Planned trajectories over policy optimization iterations.
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7.1 Autoregressive Flow-Based Policy. An autoregressive flow-based
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aC . The affine transform (top) acts as a feedforward policy, purely
conditioned on previous actions, whereas the base distribution (bottom)
acts as a feedback policy. Each are parameterized by a separate deep
network, with parameters \ and q, respectively. . . . . . . . . . . . . 116
7.2 PerformanceComparison, 2×256 (Default) PolicyNetwork. Com-
parison between SAC and ARSAC with an action window of 5 time
steps across dm_control suite environments. Each curve shows the
mean and standard deviation across 5 random seeds. . . . . . . . . . 118
7.3 Humanoid Performance Comparison, 2 × 256 (Default) Policy
Network. Comparison between SAC and ARSAC with varying action
window sizes on humanoid tasks from dm_control suite. Each
curve shows the mean and standard deviation across 5 random seeds. 119
7.4 Performance Comparison, 1 × 32 Policy Network. Comparison
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C h a p t e r 1
INTRODUCTION
This thesis operates at multiple levels. At the lowest level, this thesis presents two
core techniques for improving probabilistic modeling, applied to both state estimation,
or perception, and action selection, or control. At a higher level, this thesis fortifies a
bridge between neuroscience and machine learning through the theory of predictive
coding. And at a higher level still, this thesis is an attempt to help re-integrate the
concepts and framework of cybernetics back into the current scientific discourse.
1.1 Cybernetics
The field of cybernetics (Wiener, 1948; Ashby, 1956) was an agglomeration of
various disciplines, encompassing aspects of what would become computer science,
neuroscience, control theory, and the social sciences. Despite their diversity, a
common theme unified these interdisciplinary investigations: feedback. Broadly,
feedback is the process of feeding the output of a system back into the system itself.
Such processes come in two flavors, with positive feedback amplifying a signal and
negative feedback attenuating a signal. Negative feedback is particularly useful in
engineering applications (Astrom and R. M. Murray, 2008), where it can reduce
the error between two signals. A related concept is that of feedforward processes,
which attempt to predict a signal, preemptively reducing error. These ideas around
information processing formed the basis of cybernetics’ formulation of perception
and control, both in biological and non-biological systems, in terms of feedback and
feedforward processes.
Perception and control, though seemingly disparate concepts, are intimately related.
In both cases, given a model of how the corresponding variable (states or actions)
affects observed outcomes, one can 1) infer an estimate of the variable thatwould result
in an observation, and 2) learn an improved model to better predict observations.
Inference and learning, by minimizing prediction errors, are negative feedback
processes, while the model itself, formulated across time, may involve feedforward
processes. Cybernetics formalized these techniques using probabilistic models,
i.e., models that estimate the likelihood of random outcomes, and variational
calculus, an optimization technique for estimating functions, including probability
distributions (Wiener, 1948). By using these techniques to evaluate and minimize
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error signals, such systems can exhibit goal-directed, or teleological, behavior, in
which desired outcomes appear to drive action. This provided a novel perspective
in understanding how goal-directed behavior can arise in biological organisms
composed of ordinary matter (Rosenblueth, Wiener, and Bigelow, 1943), as well as
a path toward constructing more capable machines.
With these new techniques and unifying perspectives, cybernetics helped usher in a
new era of interdisciplinary research, aiming to establish common computational
principles underlying both biological and non-biological systems. At this intersection
came the first computational models of neuron function (McCulloch and Pitts, 1943;
Rosenblatt, 1958), a formal definition of information (Wiener, 1942; Shannon, 1948)
(with connections to neural systems (Barlow, 1961)), and algorithms for negative
feedback perception and control (MacKay, 1956; Kalman, 1960). While further
advances continued in these directions (see Prieto et al. (2016) and references therein),
the field of cybernetics disbanded due to a variety of conspiring factors (Conway and
Siegelman, 2006), with the new techniques and ideas surviving in the offshoots of
theoretical neuroscience, machine learning, control theory, etc. Figure 1.1 outlines
the progression of a subset of these ideas that are relevant to this thesis.
1.2 Neuroscience and Machine Learning, Convergence and Divergence
As the descendant fields of cybernetics progressed in their respective areas, a renewed
dialogue formed between neuroscience and machine learning in the 1980s–1990s.
Neuroscientists, bolstered by new physiological and functional analyses, began
making traction in studying neural systems in probabilistic and information-theoretic
terms (Laughlin, 1981; Srinivasan, Laughlin, and Dubs, 1982; Barlow, 1989;
Bialek et al., 1991). In machine learning, improvements in probabilistic modeling
(Pearl, 1986) and artificial neural networks (Rumelhart, Hinton, and Williams, 1986)
combined with ideas from statistical mechanics (Hopfield, 1982; Ackley, Hinton,
and Sejnowski, 1985) to yield new classes of models and training techniques. This
convergence of ideas, primarily centered around perception, resulted in new theories
of neural processing and improvements in their mathematical underpinnings.
In particular, the notion of predictive coding emerged within neuroscience (Srini-
vasan, Laughlin, and Dubs, 1982; Rao and Ballard, 1999). In its most general
form, predictive coding postulates that neural circuits are fundamentally engaged
in estimating probabilistic models of other neural activity and the surrounding
environment, with feedback and feedforward processes playing a central role. These
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models were initially formulated in early sensory areas, e.g., retina (Srinivasan,
Laughlin, and Dubs, 1982) and thalamus (Dong and Atick, 1995), using feedforward
processes to predict future neural activity. Similar notions were also extended
to higher-level sensory processing in neocortex. In a series of papers by David
Mumford (Mumford, 1991; Mumford, 1992), top-down neural projections (from
higher-level to lower-level sensory areas) were hypothesized to convey hierarchical
sensory predictions, whereas bottom-up neural projections were hypothesized to
convey prediction errors. Through a negative feedback process, these errors would
then update state estimates. These ideas were formalized and analyzed by Rao and
Ballard, 1999, formulating a simplified artificial neural network model of images,
reminiscent of a Kalman filter (Kalman, 1960).
Feedback and feedforward processes also featured prominently in machine learning.
Indeed, the primary training algorithm for artificial neural networks, backpropagation
(Rumelhart, Hinton, and Williams, 1986), literally feeds (propagates) the output
prediction errors back through the network, i.e., negative feedback. During this period,
the technique of variational inference was rediscovered within machine learning
(Hinton and Van Camp, 1993; Neal and Hinton, 1998), recasting approximate
probabilistic inference using variational calculus. This technique proved essential in
formulating the Helmholtz machine (Dayan, Hinton, et al., 1995; Dayan and Hinton,
1996), a hierarchical probabilistic model parameterized by artificial neural networks.
Similar advances were made in autoregressive probabilistic models (Frey, Hinton,
and Dayan, 1996; Y. Bengio and S. Bengio, 2000), using artificial neural networks
to form sequential feedforward predictions, as well as new classes of invertible
probabilistic models (Comon, 1994; Parra, Deco, and Miesbach, 1995; Deco and
Brauer, 1995; Bell and Sejnowski, 1997). Unfortunately, as the field moved toward
simpler, more tractable models in the late 1990s, funding became scarce, and the
resulting chill of an “AI winter” slowed progress in these areas.
These new ideas regarding variational inference and probabilistic models, particularly
the Helmholtz machine (Dayan, Hinton, et al., 1995), influenced predictive coding.
Specifically, Karl Friston utilized variational inference to formulate hierarchical
dynamicalmodels of neocortex (Friston, 2005; Friston, 2008). In linewithMumford’s
proposal (Mumford, 1992), these models contain multiple levels of variables, with
each level attempting to predict its future activity (feedforward) as well as the
activity at lower levels, closer to the input data. Through variational inference,
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Figure 1.1: Conceptual Overview. The concepts put forth by cybernetics permeated
the modern fields of theoretical neuroscience (left), machine learning (center), and
control theory (right). The graph attempts to identify key concepts and several
relevant works in these areas, although the graph can barely begin to capture the full
breadth and depth of prior work, as well as the overlap between control theory and
theoretical neuroscience. At the bottom of the graph, we have coarsely labeled how
Parts II & III of this thesis fit into the conceptual landscape.
feedback). Such models have incorporated many aspects of neuroscience, including
local learning rules (Friston, 2005) and attention (Spratling, 2008; Feldman and
Friston, 2010; Kanai et al., 2015), and have been coarsely compared with neural
circuits (Bastos et al., 2012; Keller and Mrsic-Flogel, 2018; Walsh et al., 2020).
While predictive coding and other forms of Bayesian brain theories have become
increasingly popular (Doya et al., 2007; Friston, 2009; Clark, 2013), empirically
testing these normative models remains challenging. This is partially due to the
difficulty of distinguishing between the large number of specific design choices and
the more general theoretical claims of probabilistic learning and inference (S. J.
Gershman, 2019). Further, because these models have been limited to simplified
implementations, often without learned parameters, it has been difficult to bridge the
gap to the complexity of biological neural systems.
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TheAIwinter thawed in the early 2010s, brought on by advances in parallel computing
as well as standardized datasets (Deng et al., 2009; Krizhevsky and Hinton, 2009)
and environments (Todorov, Erez, and Tassa, 2012; Bellemare et al., 2013). In this
new era of deep learning (LeCun, Y. Bengio, and Hinton, 2015; Schmidhuber, 2015),
i.e., artificial neural networks with multiple layers, a flourishing of ideas emerged
around probabilistic modeling. Building off of previous work, more expressive
classes of deep hierarchical (Gregor et al., 2014; Mnih and Gregor, 2014; Kingma
and Welling, 2014; Rezende, Mohamed, and Wierstra, 2014), autoregressive (Uria,
I. Murray, and Larochelle, 2014; Oord, Kalchbrenner, and Kavukcuoglu, 2016),
and invertible (Dinh, Krueger, and Y. Bengio, 2015; Dinh, Sohl-Dickstein, and
S. Bengio, 2017) probabilistic models were developed. Of particular importance is a
class of models known as variational autoencoders (VAEs) (Kingma and Welling,
2014; Rezende, Mohamed, and Wierstra, 2014), which, as we discuss in Chapter 8,
bear a close resemblance to hierarchical predictive coding models. Despite this
similarity, the machine learning community remains largely oblivious to the progress
in predictive coding that occurred during the AI winter and vice versa. Bridging this
divide is one of the primary motivations for this thesis (Section 1.3).
The discussion in this section, both in neuroscience and machine learning, has
centered on probabilistic modeling and inference for perception. However, as noted
earlier, these techniques can be equally applied to control. This connection was re-
established in the various fields that descended from cybernetics, particularly machine
learning (Dayan and Hinton, 1997; Attias, 2003), control theory (Toussaint and
Storkey, 2006; Todorov, 2008), and theoretical neuroscience (Friston, Daunizeau, and
Kiebel, 2009; Botvinick and Toussaint, 2012). While these approaches differ in their
exact formulations, they have a similar theme: “observing” desired outcomes, then
using a probabilistic model to infer corresponding actions. Friston and colleagues
have worked toward connecting predictive coding with control through a framework
referred to as active inference (Friston, Daunizeau, and Kiebel, 2009; Friston,
FitzGerald, et al., 2017). Modern machine learning, in contrast, often formulates
control through a framework known as reinforcement learning (RL) as inference
(Levine, 2018). Although these frameworks are not strictly equivalent (Millidge
et al., 2020), they share many mathematical concepts.
Machine learning and neuroscience have diverged in many ways over the past two
decades, however, the fundamental ideas emphasized by cybernetics, i.e., probabilistic
modeling and inference for perception and control, remain the focus of both fields.
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It is unclear whether these fields will independently arrive at similar solutions for
building and understanding, respectively, autonomous agents. However, given the
similarity of ideas separately housed within each field, it seems likely that bridging
these divides will help to once again facilitate cross-pollination and progress.
1.3 Predictive Coding Meets Machine Learning
This thesis is, in large part, an attempt to fortify a bridge between machine learning
and neuroscience by translating the ideas of predictive coding into deep probabilistic
models. While the present work provides unique contributions, many of the insights
were inspired by previous works at this intersection. In particular, Broeke, 2016
outlines the relationship between hierarchical probabilistic models in predictive
coding and deep learning. Likewise, Lotter, Kreiman, and Cox, 2017 implement
basic predictive coding techniques in deep probabilistic models, later comparing
these models with neural phenomena (Lotter, Kreiman, and Cox, 2018). This thesis
draws upon these ideas and many others, formalizing and extending them.
Concretely, this thesis takes the negative feedback and feedforward techniques
developed in predictive coding and applies them in machine learning using the
mathematics of amortization (S. Gershman and Goodman, 2014) and normalizing
flows (Rezende and Mohamed, 2015; Kingma, Salimans, et al., 2016), respectively.
Briefly, amortization facilitates efficiently updating estimates to minimize prediction
errors (Chapters 3, 4, and 6), i.e., (negative) feedback, whereas normalizing flows,
in our formulation, provide a mechanism for improving predictions across time
(Chapters 5 and 7), i.e., feedforward. These techniques, which are both learned from
data, are demonstrated in the contexts of perception (Part II) and control (Part III). An
outline of the thesis content is provided in Table 1.1. A broad conceptual overview
of the inspirations for this thesis is also provided in Figure 1.1.
While the construction of this conceptual bridge has proceeded unidirectionally
from neuroscience toward machine learning, the insights developed in this process
have striking implications in the reverse direction. In Chapter 8, we discuss these
implications in depth. In short, traversing the bridge from machine learning, back
through predictive coding, to neuroscience provides new perspectives regarding
the correspondence between biological and artificial neural networks, as well as
computational aspects of normalization in neural circuits (Carandini and Heeger,
2012). Though this discussion is more speculative in nature than the technical
contributions of this thesis, it provides multiple lines of inquiry for future cross-
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Table 1.1: Thesis Organization.
Perception (Part II) Control (Part III)
Feedback Chapters 3 & 4 Chapter 6
Feedforward Chapter 5 Chapter 7
pollination efforts.
1.4 The Future of Feedback & Feedforward
The distance between neuroscience and machine learning is to be expected, given
their differing aims and system constraints. A perfect convergence of these fields is
neither essential nor necessarily beneficial. Yet, the ideas set forth by cybernetics
three quarters of a century ago, namely perception and control through feedback and
feedforward processing, are alive and well in both fields. This thesis works toward
uniting these areas, developing the ideas of cybernetics with modern computational
tools. The result is a set of basic techniques for probabilistic modeling and inference
based on feedback and feedforward principles, applicable to both perception and
control.
However, scientific research, by its very nature, is constrained to simplified settings,
where complex phenomena can be studied in isolation. The real work remains to be
done in both integrating these ideas into a cohesive embodied system, as discussed
in Chapter 9, as well as pushing these ideas and others to their limits to build
and understand bigger, more expressive systems. If we take the correspondences
in Chapter 8 seriously, biological systems still contain orders of magnitude more
parameters than current machine learning models, likely with many more unforeseen
complexities. If we hope to build more capable autonomous systems or understand
neural processing in computational terms, a closer collaboration between these fields
may prove fruitful. Indeed, these discussions are already bearing fruit: Richards
and colleagues, inspired in part by the predictive coding-based machine learning
models of Lotter, Kreiman, and Cox, 2017, have identified top-down predictions and
bottom-up error signals in separate dendritic compartments of neocortical pyramidal
neurons (Gillon et al., 2021). In this way, the exploration of predictive coding
ideas in machine learning has helped neuroscientists pose more targeted scientific
hypotheses.
Neuroscience and machine learning may never return to the close collaboration
envisaged under cybernetics. Nevertheless, a mutually beneficial dialogue can be
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maintained by tying these fields together around their unifying concepts, such as
feedback and feedforward perception and control. Considering systems in these
cybernetic terms could help us move beyond the foggy notions of biological and
artificial intelligence. Instead, we can understand organisms and autonomous systems
from a more firmly-grounded scientific and engineering perspective, in terms of
feedback and feedforward computational processing, homeostatic objectives, and
ultimately their physical embodiment of complexity and information. This thesis is a
step in that direction.
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C h a p t e r 2
BACKGROUND
2.1 Introduction
This chapter presents the mathematical concepts underlying the technical contribu-
tions developed throughout this thesis. For clarity, the material is presented using
the notation for state estimation (Part II), and we delay presenting the concepts more
specifically related to action selection until Part III.
2.2 Probabilistic Models
Set-Up: Probability Distributions & Maximum Likelihood
Consider a random variable, - ∈ R" , with a corresponding distribution, ?data(-),
defining the probability of observing each possible observation, - = x. We will
use the shorthand notation ?data(x) to denote the probability ?data(- = x). This
distribution is the result of an underlying data generation process, e.g. the emission
and scattering of photons. While we do not have direct access to ?data, we can sample
observations, x ∼ ?data(x), yielding an empirical distribution, ?̂data(x).
Often, we wish to model ?data, for instance, to predict or compress observations
of - . We refer to this model as ?\ (x), with parameters \. A natural approach
for estimating the model involves minimizing some divergence measure between
?data(x) and ?\ (x) with respect to the model parameters, \. The Kullback Leibler
(KL) divergence, denoted KL, is a common choice of divergence measure:
\∗ ← argmin
\
KL(?data(x) | |?\ (x)), (2.1)
\∗ ← argmin
\
Ex∼?data (x) [log ?data(x) − log ?\ (x)] , (2.2)
\∗ ← argmax
\
Ex∼?data (x) [log ?\ (x)] . (2.3)
Here, E denotes the expectation operator. We have gone from Eq. 2.1 to Eq. 2.2 using
the definition of the KL divergence. Because ?data(x) does not depend on \, we can
omit it from the optimization, expressing the equivalent maximization in Eq. 2.3.
This is the standard maximum log-likelihood objective, which is found throughout
machine learning and probabilistic modeling (Murphy, 2012; Goodfellow, Y. Bengio,
and Courville, 2016). In practice, we do not have access to ?data(x) and must instead












Figure 2.1: Maximum Likelihood Estimation. A data distribution, ?data, produces
samples, x, of a random variable - . Maximum likelihood estimation attempts to fit
a model distribution, ?\ , to the empirical distribution of samples by maximizing the
log-likelihood of data samples under the model (Eq. 2.3).
observation sample out of # total samples, we can approximate the objective as the
following empirical average:





log ?\ (x(8)). (2.4)
In summary, we can frame probabilistic modeling as the process of maximizing the
log-likelihood, log ?\ (x), of data observations under our model. A diagram of this
setup is shown in Figure 2.1.
Model Formulation
Formulating a probabilistic model involves considering the dependency structure
of the model and the parameterization of these dependencies. As with all models,
there is a bias-variance decomposition of modeling error. Without considering a
sufficiently flexible dependency structure and parameterization, the model will be
inherently limited, i.e. biased, in its capacity to accurately model the data. Yet, with
an overly expressive model, containing many dependencies and parameters, there




The dependency structure of a probabilistic model is the set of conditional depen-
dencies between variables. One common form of dependency structure is that of
autoregression (Frey, G. E. Hinton, and Dayan, 1996; Y. Bengio and S. Bengio,





?\ (G 9 |G< 9 ). (2.5)
Here, we have induced an arbitrary ordering over the " dimensions of x, allowing
us to factor the joint distribution over dimensions, ?\ (x), into a product of "
conditional distributions, each conditioned on the previous dimensions, G< 9 . Slightly
abusing notation, at 9 = 1, we have ?\ (G 9 |G< 9 ) = ?\ (G1). A natural use-case for this
dependency structure arises in modeling sequential data, where time provides an
ordering over a sequence of ) observed variables, x1:) :
?\ (x1:) ) =
)∏
C=1
?\ (xC |x<C). (2.6)
Although such models are conventionally formulated in forward temporal order,
this is truly a modeling assumption. Likewise, while the chain rule of probability
dictates that we must consider all previous variables, there may be cases where it is
safe to assume conditional independence outside of some window. In the extreme
case, in which we only consider pairwise dependencies, we arrive at a Markov chain:
?\ (x1:) ) =
∏)
C=1 ?\ (xC |xC−1).
Autoregressive models are also referred to as “fully-visible” models (Frey, G. E.
Hinton, and Dayan, 1996), as dependencies are only explicitly modeled between
observed variables. However, we can also model such dependencies by introducing
latent variables, denoted as / . Formally, a latent variable model is defined by the
joint distribution
?\ (x, z) = ?\ (x|z)?\ (z), (2.7)
where ?\ (x|z) is the conditional likelihood and ?\ (z) is the prior. Again, we have
used the shorthand notation ?\ (x, z) to denote ?\ (- = x, / = z). Introducing latent
variables is one of, if not, the primary technique for increasing the flexibility of a
probabilistic model. This is because evaluating the probability of an observation
now requires marginalizing over the latent variables. If / is a continuous variable,
this involves integration, ?\ (x) =
∫
?\ (x, z)3z, and if / is discrete, this involves
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Figure 2.2: Dependency Structures. Circles denote random variables, with gray
denoting observed variables and white denoting latent variables. Arrows denote
probabilistic conditional dependencies. From left to right: autoregressive model
(Eqs. 2.5 & 2.6), latent variable model (Eq. 2.7), hierarchical latent variable model
(Eq. 2.10), autoregressive or sequential latent variable model (Eq. 2.11). For clarity,
we have drawn a subset of the possible dependencies in the final model.
summation, ?\ (x) =
∑
z ?\ (x, z). In either case, we have
?\ (x) = Ez∼?\ (z) [?\ (x|z)] , (2.8)
which illustrates that ?\ (x) is a mixture distribution, with each mixture component,
?\ (x|z), weighted according to ?\ (z). Thus, even when restricting ?\ (x|z) to simple
distribution forms, such as Gaussian distributions, ?\ (x) can take on flexible forms
that do not have closed form analytical expressions. In this way, / can implicitly
model dependencies in - , assigning higher probability to particular regions of the
observation space.
However, increasing flexibility through latent variables comes with increasing
computational overhead. In general, marginalizing over / is not analytically tractable,
particularly with continuous latent variables or complex conditional likelihoods.
This requires us to either 1) adopt approximation techniques, which we discuss in
Section 2.3, or 2) restrict the form of the model to ensure computationally tractable
evaluation of ?\ (x). This latter approach is the basis of flow-based models (Tabak
and Turner, 2013; Rippel and Adams, 2013; Dinh, Krueger, and Y. Bengio, 2015),
which define the conditional dependency between - and / in terms of an invertible
transform, x = 5\ (z) and z = 5 −1\ (x). We can then express ?\ (x) using the change
of variables formula:
?\ (x) = ?\ (z)
det (mxmz )−1 , (2.9)
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where mx
mz is the Jacobian of the transform and det(·) denotes matrix determinant.
The term
det ( mxmz )−1 can be interpreted as the local scaling of space when moving
from / to - , conserving probability mass in the transform. Flow-based models,
also referred to as normalizing flows (Rezende and Mohamed, 2015), are the basis
of the classical technique of independent components analysis (ICA) (Bell and
Sejnowski, 1997; Hyvärinen and Oja, 2000) and non-linear generalizations (S. S.
Chen and Gopinath, 2001; Laparra, Camps-Valls, and Malo, 2011). As such, these
models can serve as a general-purpose mechanism for adding and removing statistical
dependencies between variables. Although flow-based models avoid the intractability
of marginalization, their requirement of invertibility may be overly restrictive or
undesirable in some contexts (Cornish et al., 2020). And while the change of
variables formula can also be applied to non-invertible transforms (Cvitkovic and
Koliander, 2019), it raises computational intractabilities. This motivates the use of
approximate techniques for training latent variables models (Section 2.3).
While we have presented autoregression and latent variables separately, these
techniques can, in fact, be combined in numerous ways to model dependencies. For
instance, one can create hierarchical latent variable models (Dayan et al., 1995),
incorporating autoregressive dependencies between latent variables. Considering !
levels of latent variables, /1:! =
[
/1, . . . , /!
]
, we can express the joint distribution
as
?\ (x, z1:!) = ?\ (x|z1:!)
!∏
ℓ=1
?\ (zℓ |zℓ+1:!). (2.10)
From this perspective, hierarchical latent variable models are a repeated application of
the latent variables technique in order to create increasingly complex empirical priors
(Efron and Morris, 1973). We can also consider incorporating latent variables within
sequential (autoregressive) probabilistic models, giving rise to sequential latent
variable models. Considering a single level of latent variables in a corresponding
sequence, /1:) , we generally have the following joint distribution:
?\ (x1:) , z1:) ) =
)∏
C=1
?\ (xC |x<C , z≤C)?\ (zC |x<C , z<C), (2.11)
where we have again assumed a forward sequential ordering. By restricting the
dependency structure and distribution forms in sequential latent variable models, we
recover familiar special cases, such as hidden Markov models or linear Gaussian
state-space models (Murphy, 2012). Beyond hierarchical and sequential latent
variable models, there are a variety of other ways to combine autoregression and
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latent variables (Gulrajani et al., 2017; Razavi, Aaron van den Oord, and Vinyals,
2019). The remaining chapters focus on hierarchical (Eq. 2.10) and sequential
(Eq. 2.11) latent variable models, though models with more flexible hierarchical,
sequential, and spatial dependencies will be required to advance the frontier of
probabilistic modeling.
Parameterizing the Model
In the previous section, we discussed the dependency structure of probabilistic
models. The probability distributions that define these dependencies are ultimately
functions. In this section, we discuss possible forms that these functions may take.
We restrict our focus here to parametric distributions, which are defined by one or
more distribution parameters. The canonical example is the Gaussian (or Normal)
distribution, N(G; `, f2), which is defined by a mean, `, and variance, f2. This
can be extended to the multivariate setting, where x ∈ R" is modeled with a mean







(x − µ)ᵀ−1(x − µ)
)
. (2.12)
For convenience, we may also consider diagonal covariance matrices,  = diag(σ2),
simplifying the parameterization and resulting calculations. In particular, the special
case where  = I" , the " × " identity matrix, the log-density, up to a constant,
becomes the familiar mean squared error,
logN(x;µ, I) = −1
2
| |x − µ| |22 + const. (2.13)
With a parametric distribution, conditional dependencies are mediated by the
distribution parameters, which are functions of the conditioning variables. For
example, we can express an autoregressive Gaussian distribution (of the form
in Eq. 2.5) through conditional densities, ?\ (G 9 |G< 9 ) = N(G 9 ; `\ (G< 9 ), f2\ (G< 9 )),
where `\ and f2\ are functions taking G< 9 as input. A similar form applies to
autoregressive models on sequences of vector inputs (Eq. 2.6), with ?\ (xC |x<C) =
N(xC;µ\ (x<C),\ (x<C)). Likewise, in a latent variable model (Eq. 2.7), we can
express a Gaussian conditional likelihood as ?\ (x|z) = N(x;µ\ (z),\ (z)). Note
that in the above examples, we have overloaded notation, simply using a subscript \
for all functions. In practice, while it is not uncommon to share parameters across
functions, this is ultimately a modeling choice.
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The functions supplying each of the distribution parameters can range in complexity,
from constant to highly non-linear. Classical modeling techniques often employ
linear functions. For instance, in a latent variable model, we could parameterize the
mean as a linear function of z:
µ\ (z) = Wz + b, (2.14)
where W is a matrix of weights and b is a bias vector. Models of this form underlie
factor analysis, probabilistic principal components analysis (Tipping and Bishop,
1999), independent components analysis (Bell and Sejnowski, 1997; Hyvärinen and
Oja, 2000), and sparse coding (Olshausen and Field, 1996). Linear autoregressive
models are also the basis of many classical time-series models and are common across
fields that use statistical methods. While linear models are relatively computationally
efficient, they are often too limited to accurately model complex data distributions,
e.g. those found in natural images or audio.
Recent improvements in deep learning (Goodfellow, Y. Bengio, and Courville, 2016)
have provided probabilistic models with a more expressive class of non-linear func-
tions, improving their modeling capacity. In these models, the distribution parameters
are parameterized with deep networks, which are then trained by backpropagating
(Rumelhart, G. E. Hinton, and Williams, 1986) the gradient of the log-likelihood
objective, ∇\Ex∼?̂data [log ?\ (x)], back through the layers of the network. Typically,
this is estimated using a mini-batch of data examples, rather than the full empirical
distribution as in Eq. 2.4. Deep autoregressive models and deep latent variable
models have enabled recent advances across an array of areas, including speech
(Graves, 2013; Aäron van den Oord et al., 2016), natural language (Sutskever,
Vinyals, and Le, 2014; Radford et al., 2019), images (Razavi, Aaron van den Oord,
and Vinyals, 2019), video (Kumar et al., 2020), reinforcement learning (Chua et al.,
2018; Ha and Schmidhuber, 2018) and many others.
We visualize a simplified probabilistic computation graph for a deep autoregressive
model in Figure 2.3. This diagram translates the autoregressive dependency structure
from Figure 2.2, which only depicts the variables and their dependencies in the model,
into a more detailed visualization, breaking the variables into their corresponding
distributions and terms in the log-likelihood objective. Here, green circles denote the
conditional likelihood at each step, containing aGaussianmean and standard deviation,
which are parameterized by a deep network. The log-likelihood, log ?\ (xC |x<C),













Figure 2.3: Model Parameterization&ComputationGraph. The diagram depicts
a simplified computation graph for a deep autoregressive Gaussian model. Green
circles denote the conditional likelihood distribution at each step, while gray circles
again denote the (distribution of) data observations. Smaller red circles denote
each of the log-likelihood terms in the objective. Gradients w.r.t. these terms
are backpropagated through the networks parameterizing the model’s distribution
parameters (red dotted lines).
objective (red dot). The gradient of this objective w.r.t. the network parameters
is calculated through backpropagation (red dotted line). This general depiction of
dependencies, distributions, and log-probabilities (or differences of log-probabilities)
is used throughout this thesis to describe the various computational setups.
Purely autoregressive models (without latent variables) have proven useful in many
domains, often obtaining better log-likelihoods as compared with latent variable
models. However, there are a number of reasons to prefer latent variable models
in some contexts. First, autoregressive sampling is inherently sequential, and this
linear computational scaling becomes costly in high-dimensional domains. Second,
latent variables provide a representational space for downstream tasks, compression,
and overall data analysis. Finally, latent variables provide added flexibility, which is
particularly useful for modeling continuous random variables with relatively simple,
e.g. Gaussian, conditional distributions. For these reasons, we require methods for





As we saw in the previous section, training latent variable models through maximum
likelihood requires evaluating log ?\ (x). However, particularly with continuous latent
variables, evaluating ?\ (x) =
∫
?\ (x, z)3z is generally computationally intractable.
This problem is only exacerbated in deep latent variable models, where computing
?\ (z) and ?\ (x|z) is more expensive. Thus, we require some technique for tractably
estimating log ?\ (x) without resorting to exact marginalization.
Variational inference (G. E. Hinton and Van Camp, 1993; Jordan et al., 1998)
approaches this problem by introducing an approximate posterior distribution,
@(z|x), which provides a tractable lower bound, L(x; @, \) ≤ log ?\ (x), on the
log-likelihood. This lower bound is variously referred to as the evidence lower bound
(ELBO), variational lower bound, and the negative free energy. By tightening and
maximizing the ELBO w.r.t. the model parameters, \, we can approximate maximum
likelihood training while avoiding marginalization.
We can interpret variational inference as converting probabilistic inference into
an optimization problem. Given a family of distributions, Q, e.g., Gaussian, non-
parametric, etc., variational inference attempts to find the distribution, @ ∈ Q, that
minimizes KL(@(z|x) | |?\ (z|x)):
@(z|x) ← argmin
@
KL(@(z|x) | |?\ (z|x)), (2.15)





Because ?\ (z|x) includes the intractable ?\ (x), we cannot minimize the KL diver-
gence in Eq. 2.15 directly. Instead, we can rewrite this as
KL(@(z|x) | |?\ (z|x)) = Ez∼@(z|x) [log @(z|x) − log ?\ (z|x)] (2.17)
= Ez∼@(z|x)
[






= Ez∼@(z|x) [log @(z|x) − log ?\ (x, z)] + log ?\ (x) (2.19)
= −L(x; @, \) + log ?\ (x). (2.20)
In Eq. 2.20, we have defined L(x; @, \), as
L(x; @, \) ≡ Ez∼@(z|x) [log ?\ (x, z) − log @(z|x)]




Algorithm 1 Variational Expectation Maximization (EM)
1: Input: model ?\ (x, z), data examples x(1) , . . . , x(#) ∼ ?data(x)
2: while \ not converged do
3: for x = x(1) , . . . , x(#) do
4: @(z|x) ← argmax@ L(x; @, \) ⊲ inference (E-step)
5: end for
6: \ ← argmax\ 1#
∑#
8=1 L(x(8); @, \) ⊲ learning (M-step)
7: end while
Rearranging terms in Eq. 2.20, we have
log ?\ (x) = L(x; @, \) + KL(@(z|x) | |?\ (z|x)). (2.23)
Because KL divergence is non-negative, we see that L(x; @, \) ≤ log ?\ (x), with
equality when @(z|x) = ?\ (z|x). As the LHS of Eq. 2.23 does not depend on
@(z|x), maximizing L(x; @, \) w.r.t. @ implicitly minimizes KL(@(z|x) | |?\ (z|x))
w.r.t. @. Together, these statements imply that maximizing L(x; @, \) w.r.t. @ tightens
the lower bound on log ?\ (x). With this tightened lower bound, we can then
maximize L(x; @, \) w.r.t. \. This alternating optimization process is referred to
as the variational expectation maximization (EM) algorithm (Dempster, Laird, and
Rubin, 1977; Neal and G. E. Hinton, 1998) (Algorithm 1), consisting of approximate
inference (E-step) and learning (M-step). While Algorithm 1 iterates over the
entire data set between parameter updates, one can instead perform inference for a
mini-batch of data examples and perform stochastic gradient ascent on \ (Hoffman
et al., 2013). This version of the algorithm, referred to as stochastic variational
inference (SVI), is used in practice to train deep latent variable models.
Interpreting the ELBO
The primary motivation for variational inference is in providing a tractable lower
bound for model training. In the process, however, we are left with an approxi-
mate posterior distribution, @(z|x). To gain insight into this distribution and the
approximate inference procedure, we can rewrite the ELBO as
L(x; @, \) = Ez∼@(z|x) [log ?\ (x|z) + log ?\ (z) − log @(z|x)] . (2.24)
Each of the terms in the objective guides the optimization of @(z|x). The first term
quantifies the agreement with the data, i.e., reconstruction: sampling z from @, we
want to assign high log-probability to the observation, x. The second term quantifies































Figure 2.4: ELBO Computation Graphs. (a) Basic computation graph for varia-
tional inference. Outlined circles denote distributions. Smaller red circles denote
terms in the ELBO objective. Arrows, again, denote conditional dependencies. This
notation can be used to express (b) hierarchical and (c) sequential models with
various model dependencies.
log-probability under the prior. The final term is the entropy of @(z|x), quantifying
the spread or uncertainty of the distribution. Maximizing this term encourages @(z|x)
to remain maximally uncertain, all else being equal (Jaynes, 1957). Often, the final
two terms are combined, as in Eq. 2.22, with KL(@(z|x) | |?\ (z)) interpreted as a
form of “regularization,” penalizing deviations of @(z|x) from ?\ (z).
This KL divergence term has been the focus of recent investigations. In particular,
one can interpret the ELBO as a Lagrangian, with Lagrange multiplier V = 1:
L(x; @, \) = Ez∼@(z|x) [log ?\ (x|z)] − VKL(@(z|x) | |?\ (z)). (2.25)
Thus, the ELBO can be seen as expressing a constrained optimization problem, with
the regularizing constraint on KL(@(z|x) | |?\ (z)) mediated by V. In models with
flexible, e.g., autoregressive, conditional likelihoods, the model may not utilize z, in
which case the KL term results in a local maximum at @(z|x) = ?\ (z). This is the
so-called “dying units” problem (Bowman et al., 2016), in which the latent variables
are effectively unused. A common approach is to anneal V from 0→ 1 during the
course of training (Bowman et al., 2016; Sønderby et al., 2016), though alternative
schemes exist (Kingma, Salimans, et al., 2016; X. Chen et al., 2017). We can also
dynamically adjust V to maintain a particular KL or conditional likelihood constraint
(Rezende and Viola, 2018). And by setting V > 1 we can over-regularize @(z|x),
and with an independent prior, this can yield more disentangled latent variables
(Higgins et al., 2017; Burgess et al., 2018). In these latter cases, where V ≠ 1,
L(x; @, \) is no longer a valid lower bound on log ?\ (x). Alemi et al., 2018 provide
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an information-theoretic framework to make sense of these ideas, identifying the
connection between the two terms in the ELBO (Eq. 2.25) and the concepts of
distortion and rate respectively. In short, adjusting V allows one to target particular
rate-distortion trade-offs, which, in turn, result in bounds on the mutual information
between - and / . This perspective allows one to consider latent variable models
that achieve varying compression rates in complex, natural data domains, such as
images (Ballé, Laparra, and Simoncelli, 2017) and video (Lombardo et al., 2019).
As with autoregressive models (Figure 2.3), we can represent latent variable models
and the ELBO objective as a computation graph, again breaking the dependency
structure graphs from Figure 2.2 into separate distributions and terms in the objective.
In Figure 2.4, we illustrate examples of these graphs. Each variable contains a red
circle, denoting a term in the ELBO objective. In comparison with the fully-observed
autoregressive model, we now have an additional objective term for the latent variable,
corresponding to the KL divergence. This graphical representation also allows us
to visualize the variational objective for more complex hierarchical and sequential
models (Figures 2.4b & 2.4c).
Inference Optimization
In deriving variational inference and variational EM, we described inference opti-
mization, the E-step, as the process of maximizing L(x; @, \) w.r.t. the distribution
@(z|x). The fact that probability distributions are functions makes L(x; @, \) a
functional and makes inference optimization a variational calculus problem. One
could solve this optimization problem using a variety of techniques, ranging from
gradient-free, e.g., evolution strategies, to first-order gradient-based, e.g., black-
box variational inference (Ranganath, Gerrish, and Blei, 2014), to second-order
gradient-based, e.g., the Laplace approximation (Friston et al., 2007; Park, C. Kim,
and G. Kim, 2019). Despite this range, first-order gradient-based techniques are
most common in practice; when combined with amortization (see below), they can
result in exceedingly efficient optimization. For this reason, we exclusively focus
on first-order techniques in the following chapters, which we now describe in more
detail.
With a parametric @(z|x), first-order inference optimization entails calculating the
gradients of L(x; @, \) w.r.t. the distribution parameters of @, which we refer to as
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Figure 2.5: Stochastic Gradient Estimation. (a) Variational inference with para-
metric approximate posteriors requires optimizingL w.r.t. the distribution parameters,
λ. This often requires estimating stochastic gradients (red dotted lines). (b) The
score function estimator (Eq. 2.26) is applicable to any distribution, but suffers from
high variance. Note: the solid red arrow denotes the per-sample objective, ; (x, z; \).
(c) The pathwise derivative estimator (Eq. 2.27), in contrast, has lower variance, but
is less widely applicable.
computation graph (Schulman et al., 2015), containing the stochastic sampling
operation z ∼ @(z|x). Unfortunately, stochastic sampling is non-differentiable,
preventing us from simply differentiating through the chain λ→ z→ L. Schulman
et al., 2015 highlight two stochastic gradient estimators to tackle this issue: the
score function estimator (Glynn, 1990; Williams, 1992; Fu, 2006) and the pathwise
derivative estimator (Kingma and Welling, 2014; Rezende, Mohamed, and Wierstra,
2014; Titsias and Lázaro-Gredilla, 2014), each of which allows us to calculate
stochastic estimates of ∇λL.
The score function estimator, sometimes referred to as the REINFORCE estimator
(Williams, 1992), is generally applicable to any parametric distribution. With @λ(z|x)
denoting the dependence of @ on λ, as well as L(x; @, \) = Ez∼@λ (z|x) [; (x, z; \)],
the score function estimator allows us to express ∇λL as
∇λEz∼@λ (z|x) [; (x, z; \)] = Ez∼@λ (z|x) [∇λ log @λ(z|x); (x, z; \)] . (2.26)
While the score function estimator is unbiased and can be successfully utilized for
variational inference (Gregor et al., 2014; Ranganath, Gerrish, and Blei, 2014; Mnih
and Gregor, 2014; Mnih and Rezende, 2016), in practice, it requires considerable
tuning and computation, owing to its empirically high variance. Alternatively,
the pathwise derivative estimator, sometimes referred to as the reparameterization
estimator (Kingma andWelling, 2014), when applicable, allows us to obtain unbiased
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gradient estimates with considerably lower variance. This is accomplished by
reparameterizing z in terms of an auxiliary random variable, enabling differentiation
through stochastic sampling. The most common example is reparameterizing
z ∼ N(z;µ@, diag(σ2@)) as z = µ@ + ε  σ@, where ε ∼ N(ε; 0, I) and  denotes
element-wise multiplication. More generally, for some deterministic function 6, if
we can express z = 6(λ, ε) with ε ∼ ?(ε), then the pathwise derivative estimator
allows us to express ∇λL as
∇λEz∼@λ (z|x) [; (x, z; \)] = Eε∼?(ε) [∇λ; (x, 6(λ, ε); \)] . (2.27)
With these stochastic gradient estimators in hand, we can perform stochastic gradient-
based optimization of L(x; @, \) w.r.t. λ (Ranganath, Gerrish, and Blei, 2014):
estimating ∇λL by sampling z (or ε) and updating λ using stochastic gradient
ascent. Unfortunately, a naïve implementation of this inference optimization (E-
step) procedure scales poorly to large models and data sets. This is because many
gradient steps must be performed per example, just to provide one estimate of
L(x; @, \) for M-step optimization. More sophisticated approaches cache previous
estimates of λ for each example to initialize future inference optimization. However,
beyond the additional memory overhead, this approach still requires tuning the
inference optimizer’s learning rate and is not applicable to online learning settings.
In order to apply variational inference more broadly, we require a simple technique
for dramatically improving the efficiency of inference optimization. Amortization
(Gershman and Goodman, 2014), a form of meta-optimization, offers a viable
solution.
Amortized Variational Inference
Amortization, in a generic sense, refers to spreading out costs. In amortized inference,
these “costs” are the computational costs of performing inference optimization.
Thus, rather than separately optimizing λ for each data example, we amortize this
optimization cost using a learned optimizer, i.e., an inference model. By using
this meta-optimization procedure, we can perform inference optimization far more
efficiently for each example, with a negligible cost for learning the inference model.
The concept of inference models is deeply embedded with deep latent variable
models, popularized by the Helmholtz Machine (Dayan et al., 1995), which was
formulated as an autoencoder (Ballard, 1987). Formally, in such setups, the inference
model is a direct mapping from x to λ:













Figure 2.6: Variational Autoencoder (VAE). VAEs combine direct amortization
(Eq. 2.28) and the pathwise derivative estimator (Eq. 2.27, top) with Gaussian
approximate posteriors to train deep latent variable models. In the model diagram
(center), the amortized inference model (left) acts as an encoder, with the conditional
likelihood (right) acting as a decoder. Each are parameterized by deep networks.
where 5q is a model (deep network) with parameters q. Conventionally, we denote
the approximate posterior as @q (z|x) to denote the parameterization by q. Now,
rather than optimizing λ using gradient-based techniques, we periodically update
q using ∇qL = mLmλ
mλ
mq
, thereby letting 5q learn to optimize λ. This procedure is
incredibly simple, as we only need to tune the learning rate for q, and efficient, as we
have an estimate of λ after only one forward pass through 5q. Amortization is also
widely applicable: if we can estimate ∇λL using stochastic gradient estimation (see
above), we can continue differentiating through the chain q→ λ→ z→ L.
When direct amortization is combined with the pathwise derivative estimator in deep
latent variable models, the resulting setup is referred to as a variational autoencoder
(VAE) (Kingma and Welling, 2014; Rezende, Mohamed, and Wierstra, 2014). In this
autoencoder interpretation, @q (z|x) is an encoder, z is the latent code, and ?\ (x|z)
is a decoder. A computation graph is shown in Figure 2.6. This direct encoding
scheme seems intuitively obvious: in the same way that ?\ (x|z) directly maps z to a
distribution over x, @q (z|x) directly maps x to a distribution over z. Indeed, with
perfect knowledge of ?\ (x, z), 5q could act as a lookup table, precisely mapping
each x to the corresponding optimal λ. However, as we discuss in Chapter 3, there
are a number of subtle issues that can arise with direct amortization, forming one of
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the primary motivations for the following chapters.
2.4 Discussion
In this chapter, we have reviewed the basic considerations in formulating and training
probabilistic models. We started by introducing the maximum log-likelihood (or
minimum KL divergence) framework for model training, which involves maximizing
Ex∼?data (x) [log ?\ (x)] w.r.t. the model parameters, \. The model is formulated in
terms of the dependency structure between variables, the distribution families, and
the functional form of the distribution parameters. Each of these constitute design
choices, which are often selected in light of known structure in the data.
In improving the expressive capacity of the model, we discussed two primary methods
for adding dependency structure to the model, autoregression and latent variables, as
well as combinations of the two. While we presented these ideas separately, there
is, in fact, a link between these two forms of dependency structure. In particular,
Kingma, Salimans, et al., 2016 noted that we can express sampling from a Gaussian
autoregressive model in both an autoregressive form:
G 9 ∼ N(G 9 ; `\ (G< 9 ), f2\ (G< 9 )), (2.29)
as well as in the form of an affine flow-based latent variable model:
G 9 = `\ (G< 9 ) + f\ (G< 9 ) · I 9 , (2.30)
where I 9 ∼ N(I 9 ; 0, 1) is an auxiliary latent variable. Note that Eq. 2.30 is the
reparameterization trick (from the pathwise derivative estimator) applied to the
Gaussian autoregressive sampling in Eq. 2.29. To train an autoregressive model, we
can analytically evaluate the log-density directly via Eq. 2.29. Alternatively, we can
evaluate the log-density by performing “inference,” inverting the affine transform:
I 9 =
G 9 − `\ (G< 9 )
f\ (G< 9 )
, (2.31)
and then evaluating the log-density of I 9 under ?\ (I) = N(0, 1) and the log-scaling
factor of the transform, logf\ (G< 9 ). With this scheme, we exactly recover the
Gaussian density definition in Eq. 2.12. This case of equivalence between particular
classes of autoregressivemodels and (flow-based) latent variable models suggests that,
rather than considering various model classes as entirely distinct, we can consider
the general computational principles of probability, with various models making
trade-offs in terms of tractability, expressive capacity, computational efficiency, etc.
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This chapter has not exhaustively covered the breadth of probabilistic modeling
techniques that exist in the literature, instead focusing on the subset of ideas
relevant to this thesis. It is worth mentioning that a variety of techniques have
been recently developed or have gained renewed interest. For instance, implicit
latent variable models (Mohamed and Lakshminarayanan, 2016), such as generative
adversarial networks (Goodfellow, Pouget-Abadie, et al., 2014) and generative
stochastic networks (Y. Bengio, Laufer, et al., 2014), are formulated in terms of
a sampling procedure, avoiding the need to explicitly define ?\ (x). Energy-based
models (LeCun et al., 2006; Salakhutdinov and G. Hinton, 2009; Du and Mordatch,
2019) similarly offer a more flexible form, parameterizing an energy function over
the space of x, which is then converted into a Boltzmann distribution. Score function
models (Hyvärinen and Dayan, 2005; Vincent, 2011; Song and Ermon, 2019)
avoid directly parameterizing the energy function, instead estimating a gradient
field to sample from the data distribution. Finally, a variety of contrastive learning
procedures have been recently developed (Gutmann and Hyvärinen, 2010; Mnih and
Kavukcuoglu, 2013; A. v. d. Oord, Li, and Vinyals, 2018), providing an alternative,
“self-supervised” technique for modeling data while avoiding explicit data density
estimation.
These ideas may seem hopelessly diverse, however, they are all tied to concepts in
probabilistic modeling (and by extension, information theory), as well as learning,
inference, and optimizationmore generally. Indeed, as with the example of flow-based
latent variable models and autoregressive models discussed above, many modeling
approaches can be interpreted as related or special cases of each other, or even
combined in new and interesting ways (Rezende and Mohamed, 2015; Makhzani
et al., 2015; Agrawal and Dukkipati, 2016). Thus, the advances in probabilistic
modeling and inference presented in this thesis should not be viewed in isolation, as
their applicability may cross the blurred boundaries between different approaches.
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C h a p t e r 3
ITERATIVE AMORTIZED INFERENCE
9
learned negative feedback (static) perception
Marino, Joseph, Yisong Yue, and Stephan Mandt (2018). “Iterative Amortized
Inference”. In: International Conference on Machine Learning, pp. 3403–3412.
url: http://proceedings.mlr.press/v80/marino18a.html.
3.1 Introduction
In Chapter 2, we described latent variable models, ?\ (x, z) = ?\ (x|z)?\ (z), defined
over observed variables, x, and latent variables, z. If we take the observed variables
to be some form of sensory observation, e.g., visual, audio, or tactile input, then we
can reasonably describe the compressed representation in z as a state estimate. That
is, if we treat ?\ (x, z) as an internal “forward model” of the environment generating
the observations, i.e., the generative process, then z corresponds to the underlying
state of the environment. Note that this does not necessarily correspond to the
actual state of the environment; indeed, z may not be interpretable at all. Given an
observation, we will refer to the process of state estimation, i.e., inferring ?\ (z|x) or
some approximation @(z|x), as perception. As noted in Chapter 2, this is generally
computationally intractable, as it requires marginalizing over z. For this reason, we
described the technique of variational inference (Section 2.3), formulating inference
as optimization. Finally, we noted that the concept of amortization has proven
essential in efficiently performing variational inference in deep generative models,
most notably in variational autoencoders (Kingma and Welling, 2014; Rezende,
Mohamed, and Wierstra, 2014).
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However, while amortization has dramatically improved the efficiency of variational
inference, the direct inference models (or “encoders”) typically employed raise their
own issues (see Section 3.2). This chapter attempts to overcome these issues by
introducing a more flexible and general amortization technique referred to as iterative
amortized inference. Broadly, rather than framing variational inference as a direct
mapping from observations to approximate posterior estimates, we use gradients
or errors to iteratively update these estimates. In this way, inference once again
becomes an iterative optimization algorithm, using negative feedback to minimize
errors or gradient magnitudes, but now with the efficiency of amortization. This idea
was inspired by (hierarchical) predictive coding (Mumford, 1992; Rao and Ballard,
1999; Friston, 2005), which uses weighted errors to perform inference. In turn,
these works borrowed heavily from classical Bayesian inference techniques, such as
Kalman filtering (Kalman, 1960), which performs exact probabilistic inference using
prediction errors. More recent works, discussed below, have pursued similar ideas.
3.2 Issues with Direct Inference Models
The Amortization Gap
Variational inference reformulates inference as the maximization of L w.r.t. @(z|x),
constituting the expectation step of the variational EM algorithm (Algorithm 1).
In general, this is a difficult non-convex optimization problem, typically requiring
a lengthy iterative estimation procedure (Ranganath, Gerrish, and Blei, 2014).
Yet, direct inference models attempt to perform this optimization through a direct,
discriminative mapping from data observations to approximate posterior parameters.
Of course, generative models can adapt to accommodate sub-optimal approximate
posteriors. Nevertheless, the possible limitations of a direct inference mapping
applied to this difficult optimization procedure may result in sub-optimal estimates,
limiting model performance.
We demonstrate this concept in Figure 3.1 by visualizing the optimization surface of
L defined by a 2D latent Gaussian model and a particular binarized MNIST (LeCun
et al., 1998) data example. To visualize the approximate posterior, we use a point
estimate, @(z|x) = X(µ@), where µ@ = (`1, `2) is the estimate and X is the Dirac
delta function. See Appendix C.1 for details. Shown on the plot are the optimal
(maximum a posteriori or MAP) estimate, the estimate from a direct inference model,
and an optimization trajectory of gradient ascent. The inference model is unable to
achieve the optimum, but manages to output a reasonable estimate in one forward
pass. Gradient ascent requires many iterations and is sensitive to step-size, but
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see also Cremer et al., 2018
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Figure 3.1: The Amortization Gap. Op imization surface of L (in nats) for a
2-D latent Gaussian model and an MNIST data example. Shown on the plots
are the optimal estimate (F), the output of a direct inference model (), and an
optimization trajectory of gradient ascent (•), initialized at the blue square at (0,0).
The plot on the right shows an enlarged view near the optimum. Gradient-based
optimization outperforms the direct inference model, exhibiting an amortization gap
in performance: L(F) > L(•) > L().
through the iterative estimation procedure, ultimately arrives at a better final estimate.
The inability of inference models to reach optimal approximate posterior estimates,
as typically compared with gradient-based methods, creates an amortization gap
(Krishnan, Liang, and Hoffman, 2018; Cremer, Li, and Duvenaud, 2018), which
impairs model performance. This is because, within the same parametric distribution
family, a sub-optimal amortized approximate posterior, @q, creates a looser ELBO
than the optimal approximate posterior, denoted @∗:
log ?\ (x) ≥ L(x; @∗, \) ≥ L(x; @q, \).
The difference between L(x; @∗, \) and L(x; @q, \) is precisely the amortization gap
(Cremer, Li, and Duvenaud, 2018). Additional latent dimensions and more complex
data or models could further exacerbate this gap.
Lack of Prior Information
An altogether distinct issue with direct inference models concerns their lack of prior
information. Naïve formulations of direct inference models consider a direct mapping
from observations, x, to the parameters of the approximate posterior (Eq. 2.28). With
a constant prior, e.g., ?\ (z) = N(z; 0, I) in conventional VAEs (Kingma and Welling,
2014), such a direct mapping is sufficient to estimate the optimal approximate
posterior within the class of diagonal distributions. However, in structured models,
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Figure 3.2: Lack of Prior Information. Naïve direct inference models, encoding
only observations, cannot account for conditional priors in structured latent variable
models. These arise in hierarchical (left) and sequential (right) latent variable
models. For instance, in hierarchical models, bottom-up approximate posteriors at
intermediate levels cannot account for conditional “top-down” priors which result
from sampling higher-level latent variables.
e.g., hierarchical or autoregressive, the situation is more complicated. This is because
the prior is now conditional, dependent on samples from upstream (parent) latent
variables. If the inference model is only conditioned on the observation, it does not
have access to the previously sampled latent variables and therefore cannot account
for the conditional prior.





A naïve direct inference model, i.e., only encoding observations, corresponds to the
following approximate posterior factorization:




Plugging these factorizations into the ELBO, we have
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The prior at each level depends on zℓ+1:! while the approximate posterior does not.
Thus, at best, a naïve direct inference model can only model the marginal prior,
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?\ (zℓ), unable to capture the structured latent dependencies. This limitation was
hinted at by Dayan et al., 1995, noting that “the top-down generative model plays no
direct role” in inference, but that “such effects are important in real perception.” A
solution to this issue was proposed by Sønderby et al., 2016 and Salimans, 2016,
reusing parts of the generative model during inference. Note that the same issue
arises in sequential latent variable models, where naïve direct inference models
do not have access to latent prior estimates. A similar solution is used in these
situations, often using recurrent networks to condition on past latent variables and
observations (Chung et al., 2015). While these solutions work empirically, they
require hand-crafting the inference procedure.
3.3 Iterative Amortized Inference
Learning to Iteratively Optimize
While direct inference networks have provided significant benefits in computational
efficiency for performing approximate inference, such models can be inaccurate
and require additional considerations in structured models (Section 3.2). Dayan
et al., 1995 put forth one possible solution: “using iterative recognition, in which
the generative and recognition activations interact to produce the final activity of
a unit.” Thus, to improve upon the direct inference model paradigm, we pose the
following question: can we retain the computational efficiency of inference models
while incorporating more powerful and general iterative estimation capabilities?
Our proposed solution is a new class of inference models, capable of learning how
to update approximate posterior estimates by encoding gradients or errors. Due to
the iterative nature of these models, we refer to them as iterative inference models.
Through an analysis with latent Gaussian models, we show that iterative inference
models generalize direct inference models (Section 3.4) and naturally are capable of
performing structured variational inference (Section 3.4 & Chapter 4).
Our approach relates to learning to learn (Andrychowicz et al., 2016), where an
optimizer model learns to optimize the parameters of an optimizee model. The
optimizer receives the optimizee’s parameter gradients and outputs updates to these
parameters to improve the optimizee’s loss. The optimizer itself can be learned due
to the differentiable computation graph. Such models can adaptively adjust step
sizes, potentially outperforming conventional optimizers. For inference optimization,
previous works have combined direct inference models with gradient updates (Hjelm
et al., 2016; Krishnan, Liang, and Hoffman, 2018; Kim et al., 2018), however, these








Figure 3.3: Iterative Amortized Inference. Computation graph for a latent variable
model with iterative amortized inference. Red dots, denoting errors or gradients
from the ELBO objective, are used to update the current estimate of the approximate
posterior parameters, λ. Using the pathwise derivative estimator, one can update the
inference model parameters, q, learning to efficiently perform iterative inference.
inference models for MAP estimation of denoised images in linear models. We
propose a single method for learning to perform variational inference, generally
applicable to latent variable models. Our work extends techniques for learning to
optimize along several directions, discussed in Section 3.4.
Iterative Inference Models
Following the notation from Chapter 2, we denote an iterative amortized inference
model as 5q with parameters q. If we consider the case of a single data example,
x, and corresponding approximate posterior distribution parameter estimate, λ, the
basic form of an iterative amortized inference model is given as:
λ← 5q (∇λL,λ), (3.1)
where we have used the shorthand L ≡ L(x; \, @). Iterative inference models take
in the current estimate of λ, as well as the inference gradient, ∇λL, and output an
updated estimate of λ. As with direct inference models, iterative inference model
parameters are updated using estimates of ∇qL, obtained through the pathwise
derivative estimator (Kingma and Welling, 2014; Rezende, Mohamed, and Wierstra,
2014) or the score function estimator (Gregor, Danihelka, Mnih, et al., 2014;
Ranganath, Gerrish, and Blei, 2014). While we consider other forms of iterative
inferencemodels in Section 3.4, note that Eq. 3.1 is a generalization of basic stochastic
gradient-based optimization. For instance, one special case is
λ← λ + U∇λL,
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however, Eq. 3.1 also contains more general non-linear updates (Andrychowicz et al.,
2016). Figure 3.3 displays a simplified computation graph of the inference procedure.
We discuss more specific design choices in Section 3.5.
3.4 Iterative Inference in Latent Gaussian Models
Latent Gaussian models are used in both VAEs (Kingma and Welling, 2014;
Rezende, Mohamed, and Wierstra, 2014) and hierarchical predictive coding (Rao and
Ballard, 1999; Friston, 2005), so we focus on iterative amortized inference in these
models. Latent Gaussian models have Gaussian prior densities over latent variables:
?(z) = N(z;µ?, diagσ2?).1 While the approximate posterior can be any probability
density, it is typically also chosen as Gaussian: @(z|x) = N(z;µ@, diagσ2@). With




. We can express Eq. 3.1 for this setup as:[
µ@,σ@
]
← 5q (∇µ@L,∇σ@L,µ@,σ@), (3.2)
In Marino, Yue, and Mandt, 2018, we derive the gradients ∇µ@L and ∇σ@L
for the cases where ?\ (x|z) takes a Gaussian and Bernoulli form, though any
output distribution can be used. Generally, these gradients are composed of 1)
errors, expressing the mismatch in distributions, and 2) Jacobian matrices, which
invert the generative mappings. For instance, assuming a Gaussian output density,
?(x|z) = N(x;µx, diagσ2x), the gradient for µ@ is
∇µ@L = Jᵀεx − εz, (3.3)



















Here, we have assumed µx is a function of z and σ2x is a global parameter. The
gradient ∇σ@L is composed of similar terms as well as an additional term penalizing
approximate posterior entropy. Inspecting and understanding the composition of the






Figure 3.4: Automatic Top-Down Inference. Bottom-up direct amortized infer-
ence cannot account for conditional priors, whereas iterative amortized inference
automatically accounts for these priors through gradients or errors.
gradients reveals the forces pushing the approximate posterior toward agreement
with the data, through εx, and agreement with the prior, through εz. In other words,
inference is as much a “top-down” process as it is a “bottom-up” process, and the
optimal combination of these terms is given by the approximate posterior gradients.
Interpreting Top-Down Inference
Naïve direct inference models, which only encode the data, lack the top-down prior
information encapsulated in εz. For instance, in a chain-structured hierarchical latent
variable model (Figure 3.2, left), the gradient of µℓ@, the approximate posterior mean
at layer ℓ, is
∇µℓ@L = J
ℓᵀεℓ−1z − εℓz, (3.7)
where Jℓ is the Jacobian of the generative mapping at layer ℓ and εℓz is defined
similarly to Eq. 3.6. The error εℓz depends on the top-down prior at layer ℓ, which,
unlike the single-level case, varies across data examples. Thus, a purely bottom-up
inference procedure will struggle to optimize, and therefore utilize, the conditional
prior. Iterative inference models, which rely on approximate posterior gradients,
naturally account for both bottom-up and top-down influences (Figure 3.4).
Approximating Approximate Posterior Derivatives
In the formulation of iterative inference models given in Eq. 3.1, inference optimiza-
tion is restricted to first-order approximate posterior derivatives. Thus, it may require
many inference iterations to reach reasonable approximate posterior estimates. Rather
than calculate costly higher-order derivatives, we can take a different approach.
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Approximate posterior derivatives (e.g., Eq. 3.3 and higher-order derivatives) are
essentially defined by the errors at the current estimate, as the other factors, such
as the Jacobian matrices, are internal to the model. Thus, the errors provide more
general information about the curvature beyond the gradient. As iterative inference
models already learn to perform approximate posterior updates, it is natural to ask
whether the errors provide a sufficient signal for faster inference optimization. In
other words, we may be able to offload approximate posterior derivative calculation
onto the inference model, yielding a model that requires fewer inference iterations
while maintaining or possibly improving computational efficiency.
Comparing with Eq. 3.2, the form of this new iterative inference model is[
µ@,σ@
]
← 5q (εx, εz,µ@,σ@). (3.8)
In Section 3.5, we empirically find that models of this form converge to better
solutions than gradient-encoding models when given fewer inference iterations. It
is also worth noting that this error encoding scheme is similar to DRAW (Gregor,
Danihelka, Graves, et al., 2015). However, in addition to architectural differences in
the generative model, DRAW and later extensions (Gregor, Besse, et al., 2016) do
not include top-down errors nor error weighting. This encoding form is also similar
to PredNet (Lotter, Kreiman, and Cox, 2017), which is also inspired by predictive
coding, but is not strictly formulated in terms of variational inference.
Generalizing Direct Inference Models
Under certain assumptions on single-level latent Gaussian models, iterative inference
models of the form in Section 3.4 generalize direct inference models. First, note that
εx (Eq. 3.5) is an affine transformation of x:













Making the reasonable assumption that the initial approximate posterior and prior
are both constant, then in expectation, A, b, and εz are constant across all data
examples at the initial inference iteration. Using proper weight initialization and
input normalization, it is equivalent to input x or an affine transformation of x into a
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Figure 3.5: Iterative Amortized Inference Optimization. Optimization trajectory
on L (in nats) for an iterative inference model with a 2D latent Gaussian model
for a particular MNIST example. The estimate is initialized at (0, 0) (cyan square),
and the iterative inference model adaptively adjusts inference update step sizes to
iteratively refine the approximate posterior estimate () to arrive at the optimum (F).
fully-connected neural network. Therefore, in this case, direct inference models are
equivalent to the special case of a one-step iterative inference model. Thus, we can
interpret standard inference models as learning a map of local curvature around a
fixed approximate posterior estimate. Iterative inference models, in contrast, learn to
traverse the optimization landscape more generally.
3.5 Experiments
Setup
Data Using latent Gaussian models, we empirically evaluate iterative amortized
inference on image and text data. For images, we use MNIST (LeCun et al.,
1998), Omniglot (Lake, Salakhutdinov, and Tenenbaum, 2013), Street View House
Numbers (SVHN) (Netzer et al., 2011), and CIFAR-10 (Krizhevsky and Hinton,
2009). MNIST and Omniglot are dynamically binarized and modeled with Bernoulli
conditional likelihoods, and SVHN and CIFAR-10 are modeled with Gaussian
conditional likelihoods, using the procedure from (Gregor, Besse, et al., 2016).
For text, we use RCV1 (Lewis et al., 2004), with word count data modeled with a
multinomial output.
Models Unlike direct inference models, which deal with a fixed input domain,
approximate posterior parameters, errors, and inference gradients change throughout
inference and learning. We found it beneficial to separately normalize each input
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using layer normalization (Ba, Kiros, and Hinton, 2016). We also found it useful,
though not necessary, to input the data observation (Figure 3.9a). For comparison
with direct amortization, all experiments use feedforward networks, though recurrent
networks may yield improved performance (Andrychowicz et al., 2016). For the
output, we use a gated (“highway” (Srivastava, Greff, and Schmidhuber, 2015))
update:
λ← gq (·)  λ + (1 − gq (·))  δq (·), (3.12)
where gq (·) ∈ [0, 1] is the gate and δq (·) is the update, both of which are out-
put by the iterative inference model, and  denotes element-wise multiplication.
We estimate ∇qL using the pathwise derivative estimator, averaging over infer-
ence iterations. Reported values of L are estimated using 1 latent sample, and
reported values of log ?(x) and perplexity (Tables 3.1, 3.2, & 3.3) are estimated
using 5, 000 importance-weighted samples. Additional experiment details can be
found in Marino, Yue, and Mandt, 2018, and accompanying code can be found at
github.com/joelouismarino/iterative_inference.
Approximate Inference Optimization
We start by demonstrating the inference optimization capabilities of iterative inference
models. These models indeed learn to perform inference optimization through an
adaptive iterative estimation procedure, with the results highlighting the unique
aspects of iterative amortization as compared with direct amortization. We show that
iterative inference models utilize multiple inference iterations rather than collapsing
to static, one-step encoders.
2D Visualization As in Section 3.2, we directly visualize iterative amortized
inference optimization in a 2D latent Gaussian model trained on MNIST with a
point estimate approximate posterior. Model architectures are identical to those
used in Section 3.2, with additional details found in Marino, Yue, and Mandt, 2018.
Figure 3.5 shows a 16-step inference optimization trajectory taken by the iterative
inference model for a particular example. The model adaptively adjusts inference
update step sizes to navigate the optimization surface, quickly arriving and remaining
at a near-optimal estimate. This is in contrast of other iterative inference optimization
schemes, e.g., Krishnan, Liang, and Hoffman, 2018 and Kim et al., 2018, which
must tune the step size for gradient-based optimizers.
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(a) Iterations (b) Wall Clock Time
Figure 3.6: Amortized vs. Gradient-Based Optimization. Average ELBO over
MNIST validation set during inference optimization as a function of (a) inference
iterations and (b) inference wall-clock time. Iterative amortized inference converges
faster than gradient-based optimizers to better estimates, remaining stable over
hundreds of iterations, despite only being trained with 16 inference iterations.
ELBO During Inference To compare iterative amortization with gradient-based
optimizers, we can quantify and compare optimization performance through the
ELBO. In Figure 3.6, we plot the average ELBO on the MNIST validation set during
inference for each optimizer, comparing in terms of iterations (Figure 3.6a) and
wall clock time (Figure 3.6b). On average, iterative amortized inference converges
significantly faster to better estimates than gradient-based optimizers. Note that,
in this case, the inference model has less information than the optimizers; it only
has access to the local gradient, whereas the optimizers use momentum and similar
terms. Also note that the model’s final estimates are empirically stable over 100s of
iterations, despite only being trained using 16 inference iterations.
Reconstructions Iterative amortized inference optimization can also be visualized
through image reconstructions. We demonstrate this for each dataset in Figure 3.7. As
the reconstruction term is typically the dominant term inL, the output reconstructions
improve in terms of visual quality during inference optimization (left to right), more
closely resembling x (far right of each figure).
Gradient Magnitudes During inference optimization, iterative inference models
attempt to find local maxima. The gradient magnitudes of the ELBO w.r.t. the
approximate posterior parameters, i.e., ∇λL, should thus decrease during inference.
In Figure 3.8, we plot these gradient magnitudes over inference iterations (each
curve) throughout training for a model trained on RCV1. We find that the gradient
magnitudes do, indeed, decrease during inference, with diminishing reduction at
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Figure 3.7: Reconstructions Over Inference Iterations. During inference (left to
right), reconstruction means become gradually sharper, more closely resembling
data examples (right).
Figure 3.8: Reduced Gradient Magnitudes. Gradient magnitudes (vertical axis)
over inference iterations (indexed by color on right) during training (horizontal axis)
on RCV1. Approximate posterior mean gradient magnitudes decrease over inference
iterations as estimates approach local maxima.
later iterations.
Additional Inference Iterations & Latent Samples
We highlight two sources that enable iterative inference models to further improve
performance: additional 1) inference iterations and 2) latent samples. Additional
inference iterations allow the inference model to further refine approximate posterior
estimates. We demonstrate this on binarized MNIST, using inference models that
encode approximate posterior gradients (∇λL) or errors (εx, εz), with or without the
data (x). These inference models are trained with 2, 5, 10, and 16 inference iterations.
The model architecture is identical in each case, the only difference being the number
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.9: Hyperparameter Comparison. ELBO for direct and iterative inference
models on binarized MNIST for (a) additional inference iterations during training
and (b) additional samples. Iterative inference models improve significantly with
both quantities.
of input weights. Note that the small size of z relative to x gives the gradient encoding
model (∇λ) fewer input parameters than the direct inference model (solid black
line). The other inference models have more input parameters. Results are shown
in Figure 3.9a, where we observe improved performance with increasing inference
iterations. With enough iterations, each iterative inference model outperforms the
direct inference model. As discussed in Section 3.4, encoding errors approximates
higher-order derivatives, which helps when training with fewer inference iterations.
Additional approximate posterior samples provide more precise (lower variance)
gradient and error estimates, potentially allowing an iterative inference model to
output improved updates. To verify this, we train direct and iterative inference
models on binarized MNIST using 1, 5, 10, and 20 approximate posterior samples.
Here, iterative inference models encode the data, x, and approximate posterior
gradients, ∇λL, for 5 iterations. Results are shown in Figure 3.9b. Iterative inference
models improve by more than 1 nat with additional samples, further widening the
improvement over the comparable direct inference model.
Comparison with Direct Amortized Inference
We now compare the resulting log-likelihood performance between direct and
iterative amortized inference on binarized MNIST, CIFAR-10, and RCV1. Inference
model architectures are identical across each comparison, again, with the exception
of input parameters. Further details are found in Marino, Yue, and Mandt, 2018.
Tables 3.1 & 3.2 report estimated negative log-likelihood performance on binarized
MNIST and CIFAR-10 respectively. Table 3.3 reports estimated perplexity on RCV1.
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Table 3.1: Negative Log-Likelihood on




Direct 84.14 ± 0.02
Iterative 83.84 ± 0.05
Hierarchical
Direct 82.63 ± 0.01
Iterative 82.457 ± 0.001
Table 3.2: Negative Log-Likelihood on




Direct 5.823 ± 0.001
Iterative 5.64 ± 0.03
Hierarchical
Direct 5.565 ± 0.002
Iterative 5.456 ± 0.005
Table 3.3: Perplexity on RCV1 for direct and iterative amortized inference.
Perplexity ≤
Krishnan, Liang, and Hoffman (2018) 331
Direct 323 ± 3 377.4 ± 0.5
Iterative 285.0 ± 0.1 314 ± 1












where # is the number of data examples and =8 is the total number of word counts in
document 8. On each dataset and model, iterative amortized inference outperforms
direct amortization. This holds for both single-level and hierarchical (2 level)
models. We observe larger improvements on the high-dimensional RCV1 dataset,
consistent with Krishnan, Liang, and Hoffman, 2018. Because the generative model
architectures are kept fixed, performance improvements demonstrate improvements
in the inference procedure.
3.6 Discussion
In this chapter, we introduced iterative amortized inference, which learns to refine
inference estimates by encoding approximate posterior gradients or errors, i.e., learned
negative feedback perception. This inference procedure is inspired by hierarchical
predictive coding (Rao and Ballard, 1999; Friston, 2005), which uses Gaussian
errors to perform gradient-based variational inference. On several benchmark
datasets of images and text, we have demonstrated that iterative amortized inference
empirically outperforms direct amortization, while retaining the efficiency benefits of
amortization over gradient-based optimization. In latent Gaussian models, iterative
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amortized inference generalizes and extends direct amortization, and by naturally
accounting for priors through gradients or errors, these models provide insight
and justification for top-down inference. This chapter has focused exclusively on
performing inference in static latent variable models. In the following chapter, we
apply this inference technique to sequential latent variable models, where we devise
a general-purpose filtering procedure centered around prediction and updating.
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C h a p t e r 4
AMORTIZED VARIATIONAL FILTERING
10
learned negative feedback (dynamic) perception
Marino, Joseph, Milan Cvitkovic, and Yisong Yue (2018). “A general method for
amortizing variational filtering”. In: Advances in Neural Information Processing
Systems, pp. 7857–7868. url: http://papers.nips.cc/paper/8011-a-
general-method-for-amortizing-variational-filtering.
4.1 Introduction
Chapter 3 introduced iterative amortized inference, a technique for accurately and
efficiently performing inference optimization using gradients or errors. While
inference in this setup is iterative, the models themselves were formulated in static
settings, e.g., images. Many data sources, in contrast, contain sequential structure,
e.g., video, audio, or proprioceptive kinematics. This structure can be exploited to
improve modeling performance and enable prediction of future observations. Thus,
we require techniques for formulating deep sequential latent variable models, as well
as inference techniques that enable their training.
In this chapter, we extend iterative amortized inference to perform filtering in
deep sequential latent variable models, providing a general-purpose algorithm for
performing approximate Bayesian filtering. We first formulate variational EM in
the filtering setting, i.e., conditioning only on past and current variables. We then
describe an instantiation of this algorithm, implementing inference optimization
at each step with iterative amortized inference. The resulting inference method,
amortized variational filtering (AVF), is generally applicable to sequential latent
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variable models, while retaining the efficiency of amortization. We demonstrate
this generality by applying AVF to three previously proposed deep sequential latent
variable models across three data domains: audio, video, and MIDI music. In
comparison with the custom inference models proposed for each generative model,
we show that our single method, AVF, matches or outperforms log-likelihood
performance in each case, with further improvement resulting from additional
inference iterations. Thus, AVF provides a conceptually simple, generally applicable,
and powerful filtering inference procedure.
4.2 Background
Sequential Latent Variable Models
Here, we briefly review sequential latent variable models (SLVMs). A sequence of
) observations, x1:) , can be modeled using a SLVM, ?\ (x1:) , z1:) ), which models
the joint distribution between x1:) and a sequence of latent variables, z1:) , with
parameters \. It is typically assumed that ?\ (x1:) , z1:) ) can be factorized into
conditional joint distributions at each step, ?\ (xC , zC |x<C , z<C), which are conditioned
on preceding variables. This results in the following autoregressive form:
?\ (x1:) , z1:) ) =
)∏
C=1
?\ (xC , zC |x<C , z<C) =
)∏
C=1
?\ (xC |x<C , z≤C)?\ (zC |x<C , z<C). (4.1)
?\ (xC |x<C , z≤C) is the observation model, and ?\ (zC |x<C , z<C) is the latent dynamics
model, both of which can be arbitrary functions of their conditioning variables.
However, while Eq. 4.1 provides the general form of a SLVM, further assumptions
about the dependency structure, e.g., Markov, or functional forms, e.g., linear, are
often necessary for tractable inference and learning.
Variational Inference
Given a model and a set of observations, we typically want to infer the posterior
for each sequence, ?\ (z1:) |x1:) ), and learn the model parameters, \. Inference can
be performed online or offline through Bayesian filtering or smoothing respectively
(Särkkä, 2013), and learning can be performed through maximum likelihood estima-
tion. Unfortunately, inference and learning are intractable for all but the simplest,
e.g., linear, model classes. For non-linear functions, which are present in deep
latent variable models, we must resort to approximate inference. As introduced in
Chapter 2, variational inference (Jordan et al., 1998), framed in the sequential setting,
reformulates inference as optimization by introducing an approximate posterior,
@(z1:) |x1:) ), then minimizing the KL divergence to the true posterior, ?\ (z1:) |x1:) ).
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To avoid evaluating ?\ (z1:) |x1:) ), one can express the KL divergence as
KL(@(z1:) |x1:) ) | |?\ (z1:) |x1:) )) = log ?\ (x1:) ) − L(x1:) ; \, @), (4.2)
where, again, L is the evidence lower bound (ELBO), defined as
L(x1:) ; \, @) ≡ E@(z1:) |x1:) )
[
log




In Eq. 4.2, log ?\ (x1:) ) is independent of @(z1:) |x1:) ), so one can minimize the
KL divergence to the true posterior, thereby performing approximate inference, by
maximizing L w.r.t. @(z1:) |x1:) ). Further, as KL divergence is non-negative, Eq. 4.2
implies that the ELBO lower bounds the log-likelihood. Therefore, upon maximizing
L w.r.t. @(z1:) |x1:) ), one can use the gradient ∇\L to learn the model parameters.
These two optimization procedures are respectively the expectation and maximization
steps of the variational EM algorithm (Neal and Hinton, 1998), which alternate
until convergence. To scale this algorithm, stochastic gradients can be used for both
inference (Ranganath, Gerrish, and Blei, 2014) and learning (Hoffman et al., 2013).
As we have noted, performing inference using gradient-based optimization can
be computationally inefficient, potentially requiring many inference iterations. To
increase efficiency, we can use amortization (Gershman and Goodman, 2014).
However, direct inference models (Kingma and Welling, 2014; Rezende, Mohamed,
and Wierstra, 2014), only receiving the data as input, are unable to account for
conditional (empirical) priors, which occur with structured latent variables. Such
priors arise in the latent dynamics of SLVMs, forming priors across time steps. As
with “top-down” inference in hierarchical latent variable models (C. K. Sønderby
et al., 2016), many previous works use recurrent inference models in SLVMs, e.g.,
Chung, Kastner, et al., 2015, to encode previous observations and latent samples.
However, in this case, the inference model must effectively re-learn the latent
dynamics, possibly introducing inaccuracies into the inference scheme.
Related Work
Many deterministic deep sequential models have been proposed for sequence data
(Chung, Gulcehre, et al., 2014; N. Srivastava, Mansimov, and Salakhudinov, 2015;
Lotter, Kreiman, and Cox, 2017; Finn, Goodfellow, and Levine, 2016). While
these models often capture many aspects of the data, they cannot account for the
uncertainty inherent in many domains, typically arising from partial observability
of the environment. By averaging over multi-modal distributions, these models
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often produce samples in regions of low probability, e.g., blurry video frames. This
inadequacy necessitates moving to models with stochastic latent variables, which can
better model uncertainty to accurately capture the distribution of possible sequences.
Amortized variational inference (Kingma and Welling, 2014; Rezende, Mohamed,
andWierstra, 2014) has enabled many recently proposed probabilistic deep sequential
latent variable models, with applications to video (Walker et al., 2016; Karl et al.,
2017; Xue et al., 2016; Johnson et al., 2016; Gemici et al., 2017; Fraccaro, Kamronn,
et al., 2017; Babaeizadeh et al., 2018; Denton and Fergus, 2018; Li and Mandt, 2018;
He et al., 2018), speech (Chung, Kastner, et al., 2015; Fraccaro, S. K. Sønderby,
et al., 2016; Goyal et al., 2017; Hsu, Zhang, and Glass, 2017; Li and Mandt, 2018),
handwriting (Chung, Kastner, et al., 2015), music (Fraccaro, S. K. Sønderby, et al.,
2016), etc. While these models differ in their functional mappings, most fall within
the general form of Eq. 4.1. Crucially, simply encoding the observation at each step is
insufficient to accurately perform approximate inference, as the prior can vary across
steps. Thus, with each model, a hand-crafted amortized inference procedure has been
proposed. For instance, many filtering inference methods re-use various components
of the generative model (Chung, Kastner, et al., 2015; Fraccaro, S. K. Sønderby,
et al., 2016; Gemici et al., 2017; Denton and Fergus, 2018), while some methods
introduce separate recurrent neural networks into the filtering procedure (Bayer and
Osendorfer, 2014; Denton and Fergus, 2018) or encode the previous latent sample
(Karl et al., 2017). Specifying an amortized filtering method has been an engineering
effort, as we have lacked a general-purpose method.
The variational filtering EM algorithm (Section 4.3) precisely specifies the inference
optimization procedure implied by performing filtering inference on the sequential
variational objective (Eq. 4.3). The main insight from this analysis is that, having
drawn approximate posterior samples at previous steps, inference becomes a tempo-
rally localized optimization, depending only on the current prior and observation.
This suggests a general approach that explicitly performs inference optimization
at each step, replacing the current collection of custom filtering methods. When
the approximate posterior at each step is initialized at the corresponding prior, this
approach entails a Bayesian prediction-update loop, with the update composed of a
gradient (or error) signal.
Perhaps the closest technique in the probabilistic modeling literature is the “residual”
inference method from Fraccaro, S. K. Sønderby, et al., 2016, which updates the
approximate posterior mean from the prior. Similar ideas have been proposed
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on an empirical basis for deterministic models (Lotter, Kreiman, and Cox, 2017;
Henaff, Zhao, and LeCun, 2017). PredNet (Lotter, Kreiman, and Cox, 2017) is
a deterministic model that encodes prediction errors to perform inference. Like
our method, this approach is inspired by hierarchical predictive coding (Rao and
Ballard, 1999; Friston, 2005). Predictive coding, in turn, is an approximation to
classical Bayesian filtering (Särkkä, 2013), which updates the posterior from the
prior using the log-likelihood (error) of the prediction. For linear Gaussian models,
this manifests as the Kalman filter (Kalman, 1960), which uses prediction errors to
perform exact inference.
Finally, several recent works have used particle filtering in conjunction with amortized
inference to provide a tighter bound on the log-likelihood for sequential models
(Maddison et al., 2017; Naesseth et al., 2018; Le et al., 2018). The techniques
developed here can also be applied to this setting, providing an improved method for
estimating the proposal distribution.
4.3 Variational Filtering
Variational Filtering Expectation Maximization (EM)
In the filtering setting, the approximate posterior at each step is conditioned only on
information from past and present variables, enabling online approximate inference.
This implies a structured approximate posterior, in which @(z1:) |x1:) ) factorizes
across steps as
@(z1:) |x1:) ) =
)∏
C=1
@(zC |x≤C , z<C). (4.4)
Note that the conditioning variables in each term of @ denote an indirect dependence
that arises through inference optimization and does not necessarily constitute a direct











(derived in Appendix 4.6) where LC is the step ELBO, defined as
LC ≡ E@(zC |x≤C ,z<C )
[
log
?\ (xC , zC |x<C , z<C)
@(zC |x≤C , z<C)
]
, (4.6)
and we have also defined L̃C as the Cth term in the summation. Note that with a
single step, the filtering ELBO reduces to the first step ELBO, thereby recovering
the case of a static latent variable model. As in this setting, the step ELBO can be
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Figure 4.1: Variational Filtering Inference. The diagram shows filtering inference
within a sequential latent variable model, as outlined in Algorithm 2. The central gray
region depicts inference optimization at step C, initialized at or near the corresponding
prior (white), ?\ (zC |x<C , z<C). Sampling from the approximate posterior (blue)
generates the conditional likelihood (green), ?\ (xC |x<C , z≤C), which is evaluated at
the observation (gray), xC , to calculate the prediction error. This term is combined
with the KL divergence between the approximate posterior and prior, yielding the
step ELBO (red), LC (Eq. 4.7). Inference optimization (E-step) involves finding the
approximate posterior that maximizes the step ELBO terms.
re-expressed as a reconstruction term and a KL divergence term:
LC = E@(zC |x≤C ,z<C ) [log ?\ (xC |x<C , z≤C)] − KL(@(zC |x≤C , z<C) | |?\ (zC |x<C , z<C)).
(4.7)
The filtering ELBO in Eq. 4.5 is the sum of these step ELBO terms, each of which is
evaluated according to expectations over past latent sequences. To perform filtering
variational inference, we must find the set of ) terms in @(z1:) |x1:) ) that maximize
the filtering ELBO summation.
We now describe the variational filtering EM algorithm, given in Algorithm 2
and depicted in Figure 4.1, which optimizes Eq. 4.5. This algorithm sequentially
optimizes each of the approximate posterior terms to perform filtering inference.
Consider the approximate posterior at step C, @(zC |x≤C , z<C). This term appears in L,
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either directly or in expectations, in terms C through ) of the summation:
L = ︸                            ︷︷                            ︸
steps on which @(zC |x≤C , z<C ) depends
L̃1 + L̃2 + · · · + L̃C−1 +
terms in which @(zC |x≤C , z<C ) appears︷                               ︸︸                               ︷
L̃C + L̃C+1 + · · · + L̃)−1 + L̃) . (4.8)
However, the filtering setting dictates that the optimization of the approximate
posterior at each step can only condition on past and present variables, i.e., steps
1 through C. Therefore, of the ) terms in L, the only term through which we can
optimize @(zC |x≤C , z<C) is the Cth term:
@∗(zC |x≤C , z<C) = arg max
@(zC |x≤C ,z<C )
L̃C . (4.9)
Optimizing L̃C requires evaluating expectations over previous approximate posteriors.
Again, because approximate posterior estimates cannot be influenced by future
variables, these past expectations remain fixed through the future. Thus, variational
filtering (the variational E-step) can be performed by sequentially maximizing eachLC
w.r.t. @(zC |x≤C , z<C), holding the expectations over past variables fixed. Conveniently,
once the past expectations have been evaluated, inference optimization is entirely
defined by the ELBO at that step.
For simple models, such as linear Gaussian models, these expectations may be
computed exactly. However, in general, the expectations must be estimated through
Monte Carlo samples from @, with inference optimization carried out using stochastic
gradients (Ranganath, Gerrish, and Blei, 2014). As in the static setting, we can
initialize @(zC |x≤C , z<C) at (or near) the prior, ?\ (zC |x<C , z<C). This yields a simple
interpretation: starting with @ at the prior, we generate a prediction of the data
through the likelihood, ?\ (xC |x<C , z≤C), to evaluate the current step ELBO. Using the
approximate posterior gradient, we then perform an inference update to the estimate
of @. This resembles classical Bayesian filtering, where the posterior is updated from
the prior prediction according to the likelihood of observations. Unlike the classical
setting, reconstruction and update steps are repeated until inference convergence.
This resembles the extended Kalman filter (Kalman, 1960; Murphy, 2012), but is
applicable to non-linear models with non-Gaussian distributions.
After inferring an optimal approximate posterior, learning (the variational M-step)
can be performed by maximizing the total filtering ELBO w.r.t. the model parameters,
\. As Eq. 4.5 is a summation and differentiation is a linear operation, ∇\L is the
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Algorithm 2 Variational Filtering Expectation Maximization
1: Input: observation sequence x1:) , model ?\ (x1:) , z1:) )
2: ∇\L = 0 ⊲ parameter gradient
3: for C = 1 to ) do
4: initialize @(zC |x≤C , z<C) ⊲ at/near ?\ (zC |x<C , z<C)
5: L̃C := E@(z<C |x<C ,z<C−1) [LC]
6: @(zC |x≤C , z<C) = arg max@ L̃C ⊲ inference (E-Step)
7: ∇\L ← ∇\L + ∇\L̃C
8: end for
9: \ = \ + U∇\L ⊲ learning (M-Step)











Parameter gradients can be estimated online by accumulating the result from each
term in the filtering ELBO. The parameters are then updated at the end of the
sequence. For large datasets, stochastic estimates of parameter gradients can be
obtained from a mini-batch of data examples (Hoffman et al., 2013).
Amortized Variational Filtering
Performing approximate inference optimization (Algorithm 2, Line 6) with traditional
techniques can be computationally costly, requiring many iterations of gradient
updates and hand-tuning of optimizer hyper-parameters. In online settings, with
large models and data sets, this may be impractical. An alternative approach
is to employ an amortized inference model, which can learn to maximize LC
w.r.t. @(zC |x≤C , z<C) more efficiently at each step. Note that LC (Eq. 4.6) contains
?\ (xC , zC |x<C , z<C) = ?\ (xC |x<C , z≤C)?\ (zC |x<C , z<C). The prior, ?\ (zC |x<C , z<C), varies
across steps, constituting the latent dynamics. Direct inference models, which only
encode xC , do not have access to the prior and therefore cannot properly optimize
@(zC |x≤C , z<C). Many inference models in the sequential setting attempt to account for
this information by including hidden states (Chung, Kastner, et al., 2015; Fraccaro,
S. K. Sønderby, et al., 2016; Denton and Fergus, 2018). However, given the
complexities of many generative models, it can be difficult to determine how to
properly route the necessary prior information into the inference model. As a result,
each SLVM has been proposed with an accompanying custom inference model.
We propose a simple and general alternative method for amortizing filtering in-
ference that is agnostic to the particular form of the generative model. Iterative
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amortized inference (Chapter 3) naturally accounts for the changing prior through the
approximate posterior gradients or errors. These models are thus a natural candidate
for performing inference at each step. Similar to Eq. 3.1, when @(zC |x≤C , z<C) is a
parametric distribution with parameters λ@C , the inference update takes the form:
λ
@
C ← 5q (λ
@
C ,∇λ@C L̃C). (4.11)
We refer to this setup as amortized variational filtering (AVF). Again, Eq. 4.11 offers
just one particular encoding form for an iterative inference model. For instance, xC
could be additionally encoded at each step. As noted in Chapter 3, in latent Gaussian
models, precision-weighted errors provide an alternative inference optimization
signal. There are two main benefits to using iterative inference models in the filtering
setting:
• The approximate posterior is updated from the prior, so model capacity is
utilized for inference corrections rather than re-estimating the latent dynamics
at each step.
• These inference models contain all of the terms necessary to perform inference
optimization, providing a simplemodel form that does not require any additional
hidden states or inputs.
In practice, these advantages permit the use of relatively simple iterative inference
models that can perform filtering inference efficiently and accurately. We demonstrate
this in the following section.
4.4 Experiments
We empirically evaluate amortized variational filtering using multiple deep se-
quential latent Gaussian model architectures on a variety of sequence datasets.
Specifically, we use AVF to train VRNN (Chung, Kastner, et al., 2015), SRNN
(Fraccaro, S. K. Sønderby, et al., 2016), and SVG (Denton and Fergus, 2018)
on speech (Garofolo et al., 1993), music (Boulanger-Lewandowski, Bengio, and
Vincent, 2012), and video (Schuldt, Laptev, and Caputo, 2004) data. In each
setting, we compare AVF against the originally proposed filtering method for
the model. Diagrams of the filtering methods are shown in Figure 4.2. Im-

































Figure 4.2: Filtering Inference Models for VRNN, SRNN, SVG, and AVF. Each
diagram shows the computational graph for inferring the approximate posterior
parameters, λ@, at step C. Previously proposed methods rely on hand-crafted
architectures of observations, hidden states, and latent variables. AVF is a simple,
general filtering procedure that only requires the local inference gradient.
thors of VRNN1, SRNN2, and SVG3. Accompanying code can be found online at
github.com/joelouismarino/amortized-variational-filtering.
Setup
Iterative inference models are implemented as specified in Eq. 4.11, encoding the
approximate posterior parameters and their gradients at each inference iteration at
each step. As in the static setting (Chapter 3), we separately normalize each of the
inputs to the inference model using layer normalization (Ba, Kiros, and Hinton, 2016)
and use highway gating (Eq. 3.12) for for each output (R. K. Srivastava, Greff, and
Schmidhuber, 2015). The generative models that we evaluate contain non-spatial
latent variables, thus, we use fully-connected layers to parameterize the inference
models. Specifically, we use two-layer fully-connected networks with 1, 024 units per
layer, internal highway connections R. K. Srivastava, Greff, and Schmidhuber, 2015,
and ELU non-linearities Clevert, Unterthiner, and Hochreiter, 2015. Importantly,
minimal effort went into engineering the inference model architectures: across all
models and datasets, we utilize the same inference model architecture for AVF.
Further model and experiment details can be found in Marino, Cvitkovic, and Yue,
2018. Finally, we note that AVF is comparable in runtime to the baseline filtering
methods. For example, with our implementation of SRNN on TIMIT, AVF requires
13.1<B per time step, whereas the baseline method requires 15.6<B per time step.










Figure 4.3: Prediction-Update Visualization. Test data (top), output predictions
(middle), and updated reconstructions (bottom) for TIMIT using SRNN with AVF.
Sequences run from left to right. The predictions made by the model already contain
the general structure of the data. AVF explicitly updates the approximate posterior
from the prior prediction, focusing on inference corrections rather than re-estimation.
time step, making backpropagation more efficient.
Speech Modeling
Models For speech modeling, we use VRNN and SRNN, attempting to keep the
model architectures consistent with the original implementations. The most notable
difference in our implementation occurs in SRNN, where we use an LSTM rather
than a GRU as the recurrent module. As in Fraccaro, S. K. Sønderby, et al., 2016, we
anneal the KL divergence initially during training. In both models, we use a Gaussian
output density. Unlike Chung, Kastner, et al., 2015; Fraccaro, S. K. Sønderby, et al.,
2016; Goyal et al., 2017, which evaluate log densities, we evaluate and report log
probabilities by integrating the output density over the data discretization window,
as in modeling image pixels.
Data We train and evaluate on TIMIT (Garofolo et al., 1993), which consists of
audio recordings of 6, 300 sentences spoken by 630 individuals. As performed in
Chung, Kastner, et al., 2015, we sample the audio waveforms at 16 kHz, split the
training and validation sets into half second clips, and group each sequence into bins
of 200 consecutive samples. Thus, each training and validation sequence consists of
40 model steps. Evaluation is performed on the full duration of each test sequence,
averaging roughly 3 seconds.
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Music Modeling
Model Wemodel polyphonicmusic using SRNN.The generativemodel architecture
is the same as in the speech modeling experiments, with changes in the number
of layers and units to match Fraccaro, S. K. Sønderby, et al., 2016. To model the
binary music notes, we use a Bernoulli output distribution. Again, we anneal the KL
divergence initially during training.
Data We use four datasets of polyphonic (MIDI) music (Boulanger-Lewandowski,
Bengio, and Vincent, 2012): Piano-midi.de, MuseData, JSB Chorales, and Notting-
ham. Each dataset contains between 100 and 1, 000 songs, with each song between
100 to 4, 000 steps. For training and validation, we break the sequences into clips of
length 25, and we test on the entire test sequences.
Video Modeling
Model Our implementation of SVG differs from the original model in that we
evaluate the conditional log-likelihood under a Gaussian output density rather than
mean squared output error. All other architecture details are identical to the original
model. However, Denton and Fergus, 2018 down-weight the KL-divergence by a
factor of 10−6 at all steps. We instead remove this factor to use the ELBO during
training and evaluation. As to be expected, this results in the model using the latent
variables to a lesser extent. We train and evaluate SVG using filtering inference at all
steps, rather than predicting multiple steps into the future, as in Denton and Fergus,
2018.
Data We train and evaluate SVG on KTH Actions (Schuldt, Laptev, and Caputo,
2004), which contains 760 train / 768 val / 863 test videos of people performing
various actions, each of which is between roughly 50 to 150 frames. Frames are




The variational filtering EM algorithm involves inference optimization at each step
(Algorithm 2, Line 6). AVF optimizes each approximate posterior through a model
that learns to perform iterative updates (Eq. 4.11). Additional inference iterations
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Figure 4.4: Improvement with Inference Iterations. Results are shown on the
TIMIT validation set using VRNN with AVF. (a) Average negative ELBO per step
with varying numbers of inference iterations during training. Additional iterations
result in improved performance. (b) Average relative ELBO improvement from the
initial (prior) estimate at each inference iteration for a single model. Empirically,
each successive iteration provides diminishing additional improvement.
may lead to further improvement in performance (Marino, Yue, and Mandt, 2018).
We explore this aspect on TIMIT using VRNN. In Figure 4.4a, we plot the average
negative ELBO per step on validation sequences for models trained with varying
numbers of inference iterations. Figure 4.4b shows average relative improvement
over the prior estimate for a single model trained with 8 inference iterations. We
observe that trainingwith additional inference iterations empirically leads to improved
performance (Figure 4.4a), with each iteration providing diminishing improvement
during inference (Figure 4.4b). This aspect is distinct from many baseline filtering
methods, which directly output the approximate posterior at each step.
We can also directly visualize inference improvement through the model output.
Figure 4.3 illustrates example reconstructions over inference iterations, using SRNN
on TIMIT. At the initial inference iteration, the approximate posterior is initialized
from the prior, resulting in an output prediction. The iterative inference model then
uses the approximate posterior gradients to update the estimate, improving the output
reconstruction.
Quantitative Comparison
Tables 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3 present quantitative comparisons of average negative filtering
ELBO per step (lower is better) between AVF and baseline filtering methods for
TIMIT, KTH Actions, and the polyphonic music datasets respectively. On TIMIT,
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Table 4.1: Average negative ELBO
per step (in nats) on the TIMIT speech
dataset for SRNN and VRNN with the
respective originally proposed filtering




AVF (1 Iter.) 1,105
AVF (2 Iter.) 1,071
SRNN
baseline 1,026
AVF (1 Iter.) 1,024
Table 4.2: Average negative ELBO
per step (in nats per dimension) on the
KTH Actions video dataset for SVG
with the originally proposed filtering




AVF (1 Iter.) 2.86
Table 4.3: Average negative ELBO per step (in nats) on polyphonic music datasets
for SRNN with and without AVF. Results from Fraccaro, S. K. Sønderby, et al., 2016
are provided for comparison, however, our model implementation differs in several
aspects (see Marino, Cvitkovic, and Yue, 2018).
Piano-midi.de MuseData JSB Chorales Nottingham
SRNN
baseline (Fraccaro et al., 2016) 8.20 6.28 4.74 2.94
baseline 8.19 6.27 6.92 3.19
AVF (1 Iter.) 8.12 5.99 6.97 3.13
AVF (5 Iter.) – – 6.77 –
training with AVF performs comparably to the baseline methods for both VRNN
and SRNN. We note that VRNN with AVF using 2 inference iterations resulted in a
final test performance of 1, 071 nats per step, outperforming the baseline method.
Similar results are also observed on each of the polyphonic music datasets. Again,
increasing the number of inference iterations to 5 for AVF on JSB Chorales resulted
in a final test performance of 6.77 nats per step. AVF significantly improves the
performance of SVG on KTH Actions. We attribute this, likely, to the absence of
the KL down-weighting factor in our training objective as compared with (Denton
and Fergus, 2018). This agrees with Kumar et al., 2020, who observe that many
recently proposed video models trained with proper log-likelihood objectives tend
to perform poorly. The baseline filtering procedure seems to struggle to a greater
degree than AVF. From comparing the results above, we see that AVF is a general
filtering procedure that performs well across multiple models and datasets, despite
using a relatively simple inference model structure. In the cases where single-
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step AVF did not outperform the baseline inference procedure, we were able to
improve performance by simply increasing the number of inference iterations, with
no additional parameter overhead.
4.5 Discussion
This chapter introduced the variational filtering EM algorithm for performing
filtering inference in sequential latent variable models. Filtering variational inference
can be expressed as a sequence of optimization objectives, linked across steps
through previous latent samples. Using iterative amortized inference (Chapter 3)
to perform inference optimization, we arrived at an efficient implementation of the
algorithm: amortized variational filtering. This general filtering method scales to
large models and datasets. Numerous methods have been proposed for filtering
in deep sequential latent variable models, with each method hand–designed for
each model. The variational filtering EM algorithm provides a single framework
for analyzing and constructing these methods. Amortized variational filtering is a
simple, theoretically-motivated, and general filtering method that we have shown
performs on-par with or better than multiple existing state-of-the-art methods across
various data domains.
Unlike previous amortized filtering methods, AVF is formulated in terms of iterative
optimization at each time step. That is, AVF is initialized at each time step from the
prior and only optimizes the relevant objective terms at the current time step. As a
result, AVF does not need to re-estimate the latent dynamics, as in previous amortized
filtering methods. This prediction-update scheme is reminiscent of classical Bayesian
filtering techniques, such as Kalman filtering (Kalman, 1960), using prediction
errors to perform exact probabilistic inference in linear-Gaussian models. From
this perspective, AVF is thus a modern instantiation of the same negative feedback
principles for perception, harnessing the efficiency of amortization, combined with
the generality of variational inference.
4.6 Appendix: Filtering ELBO Derivation
This derivation largely follows that of Gemici et al., 2017 and is valid for any filtering
approximate posterior. From Eq. 4.3, we have the definition of the ELBO:
L ≡ E@(z≤) |x≤) )
[
log





Plugging in the forms of the joint distribution (Eq. 4.1) and approximate posterior
(Eq. 4.4), we can write the term within the expectation as a sum:






?(xC , zC |x<C , z<C)
@(zC |x≤C , z<C)
)]
(4.13)





?(xC , zC |x<C , z<C)
@(zC |x≤C , z<C)
]
(4.14)







where the term C is defined to simplify notation. We then expand the expectation:







There are ) terms within the sum, but each C only depends on the expectations up
to time C because we only condition on past and present variables. This allows us to
write:
L =E@(z1 |x1) [1]
+ E@(z1 |x1)E@(z2 |x≤2,z1) [2]
+ . . .














g=1 @(zg |x≤g ,z<g)
[
E@(zC |x≤C ,z<C ) [C]
]
. (4.20)
As in Section 4.2, we define LC as
LC ≡ E@(zC |x≤C ,z<C ) [C] (4.21)
LC = E@(zC |x≤C ,z<C )
[
log
?\ (xC , zC |x<C , z<C)
@(zC |x≤C , z<C)
]
. (4.22)





g=1 @(zg |x≤g ,z<g)
[LC] , (4.23)
which agrees with Eq. 4.5.
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5.1 Introduction
The previous chapters explored the use of learned negative feedback to perform
inference in deep latent variable models. These methods attempt to reduce errors,
via variational inference optimization, as they arise. As we saw in Chapter 4,
inference optimization can be augmented with prior predictions, providing a useful
initialization that preemptively reduces errors. However, these priors occur within
the latent space, which must be transformed into data-level predictions at each time
step. That is, the entire raw data input is constantly being newly predicted.
This chapter explores a complementary technique, incorporating predictions directly
at the data level, via the conditional likelihood, thereby completely bypassing inference
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optimization. In this way, low-level predictions remove temporal redundancy from
the data, with latent variables, and therefore inference optimization, only reserved for
any remaining errors. We formulate this process as an autoregressive flow across time,
yielding a form of learned feedforward perception. Feedforward processing can be
seen as learning a frame of reference to assist in modeling the data by pre-processing
the input at each time step. This not only simplifies downstream dynamics modeling,
but, by modeling errors rather than the data itself, also has the effect of improving
generalization to unseen sequences. We demonstrate these improvements across
multiple benchmark video datasets.
5.2 Method
We start by motivating the use of autoregressive flows to reduce temporal dependen-
cies, thereby simplifying dynamics. We then show how this simple technique can be
incorporated within sequential latent variable models.
Motivation: Temporal Redundancy Reduction
Normalizing flows, while often utilized for density estimation, originated from data
pre-processing techniques (Friedman, 1987; Hyvärinen and Oja, 2000; S. S. Chen and
Gopinath, 2001), which remove dependencies between dimensions, i.e., redundancy
reduction (Barlow et al., 1961). Removing dependencies simplifies the resulting
probability distribution by restricting variation to individual dimensions, generally
simplifying downstream tasks (Laparra, Camps-Valls, and Malo, 2011). Normalizing
flows improve upon these procedures using flexible, non-linear functions (Deco and
Brauer, 1995; Dinh, Krueger, and Bengio, 2015). While flows have been used for
spatial decorrelation (Agrawal and Dukkipati, 2016; Winkler et al., 2019) and with
other models (Huang et al., 2017), this capability remains under-explored.
Data sequences contain dependencies in time, for example, in the redundancy of
video pixels (Figure 5.3), which are often highly predictable. These dependencies





H(xC) − H (x1:) ), (5.1)
whereH denotes entropy. Normalizing flows are capable of reducing redundancy,
arriving at a new sequence, y1:) , with I(y1:) ) ≤ I(x1:) ), thereby reducing temporal
dependencies and simplifying dynamics. Thus, rather than fit the data distribution
directly, we can first simplify the dynamics by pre-processing sequences with a
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Figure 5.1: Redundancy Reduction. (a) Conditional densities for ?(G2 |G1). (b)
The marginal, ?(G2) differs from the conditional densities, thus, I(G1; G2) > 0. (c)
In the normalized space of H, the corresponding densities ?(H2 |H1) are identical. (d)
The marginal ?(H2) is identical to the conditionals, so I(H1; H2) = 0. Thus, in this
case, a conditional affine transform removed the dependencies.
normalizing flow, then fit the resulting sequence. Through training, the flow will
attempt to remove redundancies to meet the modeling capacity of the higher-level
dynamics model, ?\ (y1:) ).
Example To visualize this procedure for an affine autoregressive flow, consider a
one-dimensional input over two time steps, G1 and G2. For each value of G1, there is a
conditional density, ?(G2 |G1). Assume that these densities take one of two forms,
which are identical but shifted and scaled, shown in Figure 5.1. Transforming these
densities through their conditional means, `2 = E [G2 |G1], and standard deviations,
f2 = E
[
(G2 − `2)2 |G1
]1/2, creates a normalized space, H2 = (G2 − `2)/f2, where
the conditional densities are identical. In this space, the multi-information is
I(H1; H2) = E?(H1,H2) [log ?(H2 |H1) − log ?(H2)] = 0,
whereas I(G1; G2) > 0. Indeed, if ?(GC |G<C) is linear-Gaussian, inverting an affine
autoregressive flow exactly corresponds to Cholesky whitening (Pourahmadi, 2011;
Kingma, Salimans, et al., 2016), removing all linear dependencies.
In the example above, `2 and f2 act as a frame of reference for estimating G2. More
generally, in the special case where µ\ (x<C) = xC−1 and σ(x<C) = 1, we recover
yC = xC−xC−1 = ΔxC . Modeling finite differences (or generalized coordinates (Friston,
2008)) is a well-established technique, (see, e.g., (Chua et al., 2018; Kumar et al.,
2020)), which is generalized by affine autoregressive flows.
Modeling Dynamics with Autoregressive Flows
We now discuss utilizing autoregressive flows to improve sequence modeling,
highlighting use cases for modeling dynamics in the data and latent spaces.
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Figure 5.2: Model Diagrams. (a) An autoregressive flow pre-processes a data
sequence, x1:) , to produce a new sequence, y1:) , with reduced temporal dependencies.
This simplifies dynamics modeling for a higher-level sequential latent variable model,
?\ (y1:) , z1:) ). Empty diamond nodes represent deterministic dependencies, not
recurrent states. (b) Diagram of the autoregressive flow architecture. Blank white
rectangles represent convolutional layers (see Appendix). The three stacks of
convolutional layers within the blue region are shared. cat denotes channel-wise
concatenation.
Data Dynamics
The form of an affine autoregressive flow across sequences is given by
xC = µ\ (x<C) + σ\ (x<C)  yC , (5.2)
and its inverse
yC =
xC − µ\ (x<C)
σ\ (x<C)
, (5.3)
which, again, are equivalent to aGaussian autoregressivemodelwhen yC ∼ N(yC ; 0, I).
We can stack hierarchical chains of flows to improve the model capacity. Denoting





we then calculate y< using the inverse transform:
y<C =







After the final (" th) transform, we can choose the form of the base distribution,
?\ (y"1:) ), e.g., Gaussian. While we could attempt to model x1:) completely us-
ing stacked autoregressive flows, these models are limited to affine element-wise
transforms that maintain the data dimensionality. Due to this limited capacity,
purely flow-based models often require many transforms to be effective (Kingma
and Dhariwal, 2018).
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Instead, we can model the base distribution using an expressive sequential latent
variable model (SLVM), or, equivalently, we can augment the conditional likelihood
of a SLVM using autoregressive flows (Fig. 5.2a). Following the motivation from
Section 5.2, the flow can remove temporal dependencies, simplifying the modeling
task for the SLVM. With a single flow, the joint probability is
?\ (x1:) , z1:) ) = ?\ (y1:) , z1:) )
det (mx1:)my1:)
)−1 , (5.5)
where the SLVM distribution is given by
?\ (y1:) , z1:) ) =
)∏
C=1
?\ (yC |y<C , z≤C)?\ (zC |y<C , z<C). (5.6)
If the SLVM is itself a flow-based model, we can use maximum log-likelihood
training. If not, we can resort to variational inference (Chung et al., 2015; Fraccaro
et al., 2016). We derive and discuss this procedure in Section 5.5.
Latent Dynamics
We can also consider simplifying latent dynamics modeling using autoregressive
flows in the latent prior. This is relevant in hierarchical SLVMs, such as VideoFlow
(Kumar et al., 2020), where each latent variable is modeled as a function of past and
higher-level latent variables. Using z(ℓ)C to denote the latent variable at the ℓth level

















where we convert z(ℓ)C into u
(ℓ)








As noted previously, VideoFlow uses a special case of this procedure, setting
α\ (z(ℓ)<C ) = z
(ℓ)
C−1 and β\ (z
(ℓ)
<C ) = 1. Generalizing this procedure further simplifies
dynamics throughout the model.
5.3 Experiments
We demonstrate and evaluate the proposed technique on three benchmark video
datasets: Moving MNIST (Srivastava, Mansimov, and Salakhudinov, 2015), KTH
Actions (Schuldt, Laptev, and Caputo, 2004), and BAIR Robot Pushing (Ebert
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Figure 5.3: Sequence Modeling with Autoregressive Flows. Top: Pixel values
(solid) for a particular pixel location in a video sequence. An autoregressive flow
models the pixel sequence using an affine shift (dashed) and scale (shaded), acting as
a frame of reference. Middle: Frames of the data sequence (top) and the resulting
“noise” (bottom) from applying the shift and scale. The redundant, static background
has been largely removed. Bottom: The noise values (solid) are modeled using a
base distribution (dashed and shaded) provided by a higher-level model. By removing
temporal redundancy from the data sequence, the autoregressive flow simplifies
dynamics modeling.
et al., 2017). Experimental setups are first described, followed by a set of empirical
analyses. Further details and additional results can be found in Marino, L. Chen,
et al., 2020.
Experimental Setup
For data space modeling, we compare four model classes: 1) standalone affine
autoregressive flows with one (1-AF) and 2) two (2-AF) transforms, 3) a sequential
latent variable model (SLVM), and 4) SLVM with flow-based pre-processing (SLVM
+ AF). As we are not proposing a specific architecture, but rather a general modeling
technique, the SLVM architecture is representative of recurrent convolutional video
models with a single latent level (Denton and Fergus, 2018; Ha and Schmidhuber,
2018; Hafner et al., 2019). Flows are implemented with convolutional networks,
taking in a fixed window of previous frames (Fig. 5.2b). These models allow us to
evaluate the benefits of temporal pre-processing (SLVM vs. SLVM + AF) and the
benefits of more expressive higher-level dynamics models (2-AF vs. SLVM + 1-AF).
To evaluate latent dynamics modeling with autoregressive flows, we use the
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Figure 5.4: Flow Visualization for SLVM + 1-AF on Moving MNIST (left) and
KTH Actions (right).
tensor2tensor library (Vaswani et al., 2018) to compare 1) VideoFlow1 and
2) the same model with affine autoregressive flow latent dynamics (VideoFlow +
AF). VideoFlow is significantly larger (3× more parameters) than the one-level
SLVM, allowing us to evaluate whether autoregressive flows are beneficial in this
high-capacity regime.
To enable a fairer comparison in our experiments, models with autoregressive flow
dynamics have comparable or fewer parameters than baseline counterparts. We note
that autoregressive dynamics adds only a constant computational cost per time-step,
and this computation can be parallelized for training and evaluation. Full architecture,
training, and analysis details can be found in Marino, L. Chen, et al., 2020. Finally,
as noted by Kumar et al. (Kumar et al., 2020), many previous works do not train
SLVMs with proper log-likelihood objectives. Our SLVM results are consistent with
previously reported log-likelihood values (Marino, Cvitkovic, and Yue, 2018) for
the Stochastic Video Generation model (Denton and Fergus, 2018) trained with a
log-likelihood bound objective.
Analyses
Visualization In Figure 5.3, we visualize the pre-processing procedure for SLVM
+ 1-AF on BAIR Robot Pushing. The plots show the RGB values for a pixel before
(top) and after (bottom) the transform. The noise sequence is nearly zero throughout,
despite large changes in the pixel value. We also see that the noise sequence (center,
lower) is invariant to the static background, capturing the moving robotic arm. At
some time steps (e.g., fourth frame), the autoregressive flow incorrectly predicts the
next frame, however, the higher-level SLVM compensates for this prediction error.
We also visualize each component of the flow. Figure 5.2b illustrates this for SLVM




(b) VideoFlow + AF
Figure 5.5: Improved Generated Samples. Random samples generated from (a)
VideoFlow and (b) VideoFlow + AF, each conditioned on the first 3 frames. Using
AF produces more coherent samples. The robot arm blurs for VideoFlow in samples
1 and 4 (red), but does not blur for VideoFlow + AF.
+ 1-AF on an input from BAIR Robot Pushing. We see that µ\ captures the static
background, while σ\ highlights regions of uncertainty. In Figure 5.4 and the
Appendix, we present visualizations on full sequences, where we see that different
models remove varying degrees of temporal structure.
Temporal Redundancy Reduction To quantify temporal redundancy reduction,
we estimate the empirical correlation (linear dependence) between frames, denoted
as corr, for the data and noise variables. This is an average normalized version of
the auto-covariance of each signal with a time delay of 1 time step. Specifically, we








































Figure 5.6: Decreased Temporal Correlation. (a) Affine autoregressive flows
result in sequences, y1:) , with decreased temporal correlation, corry, as compared
with that of the original data, corrx. (b) For SLVM + 1-AF, corry decreases during
training on KTH Actions.
where the term inside the expectation is
bC,C+1(8, 9 , :) ≡




f (8, 9 ,:)
)2 . (5.9)
Here, G (8, 9 ,:)C denotes the image at location (8, 9) and channel : at time C, `(8, 9 ,:) is
the empirical mean of this dimension, and f (8, 9 ,:) is the empirical standard deviation.
,,, and  respectively denote the height, width, and number of channels of the
observations, and D denotes the dataset. We define an analogous expression for y,
denoted as corry. We evaluate corrx and corry for SLVM + 1-AF and 1-AF, with
results shown in Figure 5.6a. In Figure 5.6b, we plot corry for SLVM + 1-AF during
training on KTHActions. Flows decrease temporal correlation, and base distributions
without temporal structure (1-AF) yield comparatively more decorrelation. Temporal
redundancy is progressively removed throughout training. However, due to the
limited capacity of the flows, they are not capable of completely removing temporal
correlations on the more complex datasets, necessitating the use of higher-level
dynamics models.
Performance Comparison Table 5.1 reports average negative log-likelihood re-
sults. Standalone flow-basedmodels perform surprisingly well. Increasing flow depth
from AF-1 to AF-2 generally results in improvement. SLVM + 1-AF outperforms
the baseline SLVM despite having fewer parameters. Incorporating autoregressive
flows into VideoFlow results in a modest but noticeable improvement, demonstrating
that removing spatial dependencies, through VideoFlow, and temporal dependencies,
through autoregressive flows, are complementary techniques.
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Table 5.1: Quantitative Comparison. Average test and (train) negative log-
likelihood in nats per dimension for Moving MNIST, BAIR Robot Pushing, and
KTH Actions. Lower values are better.
M-MNIST BAIR KTH
1-AF 2.15 (2.06) 3.05 (2.98) 3.34 (2.95)
2-AF 2.13 (2.04) 2.90 (2.76) 3.35 (2.95)
SLVM ≤ 1.92 (≤ 1.93) ≤ 3.57 (≤ 3.46) ≤ 4.63 (≤ 3.05)
SLVM + 1-AF ≤ 1.86 (≤ 1.85) ≤ 2.35 (≤ 2.31) ≤ 2.39 (≤ 2.21)
VideoFlow – 1.53 (1.50) –
VideoFlow + AF – 1.50 (1.49) –






































Figure 5.7: Improved Generalization. The low-level reference frame improves
generalization to unseen sequences. Train and test negative log-likelihood bound
histograms for (a) SLVM and (b) SLVM + 1-AF on KTH Actions. (c) The
generalization gap for SLVM + 1-AF remains small for varying amounts of KTH
training data, while it becomes worse in the low-data regime for SLVM.
Improved Samples The quantitative improvement over VideoFlow is less dramatic,
as this is already a high-capacity model. However, qualitatively, we observe that
incorporating autoregressive flow dynamics improves sample quality (Figure 5.5).
In these randomly selected samples, the robot arm occasionally becomes blurry for
VideoFlow (red boxes) but remains clear for VideoFlow + AF.
Improved Generalization Our temporal normalization technique also improves
generalization to unseen examples, a key benefit of normalization schemes, e.g.,
batch norm (Ioffe and Szegedy, 2015). Intuitively, higher-level dynamics are often
preserved, whereas lower-level appearance is not. This is apparent on KTH Actions,
which contains a substantial degree of train-test mismatch (different identities and
activities). NLL histograms on KTH are shown in Figure 5.7, with greater overlap
for SLVM + 1-AF. We also train SLVM and SLVM + 1-AF on subsets of the KTH
Actions dataset. In Figure 5.7c, we see that autoregressive flows enable generalization
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even in the low-data regime, whereas SLVM becomes worse.
5.4 Discussion
This chapter introduced a technique for improving sequence modeling using au-
toregressive flows, yielding a learned form of feedforward processing. Learning a
frame of reference, parameterized by autoregressive transforms, reduces temporal
redundancy in input sequences, thereby simplifying downstream dynamics estima-
tion. Thus, rather than expanding the model, we can simplify the input to meet the
capacity of the model. We have analyzed and empirically shown how autoregressive
pre-processing in both the data and latent spaces can improve sequence modeling
performance and lead to improved sample quality and generalization.
This approach is distinct from previous works with normalizing flows on sequences,
yet contains connections to classical modeling and compression. Indeed, video
compression schemes use (“inter-frame”) predictions as a frame of reference to remove
temporal redundancy, enabling more efficient encoding (Oliver, 1952; Wiegand et al.,
2003). Inspired by these techniques, follow-up work by Yang et al., 2021 applied
sequential autoregressive flows to high-resolution video compression, demonstrating
that this not only generalizes existing methods, but also yields improved compression
performance.
5.5 Appendix: ELBO Derivation
Consider the model defined in Section 3.3, with the conditional likelihood parame-
terized with autoregressive flows. That is, we parameterize
xC = µ\ (x<C) + σ\ (x<C)  yC , (5.10)
yielding
?\ (xC |x<C , z≤C) = ?\ (yC |y<C , z≤C)
det (mxCmyC
)−1 . (5.11)
The joint distribution over all time steps is then given as
?\ (x1:) , z1:) ) =
)∏
C=1




?\ (yC |y<C , z≤C)
det (mxCmyC
)−1 ?\ (zC |x<C , z<C). (5.13)
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To perform variational inference, we consider a filtering approximate posterior of the
form
@(z1:) |x1:) ) =
)∏
C=1
@(zC |x≤C , z<C). (5.14)
We can then plug these expressions into the evidence lower bound:
L ≡ E@(z1:) |x1:) ) [log ?\ (x1:) , z1:) ) − log @(z1:) |x1:) )] (5.15)






?\ (yC |y<C , z≤C)
det (mxCmyC





@(zC |x≤C , z<C)
) ]
(5.16)




log ?\ (yC |y<C , z≤C) − log
@(zC |x≤C , z<C)





Finally, in the filtering setting, we can rewrite the expectation, bringing it inside of






log ?\ (yC |y<C , z≤C) − log
@(zC |x≤C , z<C)





Because there exists a one-to-one mapping between x1:) and y1:) , we can equivalently






log ?\ (yC |y<C , z≤C) − log
@(zC |y≤C , z<C)
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6.1 Introduction
Chapters 3 and 4 investigated improved methods for perceptual inference using
learned negative feedback. In this chapter, we apply the same approach to control.
On the surface, perception and control may appear to be disparate settings; perception,
as we have framed it, involves an internal generative model, whereas control is
typically formulated with an agent in a pre-defined environment along with a reward
(or cost) function. Yet, by specifying the probabilistic computation graph implied by
the agent-environment interaction, and with an appropriate mathematical framing, we
can apply the techniques of probabilistic graphical models and variational inference
to control (Levine, 2018). While the notion of framing control in terms of variational
calculus dates back to cybernetics (Wiener, 1948), it is only recently that this
connection with probabilistic inference has garnered renewed attention in the control
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and reinforcement learning communities (Toussaint and Storkey, 2006; Todorov,
2008; Levine, 2018).
In general, reinforcement learning (RL) algorithms involve policy evaluation and
policy optimization (Sutton and Barto, 2018). Given a policy, one can estimate
the value for each state or state-action pair following that policy, and given a value
estimate, one can improve the policy to maximize the value. This latter procedure,
policy optimization, can be challenging in continuous control due to instability and
poor asymptotic performance. In deep RL, where policies over continuous actions
are often parameterized by deep networks, such issues are typically tackled using
regularization from previous policies (Schulman, Levine, et al., 2015; Schulman,
Wolski, et al., 2017) or by maximizing policy entropy (V. Mnih, Badia, et al.,
2016; Fox, Pakman, and Tishby, 2016). These techniques can be interpreted as
variational inference (Levine, 2018), using optimization to infer a policy that yields
high expected return while satisfying prior policy constraints. This smooths the
optimization landscape, improving stability and performance (Ahmed et al., 2019).
However, one subtlety arises: when used with entropy or KL regularization, policy
networks perform amortized optimization (Gershman and Goodman, 2014). That is,
rather than optimizing the action distribution, e.g., mean and variance, many deep
RL algorithms, such as soft actor-critic (SAC) (Haarnoja, Zhou, Abbeel, et al., 2018;
Haarnoja, Zhou, Hartikainen, et al., 2018), instead optimize a network to output
these parameters, learning to optimize the policy. Typically, this is implemented
as a direct mapping from states to action distribution parameters. While such
direct amortization schemes have improved the efficiency of variational inference as
“encoder” networks (Kingma and Welling, 2014; Rezende, Mohamed, and Wierstra,
2014; A. Mnih and Gregor, 2014), they also suffer from several drawbacks: 1)
they tend to provide suboptimal estimates (Cremer, Li, and Duvenaud, 2018; Kim
et al., 2018; Marino, Yue, and Mandt, 2018), yielding a so-called “amortization
gap” in performance (Cremer, Li, and Duvenaud, 2018), 2) they are restricted to a
single estimate (Greff et al., 2019), thereby limiting exploration, and 3) they cannot
generalize to new objectives, unlike, e.g., gradient-based (Henaff, Whitney, and
LeCun, 2017) or gradient-free optimizers (Rubinstein and Kroese, 2013).
Inspired by techniques and improvements from variational inference, we investigate
iterative amortized policy optimization. Iterative amortization (Chapter 3) uses
gradients or errors to iteratively update the parameters of a distribution. Unlike direct
amortization, which receives gradients only after outputting the distribution, iterative
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amortization uses these gradients online, thereby learning to iteratively optimize. In
generative modeling settings, iterative amortization empirically outperforms direct
amortization (Chapters 3 & 4) and can find multiple modes of the optimization
landscape (Greff et al., 2019). We evaluate iterative amortized policy optimization
on the suite of OpenAI gym MuJoCo environments (Todorov, Erez, and Tassa,
2012; Brockman et al., 2016), with performance improvements over direct amortized
policies, as well as more complex flow-based policies. We also demonstrate novel
benefits of this amortization technique: improved accuracy, providing multiple policy
estimates, and generalizing to new objectives.
6.2 Background
Preliminaries
We consider Markov decision processes (MDPs), where sC ∈ S and aC ∈ A are
the state and action at time C, resulting in reward AC = A (sC , aC). Environment
state transitions are given by sC+1 ∼ ?env(sC+1 |sC , aC), and the agent is defined by
a parametric distribution, ?\ (aC |sC), with parameters \. The discounted sum of
rewards is denoted as R(g) = ∑C WCAC , where W ∈ (0, 1] is the discount factor, and




?env(sC+1 |sC , aC)?\ (aC |sC), (6.1)
where the initial state is drawn from the distribution d(s1). The standard RL
objective consists of maximizing the expected discounted return, E?(g) [R(g)]. For
convenience of presentation, we use the undiscounted setting (W = 1), though the
formulation can be applied with any valid W.
KL-Regularized Reinforcement Learning
Various works have formulated RL, planning, and control problems in terms of
probabilistic inference (Dayan and Hinton, 1997; Attias, 2003; Verma and Rao,
2006; Toussaint and Storkey, 2006; Todorov, 2008; Botvinick and Toussaint, 2012;
Levine, 2018). These approaches consider the agent-environment interaction as
a graphical model, then convert reward maximization into maximum marginal
likelihood estimation, learning and inferring a policy that results in maximal reward.
This conversion is accomplished by introducing one ormore binary observed variables
(Cooper, 1988), denoted as O, with






where U is a temperature hyper-parameter. These new variables are often referred to
as “optimality” variables (Levine, 2018). We would like to infer latent variables, g,
and learn parameters, \, that yield the maximum log-likelihood of optimality, i.e.,
log ?(O = 1). Evaluating this likelihood requires marginalizing the joint distribution,
?(O = 1) =
∫
?(g,O = 1)3g. This involves averaging over all trajectories, which is
intractable in high-dimensional spaces. Instead, we can use variational inference to




?env(sC+1 |sC , aC)c(aC |sC ,O). (6.2)
This provides the following lower bound on the objective, log ?(O = 1):
log
∫








= Ec [R(g)/U] − KL(c(g |O)‖?(g)). (6.4)
Equivalently, we can multiply by U, defining the variational RL objective as
J (c, \) ≡ Ec [R(g)] − UKL(c(g |O)‖?(g)). (6.5)
This objective consists of the expected return (i.e., the standard RL objective) and
a KL divergence between c(g |O) and ?(g). In terms of states and actions, this
objective is written as










At a given timestep, C, one can optimize this objective by estimating the future terms
in the summation using a “soft” action-value (&c) network (Haarnoja, H. Tang,
et al., 2017) or model (Piché et al., 2019). For instance, sampling sC ∼ ?env, slightly
abusing notation, we can write the objective at time C as
J (c, \) = Ec [&c (sC , aC)] − UKL(c(aC |sC ,O)||?\ (aC |sC)). (6.7)
Policy optimization in the KL-regularized setting corresponds to maximizing J
w.r.t. c. We often consider parametric policies, in which c is defined by distribution
parameters, λ, e.g., Gaussian mean, µ, and variance, σ2. In this case, policy
optimization corresponds to maximizing:
λ← argmax
λ
J (c, \). (6.8)
Optionally, we can then also learn the policy prior parameters, \ (Abdolmaleki et al.,
2018).
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Figure 6.1: Amortized Policy Optimization. (a) 2D visualization of policy opti-
mization. A direct amortized policy network fails to output an optimal estimate,
resulting in an amortization gap in performance. An iterative amortized policy
network finds an improved estimate. (b) Diagrams of direct and iterative amortized
policy optimization. Larger circles denote distributions, and smaller red circles
denote terms in the objective, J . Dashed arrows denote amortized optimizers.
Iterative amortization uses gradient-based feedback during optimization, whereas
direct amortization does not.
Entropy & KL Regularized Policy Networks Perform Direct Amortization
Policy-based approaches to RL typically do not directly optimize the action distri-
bution parameters, e.g., through gradient-based optimization. Instead, the action
distribution parameters are output by a function approximator (deep network), 5q,
which is trained using deterministic (Silver et al., 2014; Lillicrap et al., 2016) or
stochastic gradients (Williams, 1992; Heess et al., 2015). When combined with
entropy or KL regularization, this policy network is a form of amortized optimization
(Gershman and Goodman, 2014), learning to estimate policies. Again, denoting the
action distribution parameters, e.g., mean and variance, as λ, for a given state, s, we
can express this direct mapping as
λ← 5q (s), (direct amortization) (6.9)
denoting the corresponding policy as cq (a|s,O;λ). Thus, 5q attempts to learn to
optimize Eq. 6.8. This setup is shown in Figure 6.1 (Right). Without entropy or
KL regularization, i.e., cq (a|s) = ?\ (a|s), we can instead interpret the network
as directly integrating the LHS of Eq. 6.3, which is less efficient and more chal-
lenging. Regularization smooths the optimization landscape, yielding more stable
improvement and higher asymptotic performance (Ahmed et al., 2019).
Viewing policy networks as a form of direct amortized variational optimizer (Eq. 6.9)
allows us to see that they are similar to “encoder” networks in variational autoencoders
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Algorithm 3 Direct Amortization
Initialize q
for each environment step do
λ← 5q (sC)
aC ∼ cq (aC |sC ,O;λ)
sC+1 ∼ ?env(sC+1 |sC , aC)
end for
for each training step do
q← q + [∇qJ
end for
Algorithm 4 Iterative Amortization
Initialize q
for each environment step do
Initialize λ
for each policy optimization it-
eration do
λ← 5q (sC ,λ,∇λJ)
end for
aC ∼ cq (aC |sC ,O;λ)
sC+1 ∼ ?env(sC+1 |sC , aC)
end for
for each training step do
q← q + [∇qJ
end for
(VAEs) (Kingma and Welling, 2014; Rezende, Mohamed, and Wierstra, 2014).
However, there are several drawbacks to direct amortization.
Amortization Gap. Direct amortization results in suboptimal approximate pos-
terior estimates, with the resulting gap in the variational bound referred to as the
amortization gap (Cremer, Li, and Duvenaud, 2018). Thus, in the RL setting, an
amortized policy, cq, results in worse performance than the optimal policy within the
parametric policy class, denoted as ĉ. The amortization gap is the gap in following
inequality:
J (cq, \) ≤ J (ĉ, \).
Because J is a variational bound on the RL objective, i.e., expected return, a looser
bound, due to amortization, prevents one from more completely optimizing this
objective.
This is shown in Figure 6.1 (Left),1 where J is plotted over two dimensions of
the policy mean at a particular state in the MuJoCo environment Hopper-v2. The
estimate of a direct amortized policy () is suboptimal, far from the optimal estimate
(F). While the relative difference in the objective is relatively small, suboptimal
estimates prevent sampling and exploring high-value regions of the action-space.
That is, suboptimal estimates have only a minor impact on evaluation performance
(see Appendix B.4) but hinder effective data collection.
1Additional 2D plots are shown in Appendix Figure B.3.
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Single Estimate. Direct amortization is limited to a single, static estimate. In
other words, if there are multiple high-value regions of the action-space, a uni-
modal (e.g., Gaussian) direct amortized policy is restricted to only one region,
thereby limiting exploration. Note that this is an additional restriction beyond
simply considering uni-modal distributions, as a generic optimization procedure may
arrive at multiple uni-modal estimates depending on initialization and stochastic
sampling (see Section 6.3). While multi-modal distributions reduce the severity of
this restriction (Y. Tang and Agrawal, 2018; Haarnoja, Hartikainen, et al., 2018), the
other limitations of direct amortization still persist.
Inability to Generalize Across Objectives. Direct amortization is a feedforward
procedure, receiving gradients from the objective only after estimation. This is
contrast to other forms of optimization, which receive gradients (feedback) during
estimation. Thus, unlike other optimizers, direct amortization is incapable of
generalizing to new objectives, e.g., if &c (s, a) or ?\ (a|s) change, which is a
desirable capability for adapting to new tasks or environments.
To improve upon this scheme and overcome these drawbacks, in Section 6.3, we turn
to iterative amortization (Chapter 3), retaining the efficiency of amortization while
employing a more flexible iterative estimation procedure.
Related Work
Previous works have investigated methods for improving policy optimization. QT-Opt
(Kalashnikov et al., 2018) uses the cross-entropy method (CEM) (Rubinstein and
Kroese, 2013), an iterative derivative-free optimizer, to optimize a &-value estimator
for robotic grasping. CEM and related methods are also used in model-based RL
for performing model-predictive control (Nagabandi et al., 2018; Chua et al., 2018;
Piché et al., 2019; Hafner et al., 2019). Gradient-based policy optimization (Henaff,
Whitney, and LeCun, 2017; Srinivas et al., 2018; Bharadhwaj, Xie, and Shkurti,
2020), in contrast, is less common, however, gradient-based optimization can also
be combined with CEM (Amos and Yarats, 2020). Most policy-based methods use
direct amortization, either using a feedforward (Haarnoja, Zhou, Abbeel, et al., 2018)
or recurrent (Guez et al., 2019) network. Similar approaches have also been applied
to model-based value estimates (Byravan et al., 2020; Clavera, Y. Fu, and Abbeel,
2020; Amos, Stanton, et al., 2020), as well as combining direct amortization with
model predictive control (Lee, Saigol, and Theodorou, 2019) and planning (Rivière
et al., 2020). A separate line of work has explored improving the policy distribution,
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using normalizing flows (Haarnoja, Hartikainen, et al., 2018; Y. Tang and Agrawal,
2018) and latent variables (Tirumala et al., 2019). In principle, iterative amortization
can perform policy optimization in each of these settings.
Iterative amortized policy optimization is conceptually similar to negative feedback
control (Astrom andMurray, 2008), using errors to update policy estimates. However,
while conventional feedback control methods are often restricted in their applicability,
e.g., linear systems and quadratic cost, iterative amortization is generally applicable
to any differentiable control objective. This is analogous to the generalization of
Kalman filtering (Kalman, 1960) to amortized variational filtering (Chapter 4) for
state estimation.
6.3 Iterative Amortized Policy Optimization
Formulation
Iterative amortized optimizers (Chapter 3) utilize some form of error or gradient
to update the approximate posterior distribution parameters. While various forms
exist, we consider gradient-encoding models (Andrychowicz et al., 2016) due to their
generality. Compared with direct amortization in Eq. 6.9, we use iterative amortized
optimizers of the general form
λ← 5q (s,λ,∇λJ), (6.10)
also shown in Figure 6.1 (Right), where 5q is a deep network and λ are the policy
distribution parameters. For example, if c = N(a;µ, diag(σ2)), then λ ≡ [µ,σ].
Technically, s is redundant, as the state dependence is already captured in J , but
this can empirically improve performance (Chapter 3). In practice, the update is
carried out using a “highway” gating operation (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997;
Srivastava, Greff, and Schmidhuber, 2015). Denoting ωq ∈ [0, 1] as the gate and δq
as the update, both of which are output by 5q, the gating operation is expressed as
λ← ωq  λ + (1 − ωq)  δq, (6.11)
where  denotes elementwise multiplication. This update is typically run for
a fixed number of steps, and, as with a direct policy, the iterative optimizer is
trained using stochastic gradient estimates of ∇qJ , obtained through the pathwise
derivative estimator (Kingma and Welling, 2014; Rezende, Mohamed, and Wierstra,
2014; Heess et al., 2015). Because the gradients ∇λJ must be estimated online,
i.e., during policy optimization, this scheme requires some way of estimating J
online, e.g., through a parameterized &-value network (V. Mnih, Kavukcuoglu, et al.,
2013; Lillicrap et al., 2016) or a differentiable model (Heess et al., 2015).
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Benefits of Iterative Amortization
Reduced Amortization Gap. Iterative amortized optimizers are more flexible
than their direct counterparts, incorporating feedback from the objective during
policy optimization (Algorithm 4), rather than only after optimization (Algorithm 3).
Increased flexibility improves the accuracy of optimization, thereby tightening the
variational bound (Chapters 3 & 4). We see this flexibility in Figure 6.1 (Left),
where an iterative amortized policy network iteratively refines the policy estimate
(•), quickly arriving near the optimal estimate.
Multiple Estimates. Iterative amortization, by using stochastic gradients and
random initialization, can traverse the optimization landscape. As with any iterative
optimization scheme, this allows iterative amortization to obtain multiple valid
estimates, referred to as “multi-stability” in the perception literature (Greff et al.,
2019). We illustrate this capability across two action dimensions in Figure 6.2 for a
state in the Ant-v2MuJoCo environment. Over multiple policy optimization runs,
iterative amortization finds multiple modes, sampling from two high-value regions
of the action space. This provides increased flexibility in action exploration, despite
only using a uni-modal policy distribution.
Generalization Across Objectives. Iterative amortization uses the gradients of
the objective during optimization, i.e., feedback, allowing it to potentially generalize
to new or updated objectives. We see this in Figure 6.1 (Left), where iterative
amortization, despite being trained with a different value estimator, is capable
of generalizing to this new objective. We demonstrate this capability further in
Section 6.4. This opens the possibility of accurately and efficiently performing policy
optimization in new settings, e.g., a rapidly changing model or new tasks.
Consideration: Mitigating Value Overestimation
Why are more powerful policy optimizers typically not used in practice? As we now
describe, part of the issue stems from value overestimation. Model-free approaches
generally estimate&c using function approximation and temporal difference learning.
However, this has the pitfall of value overestimation, i.e., positive bias in the estimate,
&̂c (Thrun and Schwartz, 1993). This issue is tied to uncertainty in the value estimate,
though it is distinct from optimism under uncertainty. If the policy can exploit
regions of high uncertainty, the resulting target values will introduce positive bias
into the estimate. More flexible policy optimizers exacerbate the problem, exploiting
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Figure 6.2: Estimating Multiple Policy Modes. Unlike direct amortization, which
is restricted to a single estimate, the stochasticity of iterative optimization allows
iterative amortization to effectively sample from multiple high-value modes in the
action space. This capability is shown for a particular state in Ant-v2, showing
multiple optimization runs across two action dimensions (Left). Each colored
square denotes an initialization. The optimizer finds both modes, with the assigned
density plotted on the Right. This capability provides increased flexibility in action
exploration.
this uncertainty to a greater degree. Further, a rapidly changing policy increases the
difficulty of value estimation (Rajeswaran, Mordatch, and V. Kumar, 2020).
Various techniques have been proposed for mitigating value overestimation in deep
RL. The most prominent technique, double deep &-network (Van Hasselt, Guez, and
Silver, 2016) maintains two &-value estimates (Van Hasselt, 2010), attempting to
decouple policy optimization from value estimation. Fujimoto, Hoof, and Meger,
2018 apply and improve upon this technique for actor-critic settings, estimating the
target &-value as the minimum of two &-networks, &k1 and &k2:







denotes the “target” network parameters. As noted by Fujimoto, Hoof,
and Meger, 2018, this not only counteracts value overestimation, but also penalizes
high-variance value estimates, because the minimum decreases with the variance
of the estimate. Ciosek et al., 2019 noted that, for a bootstrapped ensemble of two
&-networks, the minimum operation can be interpreted as estimating
&̂c (s, a) = `& (s, a) − Vf& (s, a),
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Figure 6.3: Mitigating Value Overestimation. Using the same value estimation
setup (V = 1), shown on Ant-v2, iterative policy optimization results in (a) higher
value overestimation bias and (b) a more rapidly changing policy as compared with
direct policy optimization. Increasing V helps to mitigate these issues by further
penalizing variance in the value estimate.
with mean and standard deviation
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,
and V = 1. Thus, to further penalize high-variance value estimates, preventing
value overestimation, we can increase V. For large V, however, value estimates
become overly pessimistic, negatively impacting training. Thus, V reduces target
value variance at the cost of increased bias.
Due to the flexibility of iterative amortization, the default V = 1 results in increased
value bias (Figure 6.3a) and a more rapidly changing policy (Figure 6.3b) as compared
with direct amortization. Further penalizing high-variance target values with V = 2.5
reduces value overestimation and improves policy stability. For details, see Marino,
Piché, et al., 2020. Recent techniques for mitigating overestimation have been
proposed, such as adjusting the temperature, U (Fox, 2019). In offline RL, this issue
has been tackled through the action prior (Scott Fujimoto, David Meger, and Precup,
2019; A. Kumar, J. Fu, et al., 2019; Wu, Tucker, and Nachum, 2019) or by altering
&-network training (Agarwal, Schuurmans, and Norouzi, 2019; A. Kumar, Zhou,
et al., 2020). While such techniques could be used here, increasing V provides a
simple solution with no additional computational overhead.
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Figure 6.4: Policy Optimization. Visualization over time steps of (a) one dimension




To focus specifically on policy optimization, we implement iterative amortized policy
optimization using the setup of soft actor-critic (SAC) described by Haarnoja, Zhou,
Hartikainen, et al., 2018. This involves using two &-networks, uniform action prior,
?\ (a|s) = U(−1, 1), and an automatic tuning scheme for the temperature, U. In
our experiments, “direct” refers to direct amortized policy optimization employed
in SAC, i.e., a direct policy network, and “iterative” refers to iterative amortized
policy optimization. Both approaches use the same network architecture, adjusting
only the number of inputs and outputs to accommodate gradients, current policy
estimates, and gated updates (Sec. 6.3). Unless otherwise stated, we use 5 iterations
per time step for iterative amortization, as in Chapter 3. For additional details,
we refer to Marino, Piché, et al., 2020 and Haarnoja, Zhou, Abbeel, et al., 2018;




In Figure 6.1 (Left), we visualize the trajectory of iterative amortized policy
optimization along two dimensions of the policy mean on a state from Hopper-v2.
Through iterative optimization, the network arrives near the optimum. Notably, this is
performed with a value function trained using a different, direct policy, demonstrating
generalization to other optimization landscapes. In Figure 6.4, we visualize iterative
refinement using a single action dimension from Ant-v2 across time steps. The
refinements in Figure 6.4a give rise to the objective improvements in Figure 6.4b.
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Figure 6.5: Performance Comparison. Iterative amortized policy optimization
performs comparably with or better than direct amortized policies across a range of
MuJoCo environments. Performance curves show the mean and ± standard deviation
over 5 random seeds.
































































Figure 6.6: Amortization Gap. Estimated amortization gaps per step for direct and
iterative amortized policy optimization. Iterative amortization achieves comparable
or lower gaps across environments. Gaps are estimated using stochastic gradient-
based optimization over 100 random states. Curves show the mean and ± standard
deviation over 5 random seeds.
Performance Comparison
We evaluate iterative amortized policy optimization on the suite of MuJoCo (Todorov,
Erez, and Tassa, 2012) continuous control tasks from OpenAI gym (Brockman et al.,
2016). In Figures 6.5 & 6.7, we compare the cumulative reward, i.e., return, of
direct and iterative amortized policy optimization across environments. Each curve
shows the mean and ± standard deviation of 5 random seeds. In all cases, iterative
amortized policy optimization matches or outperforms the baseline direct amortized
method, both in sample efficiency and final performance. Across environments,
iterative amortization also yields more consistent, i.e., lower variance, performance.
This suggests that iterative amortization is able to flexibly explore the optimization
landscape, consistently arriving at improved policy estimates.
Multiple Policy Modes
Tobetter understand the exploration benefits of iterative amortization, we also compare
with direct amortization with a multi-modal policy distribution, formed using inverse
autoregressive flows (Kingma, Salimans, et al., 2016), a type of normalizing flow
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Figure 6.7: Additional Performance Comparison. Results are shown on the
remaining MuJoCo environments from OpenAI gym. Performance curves show the
mean and ± standard deviation over 5 random seeds.
(NF). Using a multi-modal policy reduces the performance deficiencies of direct
amortization on Hopper-v2 and Walker2d-v2, indicating that much of the benefit
of iterative amortization is due to lifting direct amortization’s restriction to a single,
uni-modal policy estimate. Yet, direct + NF still struggles on HalfCheetah-v2
compared with iterative amortization (Fig. 6.5b), suggesting that more complex,
multi-modal distributions are not the only consideration.
To confirm that iterative amortization has captured multiple policy modes, at the
end of training, we take Walker2d-v2 and histogram the distances between policy
means across separate runs of policy optimization per state (Fig. 6.8a). For the state
with the largest distance, we plot 2D projections of the optimization objective across
action dimensions in Figure 6.8b, as well as the policy density across 10 optimization
runs (Fig. 6.8c). We see that a subset of states indeed still retain multiple policy
modes.
Amortization Gap
To evaluate policy optimization accuracy, we estimate per-step amortization gaps,
performing additional iterations of gradient ascent on J w.r.t. the policy parameters,
λ ≡ [µ,σ] (see Appendix A.3). To analyze generalization, we also evaluate the
iterative agents trained with 5 iterations for an additional 5 amortized iterations.
Results are shown in Figure 6.6. We emphasize that it is challenging to directly
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Figure 6.8: Multiple Policy Modes. (a) Histogram of distances between policy
means (µ) across optimization runs (8 and 9) over seeds and states on Walker2d-v2
at 3 million environment steps. For the state with the largest distance, (b) shows the
projected optimization surface on each pair of action dimensions, and (c) shows the
policy density for 10 optimization runs.








































































Figure 6.9: Varying Iterations During Training. Performance of iterative amor-
tized policy optimization for varying numbers of iterations during training. Increasing
the number of iterations generally results in improvements. Curves show the mean
and ± standard deviation over 5 random seeds.
compare amortization gaps across optimization schemes, as these involve different
value functions, and therefore different objectives. Likewise, we estimate the
amortization gap using the learned &-networks, which may be biased (Figure 6.3).
Nevertheless, we find that iterative amortized policy optimization achieves, on
average, lower amortization gaps than direct amortization across all environments.
Additional amortized iterations at evaluation yield further estimated improvement,
demonstrating generalization beyond the optimization horizon used during training.
The amortization gaps are small relative to the objective, playing a negligible role
in evaluation performance. Rather, improved policy optimization is helpful for
training, allowing the agent to explore states where value estimates are highest. To
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Figure 6.10: Amortization Gap of Varying Iterations During Training. Cor-
responding amortization gaps for varying numbers of iterations during training.

































Figure 6.11: Comparison with Iterative Optimizers. Average estimated objective
over policy optimization iterations, comparing with Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2014)
and CEM (Rubinstein and Kroese, 2013). These iterative optimizers require over an
order of magnitude more iterations to reach comparable performance with iterative
amortization, making them impractical in many applications.
probe this further, we train iterative amortized policy optimization while varying the
number of iterations per step in {1, 2, 5}, yielding optimizers with varying degrees of
accuracy. Note that each optimizer is, in theory, capable of finding multiple modes. In
Figure 6.9, we see that training with additional iterations improves performance and
optimization accuracy. Walker2d-v2 provides an interesting example. Even with a
single iteration, we see that iterative amortization outperforms direct amortization,
suggesting that multi-modality is the dominant factor for improved performance here.
Yet, 1 iteration is slightly worse compared with 2 and 5 iterations early in training,
both in terms of performance and optimization. As the amortization gap decreases
later in training, we see that the performance gap ultimately decreases. Further work
could help to analyze this process in even more detail. We stress that the exact form
of this relationship depends on the &-value estimator and other factors.
Comparison with Iterative Optimizers
Iterative amortized policy optimization obtains the accuracy benefits of iterative
optimization while retaining the efficiency benefits of amortization. We now compare
iterative amortization with two popular iterative optimizers: Adam (Kingma and Ba,
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2014), a gradient-based optimizer, and cross-entropy method (CEM) (Rubinstein
and Kroese, 2013), a gradient-free optimizer. We collect 100 states for each seed in
each environment from the model-free experiments. For each optimizer, we optimize
the variational objective, J , starting from the same initialization. Tuning the step
size, we found that 0.01 yielded the steepest improvement without diverging for both
Adam and CEM. Gradients are evaluated with 10 action samples. For CEM, we
sample 100 actions and fit a Gaussian mean and variance to the top 10 samples. This
is comparable with QT-Opt (Kalashnikov et al., 2018), which draws 64 samples and
retains the top 6 samples.
The results, averaged across states and random seeds, are shown in Figure 6.11.
CEM (gradient-free) is less efficient than Adam (gradient-based), which is unsur-
prising, especially considering that Adam effectively approximates higher-order
curvature through momentum terms. However, Adam and CEM both require over an
order of magnitude more iterations to reach comparable performance with iterative
amortization. While iterative amortized policy optimization does not always obtain
asymptotically optimal estimates, we note that these networks were trained with only
5 iterations, yet continue to improve and remain stable far beyond this limit. Finally,
comparing wall clock time for each optimizer, iterative amortization is only roughly
1.25× slower than CEM and 1.15× slower than Adam, making iterative amortization
still substantially more efficient.
Generalizing to Model-Based Values
Direct amortization is a purely feedforward process and is therefore incapable
of generalizing to new objectives. In contrast, because iterative amortization is
formulated through gradient-based feedback, such optimizers may be capable of
generalizing to new objective estimators. To demonstrate this capability further,
we apply iterative amortization with model-based value estimators, using a learned
deterministic model on HalfCheetah-v2 (see Appendix A.5). In Figure 6.12a, we
see that iterative amortization slightly outperforms direct amortization in this setting.
The resulting policy optimization procedure refines planned trajectories, shown for
a single state dimension in Figure 6.12b, yielding corresponding improvements
(Fig. 6.12c). We evaluate the generalizing capabilities in Figure 6.12d by transferring
the policy optimizer from a model-free agent to a model-based agent. Iterative
amortization generalizes to these new value estimates, instantly recovering the
performance of the model-based agent. This highlights the opportunity for instantly
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Figure 6.12: Optimizing Model-Based Value Estimates. (a) Performance com-
parison of direct and iterative amortization using model-based value estimates. (b)
Planned trajectories over policy optimization iterations. (c) The corresponding
estimated objective increases over iterations. (d) Zero-shot transfer of iterative
amortization from model-free (MF) to model-based (MB) estimates.
incorporating new tasks, goals, or model estimates into policy optimization.
6.5 Discussion
In this chapter, we applied the technique of learned negative feedback to control,
arriving at iterative amortized policy optimization, a flexible and powerful policy
optimization technique. In so doing, we have highlighted several limitations of
direct amortization: 1) limited accuracy, as quantified by the amortization gap, 2)
restriction to a single estimate, limiting exploration, and 3) inability to generalize to
new objectives, limiting the transfer of these policy optimizers. As confirmed through
our empirical analysis on benchmark continuous control environments, iterative
amortization provides a step toward improving each of these restrictions, with ac-
companying improvements in performance over current direct amortization methods.
Thus, iterative amortization provides a drop-in replacement and improvement over
direct policy networks in deep reinforcement learning.
Although we have discussed three separate limitations of direct amortization, these
factors are highly interconnected. By broadening policy optimization to an iterative
procedure, we automatically obtain a potentially more accurate and general policy
optimizer, with the capability of obtaining multiple modes. While our analysis
suggests that the improved exploration resulting from multiple modes is the primary
factor affecting performance, future work could tease out these effects further and
assess the relative contributions of these improvements in additional environments.
We are hopeful that iterative amortized policy optimization, by providing a more
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7.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we complete the table outlined in Chapter 1, applying learned
feedforward processing to control. As opposed to purely feedback policies (Chapter
6), which must optimize the control objective from scratch at each time step, we
consider policies with a feedforward component, predicting useful actions at future
time steps. This is loosely inspired by the hierarchical organization of animal motor
control (Merel, Botvinick, and Wayne, 2019), in which central pattern generator
circuits (Marder and Bucher, 2001) provide low-level dynamical motor primitives,
receiving transient top-down signals from higher-level motor areas (Shalit et al.,
2012). This improves computational efficiency and speed, as feedback optimization
(inference) is relied upon less and less as feedforward behavioral routines are learned.
In formulating learned feedforward control policies, we again consider sequential
autoregressive flows, as introduced in Chapter 5. Thus, the overall policy is composed
of a dynamical feedforward component, conditioned on previous actions, and a
feedback component, conditioned on the current state. We provide an initial set of
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experiments exploring the use of these policies in continuous control environments,
demonstrating improvements in performance as well as the ability to distill purely
feedforward locomotion policies.
7.2 Autoregressive Flow-Based Policies
Basic Setup
We again consider the variational RL setup, as introduced in Chapter 6. As a brief
review, we consider a Markov decision process (MDP), in which, at time C, an agent
receives a state observation sC ∈ S and takes action aC ∈ A by sampling from a
policy distribution, c. The agent then receives reward A (sC , aC) and the environment
transitions to the next state sC+1 ∼ ?env(sC+1 |sC , aC).
By interpreting RL as variational inference (Ziebart, 2010; Levine, 2018), we arrive
at a KL-regularized lower bound on the standard RL objective:











where W ∈ [0, 1) is the discount factor, U is a Lagrange multiplier controlling the
regularization weight, O is optimality (as introduced in the previous chapter), and
?(aC |sC) is an action prior. For simplicity, we again consider a uniform action prior
in this chapter (see Section 7.4 for further discussion).
Soft actor-critic (SAC) (Haarnoja, Zhou, Abbeel, et al., 2018) provides one instan-
tiation of this setup, learning a &-network (critic) to estimate future terms in the
objective, and a direct amortized policy network (actor) to optimize the objective.
The critic is learned using temporal difference learning, with an ensemble of deep
networks (Fujimoto, Hoof, and Meger, 2018), target value networks (Mnih et al.,
2015), and an experience replay buffer (Lin, 1992). SAC estimates the policy using a
deep network, denoted cq, which typically takes the form of a conditional Gaussian:
cq (aC |sC ,O) = N(aC ;µq (sC), diag(σ2q (sC))).
In bounded action spaces, tanh is typically applied to the policy samples (Haarnoja,
Zhou, Abbeel, et al., 2018). The policy network parameters, q, are optimized by
differentiating through the objective using the reparameterization gradient estimator
(Kingma and Welling, 2014; Rezende, Mohamed, and Wierstra, 2014).
Motivation
As noted in the previous chapter, performing policy optimization (inference) at


















Figure 7.1: Autoregressive Flow-Based Policy. An autoregressive flow-based
policy converts samples from a base distribution, cq (uC |sC), using an affine transform
with parameters β\ (a<C) and δ\ (a<C), into actions, aC . The affine transform (top)
acts as a feedforward policy, purely conditioned on previous actions, whereas the
base distribution (bottom) acts as a feedback policy. Each are parameterized by a
separate deep network, with parameters \ and q, respectively.
However, in fully-observable MDPs with continuous action spaces, it is common to
use direct amortized policy networks, typically directly mapping the current state to
a distribution over actions, i.e., cq (aC |sC ,O). This is because sC provides a compact
description of the information necessary to perform policy optimization. Yet, this is
ultimately a design choice, and we are free to condition direct amortization on any
current or past variables: cq (aC |s≤C , a<C ,O).
In this chapter, we specifically focus on conditioning on previous actions, parameter-
izing policies of the general form cq (aC |sC , a<C ,O). Although this may, at first, appear
to be an odd design choice, there are several possible benefits to parameterizing
policies with a feedforward component conditioned on previous actions. First, policy
optimization can be computationally costly; having a feedforward policy component
may reduce the computational burden on feedback optimization. Second, there
may be communication constraints or delays from high-level state information; a
feedforward policy may provide a reasonable control estimate quickly. Finally,
learning to perform feedback optimization can be challenging; a feedforward policy
provides a basis of dynamical motor primitives (Ijspeert, Nakanishi, and Schaal,
2002), which may simplify upstream control learning.
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Formulation
We now describe adapting sequential autoregressive flows (Chapter 5) to the control
setting. To simplify notation, we omit the dependency on optimality, O, in the
description. We consider a policy composed of a state-dependent base distribution,
cq (uC |sC), over a latent variable, u, and a dynamical affine autoregressive (feedforward)
component, defined by a shift, δ\ (a<C), and scale, β\ (a<C). To generate action aC ,
we sample the latent variable, uC ∼ c\ (uC |sC), then apply the affine transform,
aC = β\ (a<C)  uC + δ\ (a<C). (7.2)
With the change of variables, the action probability is then





where V\,8 is the 8th dimension of β\ . As in SAC, we can also apply a final tanh
transform if the action space is bounded in [−1, 1]. In the implementation presented
here, the base distribution is a Gaussian, output by a deep network with parameters
q, and, similarly, the affine transform parameters are output by a deep network with
parameters \. The overall setup is shown in Figure 7.1.
As we have noted multiple times throughout this thesis, if uC ∼ N(uC; 0, I), then
the affine flow is equivalent to an autoregressive Gaussian model, as Eq. 7.2 is the
Gaussian reparameterization trick (Kingma and Welling, 2014; Rezende, Mohamed,
and Wierstra, 2014). For more general base distributions, this serves as a technique
for adding temporal dependencies to output sequences, a1:) . Conversely, given a
sequence, a1:) , the affine transform provides a mechanism for removing temporal
dependencies, i.e., I(u1:) ) ≤ I(a1:) ), as seen in Chapter 5, thereby simplifying
estimation in the space of u1:) .
7.3 Experiments
We incorporate the proposed autoregressive feedforward component within soft
actor-critic (SAC), which we refer to as autoregressive SAC (ARSAC). The affine
transform parameters in ARSAC are conditioned on a varying number of previous
actions, which we denote as, e.g., ARSAC-5 for 5 previous actions. Unless otherwise
stated, we adopt the default hyperparameters from Haarnoja, Zhou, Abbeel, et al.,
2018, as well as the automatic entropy-tuning scheme proposed in Haarnoja, Zhou,
Hartikainen, et al., 2018. We evaluate ARSAC across a range of locomotion tasks in
environments from the dm_control suite (Tassa et al., 2020).
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Figure 7.2: Performance Comparison, 2 × 256 (Default) Policy Network. Com-
parison between SAC and ARSAC with an action window of 5 time steps across
dm_control suite environments. Each curve shows the mean and standard deviation
across 5 random seeds.
Performance Comparison
In Figure 7.2, we compare the cumulative reward of SAC and ARSAC-5 throughout
training, with 5 random seeds for each setup on each environment. On most
environments, ARSAC-5 performs roughly as well or better than SAC, with improved
sample efficiency and/or final performance. However, ARSAC-5 struggles on the
more difficult tasks, humanoid walk and humanoid run. In Figure 7.3, we present
performance results on these latter environments with varying autoregressive window
sizes. We see that changing the size improves performance, however, this is still not
able to bridge the performance gap on humanoid run.
We hypothesize that the autoregressive transform will have a larger impact when the
(state-dependent) base distribution is constrained in some way, either computationally
or through delays. To probe this aspect, we decrease the size of the base distribution
network, restricting the network to a single hidden layer with 32 units (the default
size is 2 hidden layers, each with 256 units). The results, on a subset of environments,













































Figure 7.3: Humanoid Performance Comparison, 2 × 256 (Default) Policy Net-
work. Comparison between SAC and ARSAC with varying action window sizes on
humanoid tasks from dm_control suite. Each curve shows the mean and standard
deviation across 5 random seeds.






























































































































Figure 7.4: Performance Comparison, 1 × 32 Policy Network. Comparison
between SAC and ARSACwith an action window of 5 time steps across dm_control
suite environments. Each curve shows the mean and standard deviation across 5
random seeds.
Policy Visualization & Feedforward Distillation
We now analyze the policy distributions learned by ARSAC. On the left side of
Figure 7.5, we plot the base distribution, c(u|s), as well as the autoregressive affine
transform, δ\ ± β\ , and the actions (before applying the tanh transform). Arbitrarily,
we only select the first action dimension for purposes of visualization. We see that the
autoregressive flow contains relatively little temporal structure at the end of training.
This is not entirely surprising, as there is nothing in the objective that explicitly
requires the policy to be distilled into the autoregressive flow. Thus, while the flow
is beneficial for training, it may not necessarily automatically provide dynamical
“motor primitives,” part of the motivation for this approach.
To explore this capability, we attempt to distill the policy entirely into the affine
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Figure 7.5: Policy Visualization & Distillation. Left: Visualization of the base
distribution and autoregressive flow for various action dimensions across various
environments. Right: Visualization after policy distillation.
distribution, progressively penalizing the L2 norm of the mean (µq) and log-standard
deviation (logσq), thereby bringing the base distribution toward a standard Gaussian,
N(u; 0, I). The results are shown on the right side of Figure 7.5, where we see that
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the flow now contains nearly all of the temporal structure. In other words, these
policies are effectively autoregressive Gaussian densities:
c\ (aC |a<C) = N(aC ; δ\ (a<C), diag(β2\ (a<C))), (7.4)
almost entirely independent of the state, s. Comparing the left and right columns,
we see that the feedforward policies are more consistent overall, resulting from the
limited temporal window of the affine flow. Thus, the autoregressive nature of the
policy provides an inductive bias, resulting in policies with more regular rhythmic
structure. As will be described in Chapter 8, this may hold some connections
with central pattern generator circuits in biological neural systems, which produce
rhythmic patterns in the absence of any state input (Marder and Bucher, 2001).
7.4 Discussion
This chapter has presented a formulation of learned feedforward control based
on sequential autoregressive flows. This approach decomposes the policy into a
feedforward component, purely conditioned on previous actions, and a feedback
component, conditioned on the current state, which are combined through an affine
(linear) transform. In the initial set of experiment presented here on locomotion tasks,
we have shown that such policies can outperform purely feedback-based counterparts.
This is somewhat unsurprising, considering that these flow-based policies condition
on additional variables and contain additional parameters. However, it is also
somewhat surprising, considering that, in these environments, the current state
is sufficient for estimating the optimal policy. This suggests that incorporating a
feedforward policy component is a useful inductive bias for these tasks, which is
reasonable, as they require periodic policies. Through qualitative analyses, we have
observed that this periodic structure is not ultimately preserved in the flow. However,
we have shown that it is feasible to distill the policy almost entirely into the flow. This
may be advantageous when computational costs or temporal delays prohibit excessive
amounts of feedback control. We also expect this approach to be more useful in
environments with relatively minimal amounts of stochasticity (like dm_control),
where state information can eventually be ignored. Future works may wish to
consider other forms of normalizing flows, e.g., non-affine flows, flows with multiple
transforms, or combining both spatial and temporal normalizing flows. We also
recommend exploring the use of the prior, ?(aC |·), as the feedforward component, as
this will naturally preserve the dynamical structure of the policy. However, there are
added challenges associated with training the prior, which will need to be resolved
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(Abdolmaleki et al., 2018). At the very least, our results show that feedforward
policies are practically possible, and exploring additional computational architectures
for policies is a fruitful direction for future research.
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8.1 Introduction
The previous chapters brought feedback and feedforward ideas from predictive
coding into the realm of machine learning. In this chapter, we more explicitly
identify these connections, implying surprising analogies between machine learning
and neuroscience. We start in Section 8.2 by describing predictive coding, its
hypothesized connections to neuroscience, and the empirical evidence for this overall
theory. In Section 8.3, we then connect the ideas developed in this thesis back to
their origins in predictive coding. By connecting these areas through this conceptual
bridge, we arrive at new perspectives on the possible correspondences between
machine learning and neuroscience (Section 8.4). These correspondences draw into
question fundamental assumptions on the analogy of biological and artificial neurons
(McCulloch and Pitts, 1943), with a host of implications for learning, inference,
inhibition, etc. Unlike the technical contributions in Parts II & III, this chapter is
more speculative, meant to serve as a starting point for further cross-pollination
between machine learning and neuroscience. Like the works of Broeke, 2016 and
Lotter, Kreiman, and Cox, 2018, we hope that these ideas will inspire future research
in exploring this promising paradigm.
8.2 Predictive Coding
Predictive coding, as described within neuroscience, can be divided into two separate
settings, spatiotemporal and hierarchical, corresponding to the two main forms of
structured probabilistic dependencies (Chapter 2). We review each of these settings,
discussing previously hypothesized correspondences with neural anatomy. Finally,
we outline the current empirical support for predictive coding in neural systems,
highlighting the need for large-scale, testable models.
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Spatiotemporal Predictive Coding
Spatiotemporal predictive coding (Srinivasan, Laughlin, and Dubs, 1982), as the
name implies, involves forming predictions across spatial dimensions and temporal
sequences. These predictions then produce the resulting “code” as the prediction
error. Concretely, in the temporal setting, we can consider a Gaussian autoregressive
model, ?\ , defined over observation sequences, x1:) . The conditional probability at
time C can be written as
?\ (xC |x<C) = N(xC ;µ\ (x<C), diag(σ2\ (x<C))).
Introducing auxiliary variables, yC ∼ N(0, I), we can use the reparameterization trick
to express xC = µ\ (x<C) +σ\ (x<C)  yC , where  denotes element-wise multiplication.
Conversely, we can express the inverse, normalization or whitening transform as
yC =
xC − µ\ (x<C)
σ\ (x<C)
. (8.1)
An example of temporal normalization with video, adapted from Chapter 5, is
shown in Figure 8.1b. Note that one special case of this transform involves setting
µ\ (x<C) ≡ xC−1 and σ\ (x<C) ≡ 1, in which case, yC = xC − xC−1, i.e. temporal
differences. For sequences that change slowly relative to the temporal step-size,
this is a reasonable assumption. As noted in Chapter 5, this inverse transform can
remove temporal redundancy in the input sequence. Thus, by Shannon’s source
coding theorem (Shannon, 1948), we can encode or compress y1:) more efficiently
than x1:) . The benefit of this sequential predictive coding scheme was recognized
in the early days of information theory (Harrison, 1952; Oliver, 1952), forming the
basis of modern video (Wiegand et al., 2003) and audio (Atal and Schroeder, 1979)
compression.
A similar process can also be applied within xC to remove spatial dependencies.
For instance, we could also apply an autoregressive affine transform over spatial
dimensions, predicting the 8th dimension, G8,C , as a function of previous spatial
dimensions, x1:8,C . With linear functions, this corresponds to Cholesky whitening
(Pourahmadi, 2011; Kingma, Salimans, et al., 2016). However, this requires imposing
an arbitrary ordering over spatial dimensions. Perhaps a more reasonable approach
in the spatial setting is to learn a set of symmetric dependencies between dimensions.
Here, the linear case corresponds to ZCA whitening (Kessy, Lewin, and Strimmer,
2018), shown in Figure 8.1a. In the natural image domain, both of these whitening




























Figure 8.1: Spatiotemporal Predictive Coding. (a) Spatial predictive coding
models and removes spatial dependencies. In the domain of natural images, one
version of linear predictive coding is ZCA whitening, which yields center-surround
filters (left). As a result, the whitened image contains highlighted edges (right). (b)
Temporal predictive coding models and removes temporal dependencies. In the
domain of natural video, this tends to remove static backgrounds.
Srinivasan, Laughlin, and Dubs, 1982 investigated the principles of spatiotemporal
predictive coding in the retina, where compression is essential for transmission
through the optic nerve. Estimating the auto-correlation function of input sensory
signals, i.e. a linear prediction, they showed that spatiotemporal predictive coding
provides a reasonable fit to retinal ganglion cell recordings from flies, allowing the
retina’s output neurons to more fully utilize their dynamic range. It is now generally
accepted that retina, in part, performs stages of spatial and temporal normalization
through center-surround receptive fields and on-off responses (Hosoya, Baccus, and
Meister, 2005; Graham, Chandler, and Field, 2006; Pitkow and Meister, 2012;
Palmer et al., 2015). Dong and Atick, 1995 applied similar predictive coding ideas
to the thalamus, proposing an additional stage of temporal normalization. Likewise,
Friston’s use of generalized coordinates (K. Friston, 2008a), i.e. modeling multiple
orders of temporal derivatives, can be approximated using finite temporal differences
through repeated application of predictive coding. That is, 3x
3C
≈ ΔxC ≡ xC − xC−1.
Thus, spatiotemporal predictive coding may be utilized at multiple stages of sensory
processing to remove redundancy (Y. Huang and Rao, 2011).
In neural circuits, spatiotemporal normalization often involves inhibitory interneurons
(Carandini and Heeger, 2012), carrying out operations similar to those in Eq. 8.1
(though other mechanisms are also possible). For instance, retinal inhibitory
interactions take place between photoreceptors, via horizontal cells, and between
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bipolar cells, via amacrine cells. This enables unpredicted motion to be computed,
e.g. an object moving relative to the background, using inhibitory interactions from
amacrine cells (Ölveczky, Baccus, and Meister, 2003; Baccus et al., 2008). Similar
inhibitory interactions are present in the lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN) in thalamus,
with interneurons inhibiting relay cells originating from retina (Sherman and Guillery,
2002). As mentioned above, this is thought to implement a form of temporal
normalization (Dong and Atick, 1995), removing, at least, linear dependencies
(Dan, Atick, and Reid, 1996). Inhibition via lateral inhibitory interactions is also a
prominent feature of neocortex, with distinct classes of local interneurons playing a
significant role in shaping the responses of principal pyramidal neurons (Isaacson
and Scanziani, 2011). While these distinct classes may serve separate computational
roles, part of this purpose appears to be for spatiotemporal normalization (Carandini
and Heeger, 2012). Finally, while we have focused largely on early stages of sensory
processing, inhibitory interneurons are also prevalent in other areas of neocortex,
as well as in central pattern generator (CPG) circuits (Marder and Bucher, 2001),
found in the spinal cord. These circuits are repsonsible for the rhythmic generation
of movement, such as locomotion. Thus, just as inhibitory interactions remove
spatiotemporal dependencies in early sensory areas, similar computational operations
can add spatiotemporal dependencies in motor activation.
Hierarchical Predictive Coding
The other main form of predictive coding, mathematically formulated by Rao and
Ballard, 1999; K. Friston, 2005, involves hierarchies of latent variables and, as such,
has been postulated as a model of hierarchical cortical processing. The neocortex
(Figure 8.2) is a sheet-like structure involved in many aspects of sensory and motor
processing. It is composed of six layers (I–VI), containing particular classes of
neurons and connections. Across layers, neurons are arranged into columns, which
are engaged in related computations (Mountcastle, Berman, and Davies, 1955).
Columns interact locally via inhibitory interactions from interneurons while also
forming processing hierarchies through longer-range excitatory interactions from
pyramidal neurons. Particularly in earlier sensory areas, longer-range connections
are generally grouped into forward (up the hierarchy) and backward (down the
hierarchy) directions. Forward connections are traditionally thought to be driving
(evoking neural activity) (Girard and Bullier, 1989; Girard, Salin, and Bullier, 1991).
Backward connections are traditionally thought to be modulatory, however, they have

























Figure 8.2: Brain Anatomy & Cortical Circuitry. Left: Sensory inputs enter
first-order relays in thalamus from sensory organs. Thalamus forms reciprocal
connections with neocortex. Neocortex consists of hierarchies of cortical areas, with
both forward and backward connections. Right: Neocortex is composed of six layers
(I–VI), with specific neuron classes and connections at each layer. The simplified
schematic depicts two cortical columns. Black and red circles represent excitatory
and inhibitory neurons respectively, with arrows denoting major connections. This
basic circuit motif is repeated with slight variations throughout neocortex.
2011), which can be inverted through inhibition (H. S. Meyer et al., 2011). These
sets of connections, repeated with slight variations throughout neocortex, constitute a
canonical neocortical microcircuit (Douglas, Martin, and Whitteridge, 1989), which
could suggest a single processing algorithm (Hawkins and Blakeslee, 2004), capable
of adapting to a variety of inputs (Sharma, Angelucci, and Sur, 2000).
In formulating a theory of neocortex, Mumford, 1992 proposed that thalamus acts as
an ‘active blackboard,’ with the cortical hierarchy attempting to reconstruct or predict
the thalamic input and activity in areas throughout the hierarchy. Backward (top-
down) projections would convey predictions, while forward (bottom-up) projections
would use prediction errors to update the estimates throughout the hierarchy. Through
a dynamic process of activation, the entire system would settle to a consistent pattern
of activity, minimizing prediction error. Over longer periods of time, the model
parameters would be adjusted to yield improved predictions. In this way, cortex
would use negative feedback, both in inference and learning, to use and construct
a generative model of its inputs. This notion of generative state estimation dates
back (at least) to Helmholtz (Von Helmholtz, 1867), and the notion of correcting
predictions based on prediction errors is inline with concepts from cybernetics
(Wiener, 1948; MacKay, 1956), which influenced techniques like Kalman filtering
(Kalman, 1960), a ubiquitous Bayesian filtering algorithm.
A more complete mathematical formulation of this hierarchical predictive coding
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model, with many similarities to Kalman filtering (see Rao, 1998), was provided by
Rao and Ballard, 1999, with the generalization to variational inference provided by
K. Friston, 2005. To illustrate this setup, consider a simple model consisting of a
single level of continuous latent variables, z, modeling continuous data observations,
x. We will use Gaussian densities for each distribution and assume we have
?\ (x|z) = N(x; 5 (Wz), diag(σ2x)), (8.2)
?\ (z) = N(z;µz, diag(σ2z )), (8.3)
where 5 is an element-wise function (e.g. logistic sigmoid, tanh, or the identity), W
is a weight matrix, µz is the constant prior mean, and σ2x and σ2z are constant vectors
of variances.
In the simplest approach to inference, we can find the maximum-a-posteriori (MAP)
estimate, i.e. estimate the z∗ which maximizes ?\ (z|x). While we cannot tractably











Thus, rather than evaluating the posterior distribution, ?\ (z|x), we can perform this
maximization using the joint distribution, ?\ (x, z) = ?\ (x|z)?\ (z), which we can
tractably evaluate. We can also replace the optimization over the probability distribu-
tion with an optimization over the log probability, since log(·) is a monotonically
increasing function and will not affect the optimization. We then have
z∗ = argmax
z




logN(x; 5 (Wz), diag(σ2x)) + logN(z;µz, diag(σ2z ))
]
.
Each of the terms in this objective is a weighted squared error. For instance, the first
term is the weighted squared error in reconstructing the data observation:
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Figure 8.3: Hierarchical Predictive Coding. The diagram shows the basic compu-
tation graph for a Gaussian latent variable model with MAP inference. The insets
show the weighted error calculation for the latent (left) and observed (right) variables.



















where we have defined the objective as ℒ(z; \). For purposes of illustration, let us
assume that 5 (·) is the identity function, i.e. 5 (Wz) = Wz. We can then evaluate
the gradient ofℒ(z; \) w.r.t. z, yielding





− z − µz
σz
.
The transposed weight matrix, Wᵀ, comes from differentiating Wz, and translates









then we can re-write the gradient using these terms:
∇zℒ(z; \) = Wᵀξx − ξz. (8.5)
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Thus, if we want to perform inference using gradient-based optimization, e.g.
z ← z + U∇zℒ(z; \), we need 1) the weighted errors, ξx and ξz, and 2) the
transposed weights, Wᵀ, or more generally, the Jacobian of the conditional likelihood
mean. This overall scheme is depicted in Figure 8.3, using the computational graph
format from previous chapters.








This gradient is the product of a local error term, ξx, and the latent variable, z,
possibly suggesting a biologically-plausible learning rule (Whittington and Bogacz,
2017).
Predictive coding identifies the conditional likelihood (Eq. 8.2) with backward (or
top-down) cortical projections, whereas inference updating (Eq. 8.5) is identified with
forward (or bottom-up) cortical projections (K. Friston, 2005). Such connections
are thought to be mediated by pyramidal neurons. Scaling this model up in size and
structure, each cortical column could contain the necessary computational elements
involved in predicting and estimating a latent variable. Interneurons within columns
could be involved in error calculation (ξx and ξz). Although we only discussed
diagonal covariance matrices (σ2x and σ2z ), interneurons involved in local lateral
inhibition could parameterize (the inverse of) full covariance matrices, i.e. x and z.
This is an instance of spatial predictive coding, which we discussed in the previous
section. Note that these factors, which weight ξx and ξz, effectively modulate the
gain of each error term, possibly providing a form of “attention” (Feldman and
K. Friston, 2010). Possible neural correspondences are summarized in Table 8.1.
Here, we have discussed a simplified model of hierarchical predictive coding, with a
single latent level and no dynamics. However, a full theory of hierarchical predictive
coding would include these additional aspects and others. Karl Friston has explored
various design choices throughout multiple papers (K. Friston et al., 2007; K.
Friston, 2008a; K. Friston, 2008b), yet the core aspects of probabilistic generative
modeling and variational inference remain largely the same. Further elaborating
and comparing these design choices will be essential for empirically validating the
details of hierarchical predictive coding.
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Table 8.1: Proposed Neural Correspondences of Hierarchical Predictive Coding.
Neuroscience Predictive Coding
Top-Down Cortical Projections Generative Model Conditional Mapping
Bottom-Up Cortical Projections Inference Updating
Lateral Inhibition Covariance Matrices
(Pyramidal) Neuron Activity Latent Variable Estimates & Errors
Cortical Column Corresponding Estimate & Error
Empirical Support
Empirically validating predictive coding in neural circuits is an active area of research.
This remains challenging, as it is difficult to disentangle the theory itself from the
wide array of possible design choices, e.g. distributions, parameterizations, etc.
(Gershman, 2019). Nevertheless, many of the core aspects of predictive coding do
appear to have some empirical support. We briefly outline some of these studies
here, but we refer the reader to the multiple review papers on the topic (Y. Huang
and Rao, 2011; Bastos, Usrey, et al., 2012; Clark, 2013; Keller and Mrsic-Flogel,
2018; Walsh et al., 2020).
Spatiotemporal As discussed above, various works have investigated spatiotem-
poral predictive coding in early sensory areas, primarily retina (Srinivasan, Laughlin,
and Dubs, 1982; Atick and Redlich, 1992). This typically involves fitting retinal
ganglion cell responses to a spatial whitening (or decorrelation) process (Graham,
Chandler, and Field, 2006; Pitkow and Meister, 2012), which is dynamically adjusted
based on lighting conditions (Hosoya, Baccus, and Meister, 2005). Similar analyses
suggest that retina employs temporal predictive coding as well (Srinivasan, Laughlin,
and Dubs, 1982; Palmer et al., 2015). While the exact mathematical details of
these neural computations have not been fully characterized, the corresponding
models contain stages of linear decorrelating filters (e.g. center-surround) followed
by non-linearities. Importantly, non-linearities have been shown to be an essential
aspect in explaining retinal ganglion cell responses (Pitkow and Meister, 2012),
possibly inducing an added degree of sparsity (Graham, Chandler, and Field, 2006).
As previously noted, similar spatiotemporal predictive coding computations may be
found in thalamus (Dong and Atick, 1995) and cortex. While Dan, Atick, and Reid,
1996 provide some supporting evidence, such investigations are complicated by the
presence of backward and modulatory interactions.
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Hierarchical Early work toward empirically validating hierarchical predictive
coding came from explaining extra-classical receptive field effects (Rao and Ballard,
1999; Rao and Sejnowski, 2002), whereby top-down processing in cortex can alter
classical visual receptive fields, suggesting that top-down influences play an important
role in sensory processing (Gilbert and Sigman, 2007). Likewise, temporal influences
have been demonstrated in the form of repetition suppression (Summerfield et al.,
2006), in which cortical activity diminishes in response to repeated, i.e. predictable,
stimuli. This effect may reflect the suppression of errors through improved predictions.
Predictive coding has also been postulated as an explanation of biphasic responses
in LGN (Jehee and Ballard, 2009), in which reversing the visual input with an
anti-correlated image results in a large neural response, presumably due to prediction
errors. Predictive signals have been documented in auditory (Wacongne et al., 2011)
and visual (T. Meyer and Olson, 2011) processing. Activity seemingly corresponding
to prediction errors has also been observed in a variety of areas and contexts, including
visual flow in primary visual cortex in mice (Keller, Bonhoeffer, and Hübener, 2012;
Zmarz and Keller, 2016), auditory cortex in monkeys (Eliades and Wang, 2008) and
rodents (Parras et al., 2017), and visual cortex in humans (S. O. Murray et al., 2002;
Alink et al., 2010; Egner, Monti, and Summerfield, 2010). While further studies are
needed, it appears that sensory cortex is engaged in some form of hierarchical and
temporal prediction, with prediction error signals playing a key role in driving the
perceptual process.
The empirical evidence for spatiotemporal and hierarchical predictive coding is
suggestive, but given the complexity of neural systems, some aspects of the theory are
undoubtedly incorrect, incomplete, or under-specified. In particular, the complexity
of biological systems makes it is difficult to isolate and assess detailed aspects of
predictive coding. For instance, it appears that cortex calculates some form of
prediction error, but without access to fine-grained recordings of all relevant signals,
e.g. dendritic currents, neuromodulators, etc., it is difficult to determine the exact
computational form of the circuit. Thus, while general aspects of predictive coding
appear supported, we are unable to probe into the details of such models, making
predictive coding a largely normative theory. One of the purposes of this chapter,
and this thesis more broadly, has been to establish connections between predictive
coding and machine learning. Ideally, by building larger-scale models and training
them on similar sensory data, we can form more fine-grained empirical predictions
for biological neural systems. Building off of the example of Rao and Ballard, 1999,
Lotter, Kreiman, and Cox, 2018 provided another step in this direction, comparing
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the responses of neural systems and their hierarchical predictive coding model. In
the current thesis, we have attempted to help further build the foundation for this
collaborative effort.
8.3 Connections
We now discuss the connections between the ideas developed in this thesis and their
inspirations from predictive coding.
Iterative Amortization
Iterative amortized inference (Chapter 3) was inspired by the inference scheme
proposed by Rao and Ballard, 1999 and K. Friston, 2005. In these early formulations
of hierarchical predictive coding, approximate inference is performed using gradient-
based optimization of a point estimate of the latent variables. These works made
it clear that prediction (or reconstruction) errors drive both inference and learning
optimization, and this procedure can be readily extended to sequential settings (K.
Friston, 2008b). However, such procedures typically assume that the inference
gradients, supplied by forward connections, can be easily calculated, but the weights
of these forward connections are, in fact, the Jacobian of the backward connections
(Rao and Ballard, 1999) (Section 8.2). This is an example of the weight transport
problem (Grossberg, 1987), i.e. the weights of one set of connections (forward)
depends on the weights from another set of connections (backward). This is generally
regarded as not being biologically-plausible.
Amortization (Dayan et al., 1995) provides a simple solution to this problem: learn
to perform inference optimization. That is, rather than transporting the generative
weights to the inference connections, amortization learns a separate set of inference
weights, potentially using similar local learning rules (Y. Bengio, 2014; Lee et al.,
2015). Thus, despite criticism from K. Friston, 2018, amortization may offer a more
biologically-plausible account of inference. Further, as demonstrated in Chapters 3,
4, and 6, by using non-linear functions, amortization is capable of automatically
adjusting update step sizes, yielding accurate estimates with exceedingly few inference
iterations. These substantial benefits in computational efficiency provide another
argument for amortization over the gradient-based schemes often employed in
predictive coding.
Iterative amortization is an example of the more general approach of negative
feedback. As noted at the beginning of this thesis, negative feedback was the core
concept of cybernetics, whichwent on to inspire predictive coding. While hierarchical
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predictive coding has largely focused on perceptual inference in cortex, the principles
of negative feedback appear to apply more broadly to neural systems. Indeed, even
at the outset of cybernetics, it was clear that cerebellum plays a central role in
negative feedback control (Wiener, 1948). From more recent studies of cerebellum
and other cerebellum-like structures (Ito, 1998; Bell, 2001; Kennedy et al., 2014),
we are beginning to understand how such circuits correct sensorimotor prediction
errors. One prominent example is given by the Purkinje cells of the cerebellum,
which appear to take in error signals as inputs and output motor corrections. This
follows the general paradigm of iterative amortization, mapping errors to updates.
Casting these neural circuits in terms of amortization, i.e. learned negative feedback,
may provide insights into how such error-correcting mechanisms are learned from
experience.
Sequential Autoregressive Flows
The technique of sequential autoregressive flows (Chapter 5) was, in part, inspired
by the temporal normalization schemes from Srinivasan, Laughlin, and Dubs, 1982
and Dong and Atick, 1995, which are thought to occur in retina and first-order relays
of thalamus. Unlike these earlier works, which were limited to linear functions of
previous inputs, sequential autoregressive flows can utilize non-linear functions to
parameterize the normalizing affine transform. Likewise, because these feedforward
transforms are learned using the prediction errors on the normalized variables, they
can adapt to meet the demands or limitations of higher-level models (Figure 5.6a).
A related technique is that of generalized coordinates (K. Friston, 2008a), decom-
posing a sequence into its temporal derivatives. Friston has suggested that this may
be a general modeling technique employed by neural circuits. As we have seen, a
simplified version of sequential autoregressive flows, using the previous variable as
the affine shift, extracts an approximation of temporal derivatives (Section 5.2). Thus,
given a short enough time step, ΔC = C1 − C0, sequential autoregressive flows provide
a technique for automatically learning an approximation of generalized coordinates.
In Chapter 7, we saw that the same technique can be applied to control, serving as a
low-level dynamical policy, i.e. a dynamical motor basis for control. While early
sensory processing and motor processing are often considered separately, we see that
spatiotemporal dependencies are central to both areas. Normalization (and its inverse)
plays a singular role in both cases, simplifying estimation for upstream models.
If normalization is truly a canonical neural computation (Carandini and Heeger,
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2012), then similar temporal normalization operations may parameterize dynamics
estimation throughout cortex, operating in conjunction with spatial normalization.
We saw this in Chapter 5, where the modified VideoFlow model (Kumar et al., 2020)
utilized spatial normalization within time steps and temporal normalization across
time steps, demonstrating the utility of these complementary procedures.
We have exclusively investigated normalizing flows with affine transforms (Dinh,
Sohl-Dickstein, and S. Bengio, 2017), due to their simplicity and their similarity
to proposed neural computations. Given their connection with Gaussian densities
and Gaussianization (Chen and Gopinath, 2001) (normalization is, ultimately, the
process of converting a data distribution into a standard Normal (Gaussian) density),
transforms of this form are prominent in the statistics literature (Friedman, 1987;
Kessy, Lewin, and Strimmer, 2018). However, the change of variables formula readily
applies to all invertible transforms, including non-affine transforms. This more
general perspective, afforded by normalizing flows, offers a method toward improving
spatiotemporal normalization in current models. Similarly, it suggests that neural
circuits may implement multiple computational forms of normalization transforms,
ranging from simple, affine or constant transforms to more complex, non-affine
transforms (Durkan et al., 2019). These may rely on computational mechanisms
within individual neurons as well as spatiotemporal interactions between neurons.
8.4 Correspondences
Having drawn connections between the machine learning approaches developed
in this thesis and their inspirations in predictive coding, we can now traverse this
bridge from machine learning, through predictive coding, to neuroscience. In this
section, we identify correspondences implied by this bridge. In particular, we explore
the consequences of two implied correspondences: 1) pyramidal neurons and deep
networks and 2) lateral inhibition and normalizing flows. These correspondences
should be interpreted at a functional level, potentially shedding new light on the
computational and learning mechanisms employed in biological neural circuits. In
certain aspects, these correspondences offer a substantial departure from the current
paradigm linking biological and artificial neural networks, providing an alternative
approach toward connecting these areas.
Hierarchical predictive coding and deep latent variablemodels, particularly variational
autoencoders (VAEs) (Kingma andWelling, 2014; Rezende, Mohamed, andWierstra,




















Figure 8.4: Hierarchical Predictive Coding & VAEs. Computation diagrams for
(a) hierarchical predictive coding, (b) VAE with direct amortized inference, and
(c) VAE with iterative amortized inference (Chapter 3). Jᵀ denotes the transposed
Jacobian matrix of the generative model’s conditional likelihood. Red dotted lines
denote gradients, and black dashed lines denote amortized inference. Hierarchical
predictive coding and VAEs are highly similar in both their model formulation and
inference approach.
(Figure 8.4). Specifically,
• Model Formulation: Both areas focus on hierarchical latent Gaussian models
with non-linear dependencies between latent levels, as well as dependencies
within levels via covariance matrices (predictive coding) or normalizing flows
(VAEs). Note that a covariance matrix is computationally equivalent to an
affine normalizing flow with linear dependencies (Kingma, Salimans, et al.,
2016).
• Inference: Both areas use variational inference, often with Gaussian approxi-
mate posteriors. While predictive coding employs gradient-based optimization
and VAEs employ amortized optimization, these are just different design
choices in solving the same inference optimization problem.
While previous works within predictive coding and deep latent variable models have
explored distinct design choices, e.g. in parameterizing dynamics, the two areas share
a common mathematical foundation, inherited from cybernetics and descendant
areas.
With this connection explicitly established, we can now identify the biological
correspondences implied by the connection from VAEs to predictive coding to
neuroscience. Looking at Table 8.1, we see that top-down and bottom-up cortical
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projections, each mediated by pyramidal neurons, respectively parameterize the
generative model and inference updates. Mapping this onto VAEs implies that deep
(artificial) neural networks are in correspondence with pyramidal neuron dendrites
(Figure 8.5). This analogy is not perfect, as each output dimension of a deep network
shares parameters with the other outputs through previous layers. In this regard,
the analogy to pyramidal dendrites in cortex would specifically imply a separate
deep network per variable in a VAE. Or, conversely, a deep network corresponds
to a collection of pyramidal dendrites operating in parallel. Lateral inhibitory
interneurons, which parameterize the inverse covariance matrices at each latent level
in predictive coding, map onto normalizing flows. As mentioned above, normalizing
flows are a non-linear generalization of linear covariance matrices, suggesting the
possibility of non-linear normalization computations in cortex and elsewhere. These
correspondences are obviously quite coarse-grained, and many details are left to be
filled-in. However, they may provide a useful starting point for shifting the current
analogies between machine learning and neuroscience. Below, we explore some of
the consequences of these correspondences.
Pyramidal Neurons & Deep Networks
Non-linear Dendritic Computation Placing deep networks in correspondence
with pyramidal dendrites departs from the traditional one-to-one correspondence
of biological and artificial neurons (McCulloch and Pitts, 1943). This suggests that
(some) individual biological neurons may be better computationally described as
non-linear functions. Evidence from neuroscience supports this analogy. Early
work in simulations proposed that individual pyramidal neurons, through dendritic
processing, could operate as multi-layer artificial networks (Zador, Claiborne, and
Brown, 1992; Mel, 1992). This was later supported by empirical findings that
hippocampal pyramidal dendrites act as computational ‘subunits,’ yielding the
equivalent of a two-layer artificial network (Poirazi, Brannon, and Mel, 2003; Polsky,
Mel, and Schiller, 2004). More recently, Gidon et al., 2020 demonstrated that
individual L2/3 pyramidal neurons are capable of computing the XOR operation,
known for requiring non-linear processing (Minsky and Papert, 1969). This potential
correspondence between deep networks and pyramidal dendrites posits a substantial
role for dendritic computation (London and Häusser, 2005), moving beyond the
overly simplistic comparison of biological and artificial neurons. Further, rather
than assuming every neuron is equivalent, i.e. linear summation with non-linearity,











Figure 8.5: Pyramidal Neurons&DeepNetworks. Connecting deep latent variable
models with predictive coding places deep networks (bottom) in correspondence with
the dendrites of pyramidal neurons (top). This is in contrast with conventional one-
to-one analogies of biological and artificial neurons, suggesting a larger role for non-
linear dendritic computation and alternative correspondences for backpropagation.
from their morphology. This places a greater emphasis on understanding neural
circuits instead of assuming a uniform network of identical computational elements.
Amortization It is feasible that similar hardware and mechanisms underlying
generative predictions could also perform inference updating, i.e. amortization. This is
the insight of deep latent variablemodels: deep networks can parameterize conditional
probabilities in both directions. The computational components are identical, with
different inputs and output targets. Building off of the correspondence of pyramidal
dendrites and deep networks, in cortex, we see particular classes of pyramidal neurons
with separate apical and basal dendrites. These segregated dendritic compartments
selectively take inputs from top-down and bottom-up pathways respectively (Bekkers,
2011; Guergiuev, Lillicrap, and Richards, 2016; Richards, 2019), thought to perform
separate computations. These pyramidal neurons could implement a form of iterative
amortized inference model (Chapter 3), separately processing top-down and bottom-
up error signals to update inference estimates (Figure 8.6). This agrees with the
conjecture from predictive coding that separate neurons in the forward pathway
perform inference updating. Amortization also resolves the weight-transport issue
from predictive coding, as separate inference weights are learned. While some











Figure 8.6: Pyramidal Neurons & Amortization. In predictive coding, inference
updating is implemented using forward pyramidal neurons in cortex, taking prediction
errors as input. In deep latent variable models, iterative amortized inference plays
a similar role, continuing the analogy of pyramidal neurons and deep networks.
Interestingly, this suggests a separation of processing in apical and basal dendrites,
incorporating errors from the current and lower latent level.
al., 2018), we note that K. Friston, 2018 remains skeptical of its biological-plausibility.
Further experiments, particularly at the cortical circuit level, are needed to resolve
this question. For instance, amortization would require some form of stochastic
gradient estimation, e.g. reparameterization gradients (Chapter 2). Although all of
the necessary error signals are local to the amortized optimizer, the details remain
unclear.
Neural Oscillations Oscillations are a common feature of neural circuits, giving
rise to various frequency bands in the local field potential (LFP). These frequencies
are thought to arise from the synchronous activity of populations of neurons, such as
recurrent activity in hippocampus resulting in the theta frequency band (4–10 Hz).
Bastos, Vezoli, et al., 2015 identify distinct frequency bands associated with forward
(gamma, 30–80 Hz) and backward (beta, 10–30 Hz) activity in neocortex. Likewise,
Walsh et al., 2020, reviewing the literature, note that violations of expectations,
i.e. large prediction errors, are associated with increased gamma amplitude, whereas
beta amplitude tends to increase in preparation for a predicted stimulus (Fujioka et al.,
2009). In agreement with hierarchical predictive coding, this supports the conjecture
that backward projections convey predictions, while forward projections perform
inference updating using prediction errors. If we consider the gamma and beta
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Figure 8.7: Backpropagation. Placing deep networks in correspondence with
pyramidal neuron dendrites suggests an alternative perspective on the biological-
plausibility of backpropagation. In deep latent variable models, backpropagation is
only performed across variables that are directly connected through a conditional
probability (left). From the perspective presented here, this corresponds to learning
within pyramidal neurons. One possible implementation may be through backprop-
agating action potentials, perhaps combined with other neuromodulatory inputs
(right).
frequency bands as distinct network-wide “clock rates” associated with inference and
dynamics estimation, respectively, this suggests that cortex performs anywhere from
1–8 inference iterations per time step. Each time step would constitute 30–100 ms.
As seen with amortized variational filtering in Chapter 4, as well iterative amortized
policy optimization in Chapter 6, even with a single inference iteration per time step,
amortization can yield reasonably accurate inference estimates. Note that direct
amortization (Dayan et al., 1995) would suggest that these frequencies should be
identical, in disagreement with empirical observations. Gradient-based optimization,
in contrast, as suggested and employed by Rao and Ballard, 1999 and K. Friston,
2005, may not be sufficient to provide accurate inference estimates with so few
iterations. This may provide further support for the claim that forward pyramidal
neurons in cortex implement a form of iterative amortized inference.
Backpropagation Training deep networks at scale appears to require gradient-
based parameter optimization, i.e. backpropagation (Werbos, 1974; Rumelhart,
Geoffrey E Hinton, and R. J. Williams, 1986). However, the biological plausibility
of backpropagation remains an open question (Lillicrap, Santoro, et al., 2020).
Critics argue that backpropagation requires non-local learning signals and other
techniques (Grossberg, 1987; Crick, 1989), whereas the brain relies largely on local
learning rules (Hebb, 1949; Markram et al., 1997; Bi and Poo, 1998). A number
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of “biologically-plausible” formulations of backpropagation have been proposed
(Stork, 1989; Körding and König, 2001; Xie and Seung, 2003; Geoffrey E. Hinton,
2007; Lillicrap, Cownden, et al., 2016), attempting to reconcile this disparity and
others. Yet, consensus is still lacking regarding the biological implementations
of these proposed techniques. From another perspective, the apparent biological
implausibility of backpropagation may instead be the result of incorrectly assuming
a one-to-one correspondence between biological and artificial neurons.
If deep networks are in correspondence with pyramidal dendrites, this suggests a
different perspective on the biological-plausibility of backpropagation. In hierarchical
latent variable models, prediction errors at each level of the latent hierarchy provide a
local learning signal (K. Friston, 2005; Y. Bengio, 2014; Lee et al., 2015; Whittington
and Bogacz, 2017). Thus, the global objective is decomposed into local errors, with
learning within each latent level performed through gradient-based optimization.
This is exemplified by deep latent variable models, which utilize backpropagation
within each latent level, but not (necessarily) across latent levels. Again, considering
the correspondence of pyramidal dendrites and deep networks, this suggests that
learning within pyramidal neurons may be more analogous to backpropagation
(Figure 8.7). Not surprisingly, one possible candidate is backpropagating action
potentials (G. J. Stuart and Sakmann, 1994; S. R. Williams and G. J. Stuart, 2000).
These occur in the dendrites of pyramidal neurons, actively propagating a signal
of neural activity back to synaptic inputs (G. Stuart et al., 1997; Brunner and
Szabadics, 2016). This results in the location-dependent influx of calcium, leading
to a variety of synaptic changes throughout the dendritic tree (Johenning et al., 2015).
Indeed, Schiess, Urbanczik, and Senn, 2016 recently investigated a computational
model of gradient backpropagation within dendritic trees. While many details remain
unclear, this overall perspective of backpropagation within neurons, rather than across
networks of neurons, offers a more biologically-plausible alternative; all signals
are local to the pyramidal neurons/dendrites within the cortical circuit. Given the
proposed theoretical role and empirical observations, this possible correspondence
between backpropagation and backpropagating action potentials warrants further
investigation.
Lateral Inhibition & Normalizing Flows
Sensory Input Normalization Sensory stimuli are highly redundant in both space
and time. Examples include luminance at neighboring photoreceptors or pressure on
adjacent mechanoreceptors, each of which tend to persist over time intervals. One
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of the key computational roles of early sensory areas, e.g. retina, appears to be in
reducing these redundancies through normalization. In retina, such normalization
operations are carried out through lateral inhibition via horizontal and amacrine cells.
As a result, the transmitted output signals are less correlated (Graham, Chandler,
and Field, 2006; Pitkow and Meister, 2012). As we have discussed in this chapter
and elsewhere, normalization and prediction are inseparable, i.e. one must form
a prediction in order to normalize. Accordingly, previous works have framed
early sensory processing in terms of (spatiotemporal) predictive coding (Srinivasan,
Laughlin, and Dubs, 1982; Hosoya, Baccus, and Meister, 2005; Palmer et al., 2015).
This is often motivated in terms of increased sensitivity or efficiency (Srinivasan,
Laughlin, and Dubs, 1982; Atick and Redlich, 1990) due to redundancy reduction
(Barlow et al., 1961; Barlow, Kaushal, and Mitchison, 1989), i.e. compression.
If we consider cortex as a hierarchical latent variable model of sensory inputs,
then early sensory areas are implicated in parameterizing the conditional likelihood.
The ubiquity of normalization operations in early sensory areas is suggestive of
normalization in a flow-based model. That is, early sensory areas may implement
the “inference” direction of a flow-based conditional likelihood (Siddharth Agrawal
and Dukkipati, 2016; Winkler et al., 2019). This would create a learned, normalized
space in which cortex makes predictions. In addition to the sensitivity and efficiency
arguments above, this could simplify downstream generative modeling and improve
generalization, as demonstrated in Chapter 5. Interestingly, Rao and Ballard, 1999
employ a similar whitening scheme on image inputs, presumably to imitate retina.
Normalizing flows offers a generalization of this idea to non-affine parameterizations
and multiple stages of normalization. Further, framing early sensory areas in terms
of normalizing flows connects these computations conceptually with the rest of the
cortical generative model, i.e. truly evaluating the data-level predictions of cortex
would require inverting the normalization of early sensory areas. While normalizing
flows may not provide a perfect description of early sensory processing (e.g. these
operations may not be completely invertible), this framework may help to unify many
disparate input normalization circuits.
Normalization in Thalamus & Cortex Normalization is also thought to be a
key aspect of first-order relays in thalamus, such as the lateral geniculate nucleus
(LGN). Dong and Atick, 1995 proposed that inhibition across time in LGN could
provide a mechanism for temporally decorrelating the input from retina, with some






























Figure 8.8: Computational Schematic of the Visual Pathway. Interpreting the
early visual pathway from the perspective of a latent variable model, we can assign
computational functions to retina, LGN, and cortex. Retina and LGN are interpreted
as implementing normalizing flows, i.e. spatiotemporal predictive coding, reducing
spatial and temporal redundancy in the visual input. LGN also serves as the
lowest level for hierarchical predictions, which are computed through backward
connections in cortex. Using prediction errors throughout the hierarchy, forward
cortical connections update latent estimates.
be considered as a form of temporal predictive coding (Srinivasan, Laughlin, and
Dubs, 1982), removing easily predictable temporal information. Following the
interpretation above, normalization in thalamus may provide a second stage of
normalizing flow, further removing redundancy. In Chapter 5, we implemented this
general technique using autoregressive flows in deep latent variable models. There,
we saw that low-level temporal normalization removes static backgrounds, improving
modeling and generalization. Further work is needed to assess the functional form
(affine/non-affine) and types of dependencies (linear/non-linear) implemented in
first-order thalamic relays, though suggestions are given by Dong and Atick, 1995.
Normalization, via local lateral inhibition, is also found throughout cortex (King,
Zylberberg, and DeWeese, 2013). K. Friston, 2005 suggested that lateral inhibition
plays the computational role of inverse covariance (precision) matrices, modeling
dependencies between dimensions within the same latent level of the hierarchy.
This corresponds to parameterizing approximate posteriors (Rezende and Mohamed,
2015; Kingma, Salimans, et al., 2016) and/or conditional priors (C.-W. Huang et al.,
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2017) with (linear affine) normalizing flows.1 Again, note that normalizing flows
offers a more general mathematical framework for describing these normalization
computations. Further, predictive coding often assumes that these dependencies are
modeled using symmetric lateral weights (K. Friston, 2005). In contrast, normalizing
flows also permits non-symmetric schemes, e.g. using spatially autoregressive models
(Kingma, Salimans, et al., 2016) or ensembles of such models (Uria, I. Murray, and
Larochelle, 2014). In Chapter 5, we also applied normalizing flows across time in
hierarchical models to assist in parameterizing dynamics, discussing connections to
Friston’s notion of generalized coordinates (K. Friston, 2008a). Thus, multiple forms
of spatial and temporal normalization may occur within cortex, allowing cortical
columns to add and remove dependencies across space and time. Finally, multiple
works within predictive coding have explored the use of prediction precision as a
form of attention (Spratling, 2008; Feldman and K. Friston, 2010). Increasing the
precision of predictions modulates the gain of prediction errors in driving inference,
leading to more precise inferred estimates. This may prove to be a useful technique
in machine learning. The overall computational scheme, ignoring spatiotemporal
normalization in cortex for simplicity, is shown in Figure 8.8.
Motor Dependencies Much like sensory input areas, there is a striking degree of
low-level interneuron circuitry in motor output areas. A canonical example is central
pattern generator (CPG) circuits, which, through local excitation and inhibition, give
rise to coordinated muscle activation (Marder and Bucher, 2001). These circuits
provide a basis of “motor primitives,” allowing muscle activations to be carried out
in a lower-dimensional manifold rather than the entire combinatorial space. Given
the anatomical similarity of these circuits with normalization circuitry in sensory
areas, as well as the close relationship between adding (generation) and removing
(inference) dependencies in normalizing flows, it is possible that such low-level
motor circuits are implementing flow-based distributions. Under this scheme, spinal
circuits convert compressed, uncorrelated signals from higher-level motor areas into
correlated low-level muscle activation. Similar efficiency arguments from sensory
input areas (Atick and Redlich, 1990) are applicable to motor outputs, treating the
spinal cord as a communication channel. Further, spatiotemporal dependencies in
muscle activation may also improve the expressive capacity and generalization of
motor routines. Indeed, multiple works have investigated improving control policies
1Specifically, Friston’s proposal corresponds to ZCA whitening (K. Friston, 2005), whereas those






Figure 8.9: Adding & Removing Dependencies with Normalizing Flows. Nor-
malizing flows provides a general mathematical framework for removing (left) or
adding (right) probabilistic dependencies. Using lateral interactions, one can move
between a normalized (top) or un-normalized (bottom) space. Normalized spaces
have benefits for compression, whereas un-normalized spaces are more expressive.
Neural systems may employ these transforms for sensory and motor processing.
with normalizing flows across motor dimensions (Haarnoja et al., 2018; Tang and
Shipra Agrawal, 2018; Ward, Smofsky, and Bose, 2019), and in Chapter 7, we
investigated incorporating flow-based motor dependencies across time. Consistent
with this setup, it has been empirically observed in neural systems that higher-level
motor areas output transient update signals, which are converted to lower-level
motor trajectories (Shalit et al., 2012). While these findings are encouraging, more
apparent benefits are likely to arise in high-dimensional action spaces, where the
curse of dimensionality (Chen and Gopinath, 2001) makes it essential to model
dependencies for effective exploration. For instance, current MuJoCo environments
from OpenAI gym (Todorov, Erez, and Tassa, 2012; Brockman et al., 2016) contain
<20 action dimensions, whereas it has been estimated that there are roughly 800
independent dimensions to human motor control (Powers, 1973). Operating and
learning efficiently in such large action spaces may require modeling spatiotemporal
dependencies through some form of hierarchical or flow-based decomposition.
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8.5 Discussion
In this chapter, we connected the ideas presented in this thesis back to their origins
in predictive coding. The two core techniques developed in this thesis, iterative
amortized inference and sequential autoregressive flows, map onto aspects of
hierarchical and spatiotemporal predictive coding, respectively. By connecting these
techniques back to predictive coding, we arrived at a variety of possible implied
correspondences between machine learning and neuroscience. In particular,
• we identified the dendrites of pyramidal neurons as functionally analogous to
(nonlinear) deep networks, and
• we identified lateral inhibition as implementing normalizing flows.
Placing pyramidal neuron dendrites in correspondence with deep networks departs
from the traditional one-to-one analogy of biological and artificial neurons, raising a
host of questions regarding dendritic computation and learning via backpropagation.
Likewise, normalizing flows offers a more general framework for considering the
normalization computations carried out by lateral inhibitory interactions found within
multiple brain regions. We are hopeful that connecting these areas will provide new
insights for both machine learning and neuroscience.
For practical reasons, we primarily focused on perception in discussing predictive
coding and the ideas in this thesis. This is a result of the fact that predictive coding
was initially developed and studied in the context of generative models of sensory
inputs (Srinivasan, Laughlin, and Dubs, 1982; Rao and Ballard, 1999; K. Friston,
2005). However, if the cortical microcircuit implements a general-purpose modeling
and inference algorithm, we should expect similar computations to be applicable
to motor and prefrontal cortices. Over the past decade, Friston and colleagues
have developed a range of exciting ideas, interpreting motor control as a process of
proprioceptive prediction (Adams, Shipp, and K. J. Friston, 2013) and prefrontal
cortex as performing hierarchical goal inference (Pezzulo, Rigoli, and K. J. Friston,
2018). Such ideas can be seen as modern extensions of early ideas in cybernetics
(Wiener, 1948; MacKay, 1956; Powers, 1973), using motor control to correct for
discrepancies (errors) between desired and actual outcomes. Indeed, as shown in
Part III, the same perceptual modeling and inference techniques can be applied to
control. Nevertheless, as we discuss in the final chapter, further work is needed
within machine learning to unify perception and control under a single formulation.
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This thesis has presented two core techniques for probabilistic modeling and inference,
iterative amortization and sequential autoregressive flows, applied to both perception
(Part II) and control (Part III). These techniques are modern incarnations of classical
feedback and feedforward ideas popularized and developed under cybernetics (Wiener,
1948; Ashby, 1956). Importantly, these techniques are both learned, providing an
additional layer of optimization, i.e., negative feedback, for added efficiency and
efficacy. Thus, these ideas are both generally applicable to a range of perception and
control settings, as well as powerful, enabling performance improvements. Figure 9.1
provides an overview of the contributions. In this chapter, we conclude this thesis by
examining the general themes developed in the preceding chapters and broadening
the discussion toward a synthesis of these ideas and the path ahead.
9.1 Iterative Estimation
The technical contributions of this thesis demonstrate the benefits of iterative estima-
tion, applied to both probabilistic modeling of dynamics (sequential autoregressive
flows; Chapters 5 & 7) and variational inference (iterative amortization; Chap-
ters 3, 4, & 6). We have already seen how iterative amortization provides updates to
inferred estimates of distribution parameters, λ:
λ← 5q (λ,∇λL).
In each case, we used a gated transform to parameterize this update, which is a
specialized version of a residual update:
λ← λ + Δλ. (9.1)
This had numerous benefits, including the ability to improve performance by












Figure 9.1: Thesis Summary. Graphical representations of perception (a–c) and
control (d–e) using feedback (a, b, d) and feedforward (c, e) processes.
ability to estimate multiple solutions (Greff et al., 2019). Iterative estimation also
allowed us to automatically adapt to new priors, as seen in sequential latent variable
models (Chapter 4), and new conditional likelihoods, as seen in policy optimization
(Chapter 6). Thus, this procedure is both more powerful and more general.
Switching settings, with sequential autoregressive flows on observations, x1:) , we
can consider the special case of parameterizing the shift at time C as xC−1 and the






Equivalently, if we are modeling yC = ΔxC−1 using a higher-level model for the base
distribution, the autoregressive generative model can be expressed as
xC ← xC−1 + ΔxC−1. (9.2)
In Chapters 5 & 7, we saw that this scheme simplified estimation, improving
performance in both cases. With conditional likelihood estimation (Chapter 5), we
also saw accompanying generalization improvements, resulting from the learned
normalization of inputs. We can interpret xC−1 in Eq. 9.2 as a type of frame of
reference, providing an initial estimate of xC , which is then refined through ΔxC−1.
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While formulated from the differing perspectives of feedback and feedforward
processing, we see in Eqs. 9.1 & 9.2 that iterative amortization and sequential au-
toregressive flows ultimately involve similar iterative estimation schemes, estimating
changes from previous estimates. Iterative estimation is arguably the most generic
scheme for both optimization and prediction, as it simply asks, “should this variable
be larger or smaller?” In cases where variables change relatively smoothly, due to
the continuity of time or functional constraints, this is a useful inductive bias for
performing estimation. As we have shown in this thesis, the same mathematical prin-
ciples can be applied to both perception (Part II) and control (Part III), highlighting
the generality of these iterative estimation schemes. This suggests a unified set of
relatively simple computational principles for performing a host of processes, an
alluring possibility given the seeming standardization of biological neural “hardware.”
Thus, considering the biological connections discussed in Chapter 8, top-down and
bottom-up cortical projections (mediated by pyramidal neurons) may use similar
computational principles, respectively computing changes in predictions and latent
estimates.
9.2 Combining Generative Perception & Control
As we have laid out each of these ideas separately, there is still work to be done
in combining these techniques to form a unified agent, combining both perception
and control. Importantly, this is not as simple as merely stitching together the
computation graphs for perception and control, e.g., Figures 9.1b & 9.1d. We can see
this by starting from the control-as-inference perspective (Levine, 2018), presented
in Chapter 6, and considering a hierarchical policy, with an internal latent variable, z.
Then, we can express the agent-environment interaction1 as
?\ (s1:) , z1:) , a1:) ) = d(s1)
)∏
C=1
?env(sC+1 |sC , aC)?\ (zC |s≤C , z<C , a<C)?\ (aC |s≤C , z≤C , a<C).
Note that the distribution over z, i.e., ?\ (zC |s≤C , z<C , a<C), is expressed as a direct
conditional mapping, rather than as an inverse generative mapping (as in Part II).
This is a result of the mathematical formulation of policy distributions and not a
design choice. However, we can use Bayes’ rule to re-express the posterior in terms
of a generative mapping
?\ (zC |s≤C , z<C , a<C) =
?\ (sC |s<C , z≤C , a<C)?\ (zC |s<C , z<C , a<C)
?\ (sC |s<C , z<C , a<C)
. (9.3)
1To simplify notation, we express the environment in terms of states, i.e., an MDP. However, an
additional mapping from states to observations could be used, yielding a POMDP, as in Marino and
Yue, 2019.
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Much like the perception generative models from Part II, the numerator in Eq. 9.3 is
the agent’s action-conditioned generative model, a joint distribution over internal
latent variables and state observations. However, we see that the denominator is
the marginal likelihood of the current observation, conditioned only on the past
variables. To see the implications of this term, we can continue with the control-
as-inference approach, introducing an approximate posterior, c(g |O), now over
g ≡ [s1:) , z1:) , a1:) ]. At time step C, we have
?env(sC+1 |sC , aC)c(zC |s≤C , z<C , a<C ,O)c(aC |s≤C , z≤C , a<C ,O),
where, as before, O denotes optimality. Plugging this into the variational objective







Task Information Gain︷                       ︸︸                       ︷
log
?\ (sC |s<C , z≤C , a<C)
?\ (sC |s<C , z<C , a<C)
−
Internal KL︷                          ︸︸                          ︷
log
c(zC |s≤C , z<C , a<C ,O)
?\ (zC |s<C , z<C , a<C)
(9.4)
− log c(aC |s≤C , z≤C , a<C ,O)




The first and last term are the typical reward and action KL from the control-as-
inference formulation, modified for the hierarchical setting. The “Internal KL” term
resembles the latent dynamics found within the generative models from Part II.
However, instead of just the conditional log-likelihood of the current state observation,
sC , we have a “Task Information Gain” term. This is the crucial difference from
simply combining the perception and control techniques from this thesis, which
would only yield the numerator in this term. Briefly, because z is sampled from c,
which is optimized for the task (i.e., conditioned on O), the information gain can be
thought of as the amount of task-relevant information extracted from the current state
observation. In other words, the agent is optimized to learn an internal model that
maximally extracts task-relevant information from the environment. This contrasts
with current approaches to model-based reinforcement learning with latent variable
models (Ha and Schmidhuber, 2018; Hafner et al., 2019), which learn to model
observations as well as possible, i.e., the simple combination of perception and control
techniques. Intuitively, by modeling everything, the agent’s model may neglect
less salient task-relevant information, resulting in poor performance. Similarly,
from an evolutionary perspective, organisms obtain no utility in modeling their
environment unless it can extract information relevant for survival and reproduction.
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Figure 9.2: Combining Generative Perception & Control. Graphical represen-
tation combining generative perception (Part II) and control (Part III). Internal
perceptual latent variables are a hierarchical variable in the control policy. Impor-
tantly, the agent maximizes the task-relevant information gain from the environment’s
state observation, rather than the conditional log-likelihood.
Stepping back, this exercise also demonstrates that internal perceptual variables
may be reasonably considered as hierarchical variables in the control policy. This
echoes the “motor chauvinist” view from neuroscience (Wolpert, Ghahramani, and
Flanagan, 2001): the brain is ultimately concerned with control, with perception
simply a means of improving control. Interestingly, if we consider deeper hierarchies
of variables, there may not be a clear line between perception and control, supporting
the application of similar computational principles put forth in this thesis. For a
more in-depth derivation of this formulation, we refer to Marino and Yue, 2019.
In this section, we have attempted to combine perception and control by treating
perception as an initial stage of processing, providing an input to the control policy.
While we considered systems with only a single internal latent variable for perception,
one could, in theory, construct policies with many hierarchical levels. However,
even with many variables, this scheme is ultimately just a method for parameterizing
more complex policy distributions, interpreting intermediate variables as “perceptual
variables.” In this sense, we have a hierarchy of actions. In the next section, we
discuss an alternative approach toward combining perception and control, instead
using a hierarchy of tasks.
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9.3 Controlling Perception
In a task hierarchy, each level receives a task (e.g., a goal) from the level above,
defined in the space of the perceptual representation at the current level. The level’s
“policy” attempts to satisfy this task by assigning tasks to the level below. In this way,
each level attempts to control its perception (Powers, 1973), bringing the perceptual
state estimate toward the goal. The top level assigns sub-tasks to solve the overall
task, e.g., survival, and the lowest level outputs primitive actions to the environment.
By estimating and controlling perceptions at each level, the agent can control abstract
aspects of the environment, simplifying the process of solving the overall task over
larger spatiotemporal scales.
To a greater degree than in an action hierarchy, perception and control are intimately
linked in this formulation. That is, perception does not merely precede control.
Rather, the two processes are concurrent, with perception providing the basis for
estimating and evaluating control. In the RL literature, this setup is sometimes
referred to as feudal RL (Dayan and Hinton, 1993), with several recent incarnations
(Vezhnevets et al., 2017; Nachum et al., 2018a). In the control theory literature, it is
sometimes referred to as hierarchical or cascaded control (Albus, Barbera, and Nagel,
1980). And in the cognitive science and neuroscience literature, this relates to ideas
of hierarchical cognitive control (Badre, 2008; Yin, 2016). We now discuss several
aspects of this approach, as well as connections to concepts across various fields.
Task Specification with State Distributions
We require some method for defining the tasks throughout the hierarchy. To define
these tasks, we first step back and reconsider the general framing of tasks. In
Part III, we utilized the control-as-inference formulation of reinforcement learning,
largely following the notation of Levine, 2018. This formulation, born out of
an effort to frame reinforcement learning (Sutton and Barto, 2018) in terms of
probabilistic inference, makes the somewhat unnatural move of introducing auxiliary
“optimality” variables (Cooper, 1988), O, which are set to 1 by construction. While
this mathematical trick provides a convenient framing of the policy optimization
problem in RL, one is still left with the difficult and opaque task of defining and
optimizing a reward function. Further, because the reward function is considered as
a fundamental element of the task formulation, one does not have direct access to the
underlying calculations inside the reward function when considering the probabilistic
modeling and inference procedure.
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For instance, in Chapter 6, we adapted iterative amortized inference (Chapter 3) for
policy optimization. In Chapter 3, in addition to gradient encoding models, which
use ∇L, we considered Gaussian priors and conditional likelihoods, allowing us
to define inference models that encode (prediction) errors, Yx and Yz. However, in
Chapter 6, because we were dealing with generic reward functions, we could only
consider gradient encoding models. While similar squared error terms appear within
the reward functions of the MuJoCo benchmark environments, these were effectively
hidden from us. By more explicitly considering the origin and calculation of reward
within the probabilistic modeling perspective, we may be able to devise more general
principles for specifying and performing tasks.
This thesis has focused, in part, on revitalizing ideas developed under cybernetics
using modern machine learning techniques. With its focus on both biological
and non-biological systems, cybernetics framed objectives in terms of homeostasis
(Cannon, 1929), or the maintenance of equilibria or “setpoints” on states (Ashby,
1952). Rather than a reward function, an agent is given a desired setpoint or
goal state (e.g., a thermostat temperature), or more generally, a desired probability
distribution over state variables. Indeed, this perspective is still prevalent in the
control literature, where many reward and cost functions are defined in terms of
squared errors, i.e., Gaussian log-likelihoods, from setpoints. We can even further
generalize this notion to allostasis (Sterling, 1988), yielding desired distributions over
state trajectories. Thus, while Sutton and Barto, 2018 describe reward maximizing
agents as “qualitatively different from equilibrium-seeking systems,” given the proper
probabilistic framing, as discussed below, this distinction disappears. Defining tasks
first in terms of state or trajectory distributions, rather than (simply) in terms of
reward functions, could prove useful in building and understanding autonomous
systems, potentially leading to improved methods for specifying and solving tasks.
Task Specification
Distribution-defined tasks have the benefit of naturally lending themselves toward
probabilistic modeling and inference techniques. As discussed in Chapter 1, the
various descendent fields of cybernetics each formulated control problems in terms
of probabilistic inference. There is a rich line of work formulating planning (Attias,
2003; Botvinick and Toussaint, 2012; Piché et al., 2019) and control (Toussaint
and Storkey, 2006; Todorov, 2008; Hoffman et al., 2009; Toussaint, 2009; Rawlik,
Toussaint, and Vijayakumar, 2013) in terms of probabilistic inference. Within
neuroscience, Friston’s line of work on active inference (K. Friston, Daunizeau, and
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Kiebel, 2009) similarly formulates control as the inference of actions to maximize
the (homeostatic) likelihood of states (Morville et al., 2018). While each of these
formulations offers unique perspectives on the control problem, the commonality
is that many of these are formulated in terms of desired state distributions, which
then give rise to reward (or cost functions) as the resulting log-likelihood.2 In other
words, for a desired state distribution, ?3 ((), the reward, A, that an agent receives
in a particular state, B, is proportional to the log-likelihood of that state under the
desired state distribution,
A (B) ∝ log ?3 (( = B). (9.5)
For instance, a quadratic reward function between the current state and some setpoint,
B∗, i.e.,
A (B) = −1
2
| |B − B∗ | |22 ,
is equivalent to defining a Gaussian desired state distribution with mean B∗:
?3 (() = N((; B∗, 1), (9.6)
as shown in Figure 9.3. State distributions, rather than reward functions, may be a
more natural way to specify tasks. This could range from simple distributions, as in
the Gaussian case, to sharp distributions, such as a Dirac delta function for a particular
state, e.g., a solved Rubik’s cube. As discussed above, state distributions can also
be time-varying, i.e., allostatic, defined over state trajectories. This is essential in
situations where homeostatic variables need to change, e.g., blood pressure, to meet
environmental requirements (Sterling, 2012).
As a final note here, it is worth mentioning that the notion of “reward” itself is an
abstraction, a remnant of an earlier behaviorist paradigm. Although reward, as a
concept, has served as a useful tool for making progress in computational approaches
to control, we should not endow it with special status. At a more fundamental level,
the common characteristic of organisms, machines, and “intelligent” systems broadly
is their ability to perform work to alter the state of the environment (Levin et al.,
2011). Defining such systems in terms of distributions over states, rather than an
inferred scalar quantity (reward), perhaps offers a more congruent framing.


























Figure 9.3: State Distributions & Rewards. A quadratic reward function, A ((),
can be equivalently expressed as a Gaussian desired state distribution, ?3 (().
Task Solving
The exponentiation interpretation above is highly similar to the control-as-inference
perspective (Cooper, 1988), where we defined the likelihood of optimality as
?(O = 1) ∝ exp(A (B)).
However, unlike control-as-inference, where the variable of interest is the abstractly-
defined “optimality,” the state distribution approach considers states directly, yielding
a more interpretable problem. The policy optimization objective then becomes the
following cross-entropy:
E0∼c()EB∼?env (( |=0) [log ?3 (( = B)] , (9.7)
where, here, we have considered a single time step for simplicity. Unlike log-
optimality, the objective in Eq. 9.7 has a simple interpretation: find a control policy
that puts the environment in states with high log-probability under the desired
distribution. In other words, make the environment state look more like your desires.
Further, if we extend Eq. 9.7 to a KL divergence (Lee et al., 2019), this provides
an additional state entropy term, encouraging maximum coverage over states, i.e.,
exploration and novelty-seeking.
Desired state distributions have the immediate benefit of exposing the calculation
of reward to the probabilistic formulation and inference technique. Considering the
Gaussian example in Eq. 9.6, the task error, YB ≡ B − B∗, is no longer hidden inside
the black box of the reward function. Thus, through (iterative) amortization, we
could potentially perform policy optimization by inverting this state error to yield an
updated control policy. This is the idea behind negative feedback control techniques
(Astrom and Murray, 2008), instantiated in so-called comparator circuits, a key


















Figure 9.4: Comparator Circuit. Using the error between the current state and
the input reference signal (or setpoint), a compensator-effector function updates the
output control. The feedback takeoff function converts this control output into the
current state. An ideal compensator-effector minimizes the discrepancy between the
current state and the reference signal. Adapted from Wiener, 1948.
Comparator circuits (Figure 9.4) consist of an input reference signal (or setpoint), a
compensator-effector function, a feedback takeoff function, and a control output. The
current state, given by the feedback takeoff function, is compared with the reference
signal. The error is then fed to the compensator-effector function, which adjusts the
control output to minimize this error (negative feedback). Broadly, we can identify
the input reference signal as the mean of a Gaussian desired state distribution (B∗),
the compensator-effector function as a type of iterative inference model, and the
feedback takeoff function as the environment (or model). While the basic comparator
circuit neglects many of the underlying mathematical details and assumptions, it
nevertheless provides a useful example of feedback control that appears to fit nicely
with iterative amortization, and importantly, desired state distributions, where an
explicit error can be calculated.
Biological organisms contain negative feedback processes operating at multiple
scales, altering the internal state of the organism and the external environment. From
an evolutionary point of view, such homeostatic feedback control processes are
only useful insofar as they enable genetic propagation (Dawkins, 1976). Thus, the
homeostatic desired state distribution is itself learned through evolution, translating
genetic survival into distributions over internal states (or trajectories). From this
perspective, nervous systems are merely an extension of this trend, enabling more
flexible forms of feedback over a range of time horizons. As argued by Damasio,
2019, this requires some method for estimating the (log) likelihood of current and
future states under the homeostatic distribution, which he identifies as feelings.
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Hierarchical Control
The setup discussed thus far has only considered a single desired state distribution,
recapitulating the standard RL setup from an alternative mathematical perspective.
However, by framing tasks in terms of desired distributions, we can readily extend this
formulation to hierarchical setups, in which higher levels assign desired perceptual
distributions to lower levels (i.e., perceptual goals). These lower levels then assign
desired perceptual distributions to even lower levels (or actions), attempting to
maximize the likelihood of perceptions under the distribution from above. In this
way, each level operates semi-autonomously as an “agent,” performing tasks in
perceptual state-spaces that are increasingly coarse-grained over space and time.
These perceptual spaces could, in principle, be defined in terms of generative
mappings, as in Part II. Under this scheme, negative feedback and feedforward
perception and control processes would operate in tandem at each level, updating
perceptual estimates and goals, respectively.
The brain structures associated with homeostatic regulation are evolutionarily ancient,
located in the brain stem. More recent structures, such as the limbic system and cortex,
provide additional layers of regulation, estimating and controlling more abstract
external states. The pinnacle of this abstraction is located in prefrontal cortex, which
is hypothesized to infer a hierarchy of increasingly abstract high-value (goal) states
(Pezzulo, Rigoli, and K. J. Friston, 2018). Through a descending hierarchy of
proprioceptive “predictions,” these goal states are translated into muscle tensions,
enacted in the spinal cord through (negative feedback) reflex arcs (Adams, Shipp,
and K. J. Friston, 2013). This cognitive control setup broadly agrees with perceptual
control theory (Powers, 1973), which posits that actions are engaged in controlling a
hierarchy of perceptual estimates via negative feedback, with homeostatic variables
dictating the top of the hierarchy. This overall architecture has also been described
by Meystel and Albus, 1997 from a more control-theoretic perspective.
Although ideas on the relationship between feedback and the brain have existed
since the dawn of cybernetics (Rosenblueth, Wiener, and Bigelow, 1943; Ashby,
1952; Powers, 1973), it is only through recent discoveries in neuroscience that a
more detailed picture of higher levels, outlined above, has started to emerge (Cools,
1985; Yin, 2014; Pezzulo and Cisek, 2016; Badre, 2020). Through developments
in machine learning, in part advanced through this thesis, implementation of
these ideas may be on the horizon. However, while there has been progress
in goal-based reinforcement learning (Schaul et al., 2015; Andrychowicz et al.,
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2017; Eysenbach, Salakhutdinov, and Levine, 2019) and goal hierarchies (Nachum
et al., 2018a; Nachum et al., 2018b), substantial insights are still needed. For
instance, temporal abstraction (Sutton, Precup, and Singh, 1999), despite its agreed
upon importance, remains computationally elusive. Inspiration from neuroscience,
particularly regarding perceptual control, as opposed to the conventional dichotomy
of model-free and model-based control, may provide useful directions for progress.
We have purposefully left the formulation in this section somewhat vague, as many
details are left to be worked out. Yet, we feel strongly that this perspective, starting
from homeostasis and scaling up toward hierarchical perceptual control, is the most
promising path toward building capable systems and understanding the brain.
9.4 Bridging Neuroscience and Machine Learning
The approach taken in this thesis, applying ideas from neuroscience to machine
learning (and vice versa), is, unfortunately, fairly uncommon. If nothing else, we
hope that the reader has come to appreciate the connections between these fields,
first emphasized by cybernetics. The contributions within this thesis were inspired
by ideas from theoretical neuroscience, which, in turn, originated from information
theory, control theory, and cybernetics more broadly. Looking at the history of these
ideas, it becomes clear that there is a proven track record of making progress through
interaction between neuroscience and machine learning. Bridging these fields is
difficult, but it is a well-documented path toward further progress.
Indeed, there are multiple bridges between neuroscience and machine learning, each
operating at different scales or in different brain regions. In this thesis, we have
explored a circuit-level description for inspiration and correspondences, primarily
drawn from existing work in predictive coding (Srinivasan, Laughlin, and Dubs,
1982; Rao and Ballard, 1999). These circuits are far more complex than generic
neural network architectures, involving multiple objective terms, multiple functions,
and specific probabilistic computations. Yet, these models are entirely abstracted
away from ion currents, actions potentials, and neuromodulators. In our view, this is
a useful level of abstraction for describing the computational principles underlying
neural systems. Some previous works have attempted to compare similar learned
models with neural data (Lotter, Kreiman, and Cox, 2018), however, additional work
is needed. By scaling up these models, our hope is that future researchers can explore
and test aspects of predictive coding in detail, alongside neuroscience experiments.
To conclude, we will briefly review the neuroscience implications of the ideas
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presented in this thesis. Building on the cybernetic tradition, we have investigated
improved approaches to feedback and feedforward perception and control. While the
structure (or circuit architecture) of these approaches is predefined, the processes
themselves are learned from data. That is, we learn feedforward predictions
via autoregressive flows, and we learn negative feedback updates via iterative
amortization. This demonstrates that a limited set of computational operations,
combined appropriately, is capable of adapting to environment-specific perception and
control tasks. In a similar way, predefined neural circuit architectures, particularly in
cortex, are capable of adapting to the specific perceptual and control tasks encountered
by an organism during its lifetime.
Notably, in addition to the basic arithmetic operations for probabilistic computations,
e.g., subtraction for error andmultiplication for precision-weighting, these approaches
rely on learned non-linear mappings, parameterized by deep networks. By identifying
the probabilistic computations as occurring across neurons, as in predictive coding,
the non-linear mappings are implicated in occurring within neurons. Importantly, this
interpretation hinges on implementing negative feedback (inference) optimization
using amortization. Thus, a significant portion of neurons may be devoted to learning
to optimize the perceptual and control estimates of other neural circuits. While this
idea has a long history (Rosenblueth, Wiener, and Bigelow, 1943), amortization
provides a new lens for understanding how such corrective processes can be learned.
Much work remains to be done in formulating and understanding neural systems, and
biological systems generally, in computational terms. Humans, in particular, through
a complex array of perceptual and control processes, are capable of bringing about
wildly improbable, high-value environmental states. While it is tempting to think
that we are close to “solving intelligence,” we are still only scratching the surface of
basic engineering principles. Substantial work remains to be done in integrating and
scaling these systems. May we continue to look toward the complexity and wonder
of biological systems as a guiding source of inspiration.
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